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ABSTRACT 
VIETNAMESE YOUNG WOMEN FROM THE THIRD WAVE OF IMMIGRATION 
THEIR STRUGGLE FOR CONTINUING HIGHER EDUCATION 
SEPTEMBER 2001 
HOA TRUONG, B. A., UNIVERSITY OF SAIGON, VIET NAM 
M. Ed., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Ed. D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor Theresa Austin 
Throughout American history, people have come to the United States to escape 
intolerable conditions elsewhere and to seek a better life. After the collapse of the South 
Vietnamese government, hundreds of thousands of persons fled to Thailand, Malaysia, 
Singapore, the Philippines, and Indonesia. Eventually, by the late 1980’s and early 
1990’s most of them made their way to the United States (U.S. Department of State). 
There were three waves of Vietnamese immigration. The third wave, coming after 1982, 
was the most complicated as it included different types of refugees. A significant number 
of studies focus on the challenges of Vietnamese refugees in adapting to a new society. 
However, research on Vietnamese women is still very limited. 
The purpose of this study was to explore the educational experiences and life 
stories of sixteen Vietnamese young women who came to Welltown, Massachusetts 
during the third wave of immigration, and who were successful in pursuing higher 
education. The study looked for factors that influenced their academic achievements and 
the construction of their self-identities. 
VI 
The methodology used to collect the data was in-depth interviewing. The first 
interview concentrated on the participants’ life experiences in Viet Nam until the day 
they came to the United States, and the challenges they faced to achieve academically. 
The second interview provided details and stories of their current living experiences. The 
last interview focused on the meaning of their experiences as Vietnamese female refugees 
in American society. Informal conversations with parents and teachers, a survey on 
parents’ attitude on second language learning, and classroom observations were included 
as a means oftriangulation to confirm and expand my interpretations based on the 
interviews’ data. 
There were three main conclusions of this study: (1) according to their own 
accounts, all women saw education and the learning of English as important to their 
success. They also saw family playing an important role in their lives, (2) as a group, 
they made diverse career choices based on language proficiency in English not on their 
ability, and (3) each group faced particular challenges and based on their refugee 
experiences, other issues that affected their identity construction were discrimination 
inside Vietnamese community and at the workplace in the dominant culture, 
inappropriate curriculum and assessement in their schooling, and lack of career 
orientation. Implications of the findings of this study provide researchers and educators 
possible direction for supporting environment for female Vietnamese refugees in a 
multicultural society. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
After the Viet Nam War and the abandonment by the American government, 
hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese left Viet Nam to resettle in many places of the 
world, with the greatest number immigrating to the United States. We are fortunate that 
some people did write about their struggle as well as their success in their host country 
(Rutledge, 1992, Bankston & Zhou, 1995). Among the three waves of immigration1, the 
third one is the most complicated. This group is consisted of “boat people”2, people from 
the Orderly Departure Program3 (O.D.P.), Amerasian families4, and political detainee 
families5 (H. O.). Most of them had less exposure to Western culture and the English 
language than the earlier refugees. Therefore, they had fewer educational and business 
skills than the first and the second waves of refugees. Their motive for immigration was 
to simply survive in a more hospitable country than a communist society in which they 
were oppressed. Moreover, most of them had endured significant time in refugee camps 
in Southeast Asia before being resettled in the United States. 
As a Vietnamese female educator who had struggled with traditional family 
culture to complete a four-year program at the university in Viet Nam, I too, had suffered 
through life in three transitional camps before finally being resettled in the United States. 
I had children to raise and support and as I searched for a topic for my dissertation, I 
became very interested in doing this research. In this study, I wanted to learn about the 
experiences of other Vietnamese young women refugees in Welltown, Massachusetts 
who were members of the third wave of immigration to the United States. In my opinion. 
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they are an important resource that can help shape and reform the bilingual education 
policy and programs to meet the needs of this particular type of refugee and those who 
face similar contexts. 
The research questions in this dissertation have been formulated based on the use 
of two main theories: second language learning and identity construction. This is a 
qualitative research study that will utilize phenomenological in-depth interview for 
gathering data from participants. I also use informal conversations with parents and 
ESL/bilingual teachers, a survey from Vietnamese parents who have children in the 
bilingual program at secondary level, and field notes from classroom observations as 
other sources of data. There may be limitations to this study due to the fact that the 
findings may be specific to one particular setting and participant personal interactions. 
Yet the depth of information and the analytical frameworks will provide explanatory 
levels that could not have been reached without this type of close study. 
My literature review of “The Educational Issues for Vietnamese Female High 
School Students in Welltown, Massachusetts at the third wave of immigration” (Truong, 
1999) emphasized the fact that very few studies have documented Vietnamese women 
refugees in the United States. Studies that were located by this review commonly 
focused on the philosophy and goals of bilingual education, and its program models. I 
hope that my study will contribute to building an understanding of what it means to learn 
a second language when one is a refugee woman in a particular historical moment and 
cultural context. 
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The Researcher 
Based on my teaching experiences of English as a foreign language in Viet Nam, 
and more than twelve years of work with Vietnamese students in a bilingual program in 
the Welltown Public Schools, Massachusetts, I have long believed that second language 
learning is a needed element of the core curriculum for minority language learners. At 
the same time, I firmly believe there is no need to give up a relationship to the mother 
tongue and culture. 
In addition to being a language teacher, I am also a refugee who had failed seven 
times in attempts to immigrate. I spent two months in prison with my four children after 
trying to escape from a desperate situation in Viet Nam. In the spring of 1982, after 
spending ten months in Malaysia and the Philippines, we eventually arrived in the United 
States to be resettled. My children and I overcame dramatic days floating on the ocean, 
confronting shortages of food and water. The inhuman behavior of the Thai pirates, still 
remain as painful and unforgettable memories. Every single challenge I overcame made 
me more confident and more secure in building my own identity. I have also tried my 
best to raise my children and support them in achieving their educational goals. 
Furthermore, I have understood the conflict and feelings of ambiguity that my children 
faced when they had to adapt to another society, speaking a new language, entering a new 
system of education, and facing a new culture. 
For now, I am struggling to complete a doctoral program, and engaging in the 
Vietnamese Buddhist Youth activities. I realize that education is significant, not only for 
young people but also for anybody who wants to feel satisfied in acquiring knowledge. I 
always tell my children and my students that education widens both intellectual 
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knowledge and human dignity. Whether it is eastern philosophy or western doctrine, 
both can be used to improve one’s sense of self. 
The Research Project 
Because I wanted to explore the educational and social experiences of Vietnamese 
young women of the third wave immigration in Welltown, Massachusetts, I chose to 
conduct in-depth phenomenological interviews with sixteen Vietnamese young women to 
understand how their educational experiences were different from Vietnamese females in 
Viet Nam. In this part, I will present the importance of this study, research questions, 
background of Vietnamese education for females versus U.S. education, limitations of the 
research method, organization of the research design, and some definitions used in the 
study. 
Significance of the Study 
Statement of the study. The dissertation research topic is how to provide better 
opportunities for second language learners, especially the Vietnamese young women 
refugees, and to explain the nature of their struggles for higher education in order to 
identify themselves in a new society. 
The impetuous influx of many refugees into the United States has made this 
country a culturally and ethically diverse nation. It has also given the refugees as well as 
the U. S. government new challenges. The majority of Vietnamese refugees live in 
California, Texas, Illinois, Minnesota, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania and Washington 
(Haines, 1989). Due to the relative small number of Vietnamese students in other 
locations, especially in Western Massachusetts, little attention has been paid to their 
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particular second language needs. One of many important challenges is how to help the 
Vietnamese students to accommodate to the mainstream and succeed in higher education. 
It is often assumed that the primary need of these students is to be proficient in English 
before learning any major academic subject. 
In light of this situation, the purpose of this study is to examine the factors, which 
influenced the motivation of second language acquisition of the Vietnamese young 
women to succeed and continue higher education. 
This study hopes to fill the gap that exists in the current research literature 
pertinent to second language learning of young Vietnamese women refugees. Also, it 
may open new windows to social issues relevant to the young Vietnamese women 
refugees’ construction of their self-identities. 
Significance of the study. This study is significant and relevant firstly to the field 
of education, especially for the immigrant students. Through in-depth phenomenological 
interviews we hear the meaning that education has had for sixteen Vietnamese young 
women. This study examines their privileges as well as the obstacles they face in the 
learning environment and school curriculum. 
Secondly, this study provides invaluable information for those who have an 
interest in understanding and exploring the concerns and perspectives of an ethnic group 
who identify themselves as Vietnamese young women in the United States, a country of 
immigrants and opportunities. This study also provides insights for educators concerning 
the educational needs of refugee students in a high school setting. 
Thirdly, this study is important to me personnally. I, too, was once a boat person 
in the third wave of immigration. My children are bilingual. I have held a bilingual and 
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ESL teaching position for the past thirteen years in the Welltown Public Schools. I feel 
the need to investigate formally what I have witnessed in the classroom and in the 
community. Therefore, I strongly believe that this study can provide some ideas for the 
improvement of the current bilingual education programs for the language minority 
students in the United States. 
Research Questions 
In order to focus on the above-mentioned issues, this study will examine both the 
students’ experiences and the parents’ perspectives on the present education system as 
compared with the system in their former country. 
For this study, the following specific research questions are formulated as guiding 
principles. The first set of questions looks into common experiences and elements 
affecting the participants’ educational lives and academic achievements. 
(a) What crucial factors motivate them? 
(b) What struggles do they need to overcome? (School/family) 
(c) What attitudes do they have towards learning two languages at the same time? 
(d) What relationship do they have with teachers, peers, and school counselors? 
(f) What are their academic goals? 
The second set of questions inquires about their social relationships needed to 
construct their own identities. 
(a) What values and norms are they influenced by? (Vietnamese/American) 
(b) How do they define themselves? (American, Vietnamese, or Vietnamese 
American?) 
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(c) What kind of expectations do they have for their present lives? What are their 
future career expectations? 
These research questions also concentrate on how Vietnamese young women 
refugees face the difficulties of maintaining their first language but still build upon their 
own identity in their adaptation to the new society. The research approach, data 
collection methods and the data anlysis for this study, respond to the above-mentioned 
questions. These will be discussed in detail in the following pages. 
Background of Vietnamese Education for Females versus U.S. Education 
Viet Nam gained its independence after a millennium of Chinese political 
domination and cultural influence in 939. With independence, political domination was 
abolished but the cultural influence was increased by the willing acceptance of learning 
and institutions from Chinese educational system. 
Before French Colonialism. In the early years of Vietnamese independence, the 
Buddhist clergy were supported as leaders in the field of education with Confucianism 
incorporated into the social and political structure of the capital city. At this time, both 
Chinese and Vietnamese languages were used in instructing. Two writing systems were 
used in literature: Sino-Vietnamese and ideographic Vietnamese. The term Sino- 
Vietnamese is usually applied to anything written in classical Chinese by a Vietnamese 
and pronounced in the Vietnamese manner. The ideographic Vietnamese basically is a 
system, which underwent a process of evolution from the simple adoption of Chinese 
characters in their phonetic value to the creation of new letters (DeFrancis, 1977). 
Throughout the period known as the monarchical independence (939-1651), 
parents sent their children to the houses of Confucian scholars to learn and usually 
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brought rice and food as tuition and gratitude. People were influenced by two main 
moral principles: Confucianism and Buddhism. Through Confucianism, boys are given 
preferential treatment and girls are usually considered subordinate. However, this 
contradicts Buddhism, where male and female are equal in terms of education and 
personality. Classes were open in the Buddhist temple for everybody to come to study. 
Buddhism became the state religion of Viet Nam under the Ly Dynasty (1010-1214). 
After the Tran dynasty (1225-1440), Buddhism lost the status of a state religion 
but still remained the dominant religion in Viet Nam and a major cultural influence. 
However, there was no mandatory education even at the elementary level. Therefore, 
most girls did not go to the scholars’ houses or to the temple to study because of their 
family’s economic situation. The exceptions were daughters of wealthy families who 
were able to afford education (Huynh, 89). 
To the average middle class Vietnamese, education has always been extremely 
important. Educated people traditionally have been held in high esteem and are given an 
honored place in society as well as in the family. The Vietnamese consider the love of 
learning as one of their primary attributes. Vietnamese literary activity during the two 
centuries from the middle of the seventeenth century to the middle of the nineteenth 
century continued to develop the two writing systems. Sino-Vietnamese dominated many 
areas of writing and ideographic Vietnamese was used in the area of poetry. Both 
became varied and plentiful and reached their greatest height during this period 
(DeFrancis, 1977). 
Under French colonialism. From 1861 to 1945, education in Viet Nam underwent 
a drastic change. The introduction of Western learning and the abolition of classical 
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examinations brought about the decline of education based on Chinese language and 
Confucian classics (Huynh, 1995). The children who attended primary schools learned to 
read and to write Vietnamese in Roman letters. They also learned the first elements of 
arithmetic and geometry. Primary schools were opened in all main centers of the country 
for boys and girls. During this time, more girls in urban areas came to school to learn 
reading and writing Romanized Vietnamese. Because of the promotion of education in 
French and Romanized Vietnamese, the learning of Chinese characters has not been 
encouraged since 1865. Romanized Vietnamese was a system of notation in a form 
familiar and easily accessible to both French and Vietnamese (DeFrancis, 1997). 
In 1917, the French established a standard system of French education in 
Indochina providing for uniformity for all schools. The medium of instruction was 
French and Romanized Vietnamese. Elementary education covered a period of six years. 
At the end of this period, students had to pass an examination for the Certificate of 
Primary Studies. Secondary education covered a period of seven years. At the end of 
this period, students had to pass the baccalaureate in two parts in order to graduate. 
Higher education was provided at the University of Hanoi, established in 1917, but the 
number of female students was very small. The teaching staff was entirely French and 
the curriculum was the same as that found at French universities. While the knowledge 
of French was increasing among a small but important number of Vietnamese, the 
knowledge of Chinese was declining as its usefulness became less and less (DeFrancis, 
1977). 
The French colonial administration was not interested in expanding university 
education for the masses. The French administration wanted to develop an elite group of 
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Vietnamese who would cooperate with them in ruling the illiterate masses. As a result, 
many parents did not want their daughters to pursue higher education, especially if it 
meant having close contact with the western foreigners. 
From 1945 to 1975. With the downfall of French colonial rule in March, 1945, 
and the establishment of the first Vietnamese national government headed by Tran Trong 
Kim, education in Viet Nam took on a new shape. Although the school system was still 
basically patterned after the French system, the medium of instruction was, for the first 
time, the Vietnamese language and the curriculum adapted to the needs of a new nation. 
Parents were encouraged to enroll their children in schools. Through education, the 
status of Vietnamese women remained higher than that of women in other East Asian 
societies (Barry, 1996). After the Geneva Agreement in 1954, two different systems of 
education were adopted in the two parts of Viet Nam. In the North, education was 
patterned after the Marxist model with an emphasis on political indoctrination and 
equality between men and women. In the South, education was patterned after the 
humanist model of the Western world with concern for the full development of the 
individual. Depending on their families’ wealth, women still went to college to complete 
their educational and to work in professional fields as men did. Since the Communist 
take-over of South Viet Nam in 1975, the_educational system of the reunited Viet Nam 
has been organized according to the Marxist doctrine, which placed more emphasis on 
political indoctrination than on vocational subjects (Huynh, 1989). 
Current education in Viet Nam. The profound changes that have occurred in all 
sectors of the Vietnamese society and economy since 1987 have achieved important 
results. Reform of the education system was a challenge in the renewal of Viet Nam. 
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The basic shift was from meeting the needs of a subsidized, centrally planned economy to 
meeting the needs of a multi-sector, state-managed, socialist oriented economy. In 1993, 
a policy of continuing reform in education and training was mapped out, based on reports 
showing that recent changes in education had successfully transformed the current system 
in accordance with government policies and prevented the weaknesses of former years 
such as in foreign language learning (Duong, 1999). 
The highest national priority was given to education for science and technology. 
Education and technology were considered the necessary foundations, and active factors 
for assuring successful implementation of the state’s socio-economic objectives, national 
construction and defense. Vietnamese scholars argued that investment in education and 
training must be regarded as primary targets for development (Duong, 1999). Conditions 
must be created to allow education to serve socio-economic development even more 
actively. In turn, the whole society should be mobilized to contribute to building a 
national system of state-managed education. Educational development is aimed at 
improving general knowledge. Training and fostering talented people while 
simultaneously broadening the scope of education and improving its quality and results 
will facilitate the achievement of the state’s goal for a rich people and a strong, civilized 
and equitable society. 
More specifically, the goal of education has been to train independent, creative 
employees who can use their professional skills and knowledge to meet the needs of 
national construction and defense. While being sensitive to the genius of Vietnamese 
culture, educational objectives now combine the national traditions with broader human 
development. However, under the present difficult conditions of economics and politics. 
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it is impossible to simultaneously implement an expansion of scale and an improvement 
in quality of the entire system (Duong, 1999). 
After the 1993 Education Reform, public education was free through the 
elementary level. Even though education at this level was compulsory, it was loosely 
enforced in those areas where facilities were unavailable. The current curriculum of 
elementary schools emphasizes the Vietnamese language, national history, geography 
and civics. It is offered equally to boys and girls. In the upper grades, additional subjects 
include moral education, general science and arithmetic. 
In rural areas, parents usually stop their daughters’ education after elementary 
level. Girls are often expected to help their parents in small businesses such as grocery 
stores or to work on the family farm. Many parents still think it is enough for girls to 
understand only basic academic concepts, because they perceive their daughters as 
having roles solely inside the family, taking care of children and doing household chores. 
In urban areas, girls generally have a greater opportunity to enter the secondary 
education levels. There are two levels: the first level which requires four years, from 
grade six to grade nine, and the second level which requires three years, from grade ten to 
grade twelve. Most girls finish the first level of secondary education that provides 
general knowledge for semi-technical jobs, such as secretarial work, for example. The 
secondary level is more specialized learning and requires more effort and commitment 
from students. 
According to Duong (1999), during the 1980’s and 1990’s, many international aid 
agencies joined to promote research on population growth, employment, access to 
education, and moral corruption. Duong also reported that little attention has been given 
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to the problems of women’s poverty, employment, family planning, and, most recently, 
to the role of women in market economics during the renovation in Viet Nam. While the 
role of education has been shifted into resolving social problems, not much attention has 
been paid to how women experience the educational system. In this sense, if women 
have access to education, it is assumed that they will contribute to the socio-economic 
development of the country and their own family. 
U.S. Educational Institutions. As a country of immigrants, the discourse of the 
educational system of the United States of America is that it respects new ethnic 
communities as much as it is concerned about the social, economic, cultural, and 
educational challenges that recent newcomers might experience. 
Schools reflect the values of the society in which it is developed. School is also a 
unique environment in which to promote the integration of refugees and immigrants 
while educators work with the younger generation and encourage them to learn to be 
knowledgeable, responsible and productive citizens. School is viewed as an important 
system to support students to learn how to balance new cultural beliefs and behaviors 
with traditional values and practices. 
Limitations of the Study 
Overall there are three limitations to this research. First, the number of 
participants is limited to a small sample of Vietnamese in Welltown, Massachusetts. 
Second, the relationship between the researcher and participants influences what is 
reported on here. Third, there are limitations related to the methodology. I will explain 
each in the following paragraphs. 
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Small sample. This study is limited to the reflections and experiences of sixteen 
Vietnamese young women from the third wave immigration to the United States. While 
it probes in-depth experiences of these young women, it is only reflective of their 
experiences and the context in which they have completed their secondary education. 
Thus, it makes no assertions about the educational experience of Vietnamese women 
refugees in general. 
Relationship between researcher and participants. As their former bilingual 
teacher, I knew all of the participants I selected. This raised two possible concerns. First, 
I had to be very cautious about the relationship I established with my participants during 
the interviews because their responses might be phrased to please me and not to 
demonstrate frankly how they felt or what they experienced. Second, I had to avoid any 
possible interference in their narratives though I shared similar experiences as the third 
immigration wave. 
Approach limitations. In general, according to Marshall & Rossman (1995), in- 
depth interviewing is personal involvement, therefore it can have the following 
limitations: the participants may be unwilling to share all the researcher hopes for them to 
share, the participants may be unaware of recurring patterns in their lives, and the 
researcher may not ask questions that evoke long narratives from the participants. 
Further, the validity of the data can be limited to the experiences and opinions of the 
participants. The diversity of the sampling gives multiple perspectives from which we 
can see commonalities emerge, but still are not able to generalize to a wider group. In 
addition, there is evidence that many Vietnamese young women in Welltown who do not 
enter high school still find employment and survive in this new society. Therefore, this 
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study keeps in mind that more studies are needed to cover significant aspects of 
immigrant experience in terms of acquiring a second language and constructing a social 
identity. 
Organization of the Study 
Chapter I, Introduction - This chapter provides information about the framework 
of the study. This chapter includes the statement of the problem, the purpose of the 
study, the research questions, the significance of the study, the limitations of the study, 
the definition of terms used in the study, the outline of the study, and notes. 
Chapter II, Review of the Literature - This chapter provides a review of pertinent 
research literature on the concepts of second language learning, gender, and identity by 
refugees. This chapter also presents a critique of the research methodology and 
implications for my research project. The theoretical framework will be presented 
through an explanation of my conceptual map of the relationship of the main ideas. 
Chapter III, Methodology - This chapter defines the approach and rationale of 
the study including the procedure used to collect the data, the interview question process, 
and the techniques of data analysis. 
Chapter IV, Brief Descriptions of Study Participants - This chapter presents the 
biographical backgrounds of all participants in the study to give the readers easy access to 
their narrative stories in the following chapters. 
Chapter V, Analysis - This chapter presents the results and analysis of the data 
through in-depth interviews with the participants, informal conversations with parents 
and teachers, survey from parents, and field notes from classroom observations. 
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Chapter VI, Reflections on the Study - This chapter contains the answers to the 
research questions and includes recommendations of the findings through the researcher’s 
and participants’ perspectives. 
Definitions of Terms 
Accommodation. The dynamic and constantly changing relationship between the 
in-group (the language learner’s social group) and the out-group (the target language 
community) (Baker, 1995, p. 37). 
Assimilation. For the subordinate group, assimilation means the surrender of its 
cultural identity and being absorbed into the larger society (Hamers, 1993, p. 37). 
Bilingual. The ability to express, use, learn, and identify in two languages 
(Crawford, 1989, p. 23). 
Bilingual Education. The theories and practices of teaching non-native English 
students for the purpose of developing English as their second language and their 
academic achievement through their first language (Crawford, 1989, p. 29). 
Bilingual programs. There are various types for bilingual instruction, ranging 
from teaching both in the primary language and English for transition to teaching in 
English with supportive use of the primary language and to teaching concurrently in two 
languages for dual language and cultural development (Huynh, 1989, p. 23). 
Identity. A term that refers to how people understand their relationship to the 
world, how that relationship is constructed across time and space, and how people 
understand their possibilities for the future (Pierce, 1997, p. 32). 
Integration. Learner’s participation with the minority or majority language’s 
cultural activities to find their roots or form friendships (Baker, 1995, p. 24). 
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Investment. The socially and historically constructed relationship of learners to 
the target language (Pierce, 1997, p. 42). 
Learning style. The learner’s preferred way to approach learning (Sullivan, 
1996, p. 31). 
Meaning unit. A section of interview transcript which, though decontextualized, 
can be understood by itself in the wider context of the purpose of the study (Tesch, 1990, 
p. 60). 
Minority. This term refers to racial or ethnic groups which are oppressed socially, 
economically, and politically. Members of a minority group have unique physical and/or 
cultural characteristics which enable members of other groups to easily identify its 
members (Banks, 1996, p. 21). 
Racism. A set of attitudes and beliefs devaluing human beings because of their 
racial origins (Chou, 1998, p. 34). 
Refugee. People who escape their native countries because of war conditions, 
political repression and/or persecution (Huynh, 1989, p. 27). 
Resistance. Not accepting dominant group’s hegemony (Rumbaut & Comelus, 
1996, p, 40). 
Social relations. Through the mechanism of “social comparison”, an individual 
can identify with all or only some of the group’s characteristics, but it is necessary that 
the group recognizes him or her as a member (Hamers & Blancs, 1993, p. 24). 
Social identity. The function of a social group is to provide a positive social 
identity for its members to compare and distinguish themselves from other groups along 
salient dimensions. (Commins, 1989, p. 35). 
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Southeast Asian. In this study, this term refers to the Cambodians, Laotians 
(including ethnic minorities) and Vietnamese only. As a geographical term, “Southeast 
Asia” includes other countries besides these three (Huynh, 1989, p. 27). 
Transculturation. The selective, generative, and inventive nature of linguistic and 
cultural adaptation that reflects how languages and cultures develop and change (Zamel, 
1997, p. 40). 
Notes 
1 Three waves of immigration: A few days before the collapse of the South 
government in Viet Nam in April 30, 1975, people fled in fear of persecution by the 
Vietnamese Communist government. This was called the first wave of immigration. The 
second wave of immigration began in 1977 due to internal conflict. The Vietnamese 
Communist government expelled economically powerful ethnic Chinese people with 
Vietnamese citizenship. The third wave of immigration started in 1982. It included the 
ODP peoples, boat people, Amerasian families and the families of political detainee. 
2 
Boat people: They were refugees who escaped Viet Nam by boat, usually in the 
darkness of night. This was the riskiest type of departure; people would be readily 
imprisoned if the authorities caught them. 
Orderly Departure Program (O.D.P.) is the result of the 1979 Memorandum of 
Understanding between the Vietnamese government and the U.N. High Commissioner 
for Refugees, with the endorsement of all resettlement countries including the United 
States. ODP people were permitted to depart directly from Viet Nam to countries of 
resettlement. The majority of them had family ties with people already living abroad but 
the United States also accepted former employees of its mission in Viet Nam and other 
Vietnamese who were closely associated with the U.S. effort in Viet Nam before 1975 
(Hafner, 1989). 
4 The Vietnamese Amerasians had fathers who had been in the U.S. military and 
who abandoned them after the Viet Nam War. They had limited opportunities and faced 
discrimination in Viet Nam. Immigrant visas were issued to Amerasians under Public 
Law 100-202 (Act of 12/22/97), which provided for the admission of aliens bom in Viet 
Nam between January 1, 1962 and January 1, 1976. 
5 The Vietnamese political detainees consisted of former army officers and civil 
servants of the South Vietnamese government, and were kept for at least five years in 
Communist re-education camps. (Office of Refugee Resettlement, Fiscal Year 1995). 
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CHAPTER II 
REVI EW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
This review of the research has concentrated on the educational experiences and 
identity construction of the Vietnamese young women refugees in the United States. This 
literature is represented by studies on two major topics: (1) second language acquisition 
for students who are educated in a refugee social context and main factors related to their 
academic achievement, and (2) identity construction through interactions in social and 
cultural contexts. The areas covered in this literature review parallel the goals mentioned 
above and inform the following: (1) how the learning process is influenced by the social 
context in both native language and second language learning, and (2) how social, 
cultural, gender, language, and ethnic interactions influence identity construction (See 
figure 1, page 47). 
The purpose of this review of the research in these fields defines the theoretical 
support in understanding second language acquisition and its relationship with self- 
identity for this particular type of refugee. In the following section, I present concepts 
and studies that illustrate the important role of first language literacy and various 
elements in social context on second language learning. 
Second Language Acquisition for Refugee Adolescents 
According to Baker (1995), there are four reasons why people learn a second 
language. The first reason involves raising cultural awareness to improve understanding 
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between peoples of various cultural backgrounds. The second reason is to attain general 
educational and academic goals. The third reason may be to set effective goals to create 
and build social bridges with those who speak the second language. The fourth reason 
may be to escape unemployment and open up a wider variety of careers to gain 
promotion in an already established career. While these are all personal reasons, refugee 
students in the United States schools, particularly for participants in my study, also face 
institutional and societal pressures to learn English as a second language. I will discuss 
these problems in chapter five. 
One of the main aims of teaching English as a second language in the American 
education system is to better serve minority language groups in the mainstream society’s 
institutions. Second language learners would then be in a better position pursue higher 
education and to achieve career aspirations. 
In this section, concepts of second language acquisition will be reviewed through 
research on the participants’ success as well as problems in learning English. 
First Language Literacy Background and the Use of Mother Language in Second 
Language Learning 
As pointed out earlier, different types of refugee students come with a wide range 
of skills and knowledge. Some need more help than others, but most of them haven’t had 
the opportunity to develop the level of English proficiency required for successful 
learning at school, particularly at the secondary level, to prepare them for pursuing a 
college education. According to Huynh (1989), most Vietnamese refugees regardless of 
refugee status usually come to school without adequate previous schooling, many of them 
without any schooling at all in their native language. Therefore, they may not see that a 
well-developed first language will facilitate the learning of a second or third language. 
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Cummins’ theory (1986) suggests that second language acquisition is influenced 
considerably by the extent to which the first language has been developed. When the first 
language has developed sufficiently well, and in additive settings, a second language may 
be relatively easily acquired. When the first language is less well developed, or where 
there is an attempted replacement of the first language by the second language (for 
example, in the classroom), the development of the second language may be impeded 
(Cummins 1986). It might be hard for older students whose first language has not been 
nurtured through education. I wonder how this will affect refugee students especially for 
this third wave immigration. 
In the process of second language acquisition, Collier & Thomas (1995) 
determine that a student may suffer negative effects in developing English as a second 
language if the development of the first language is stopped too early. In a series of 
studies in collaborative research with the bilingual and ESL school staff in various 
regions of the United States, Collier and Thomas (1987-1994) focused on the length of 
time needed to be academically successful in the first language, the educational 
programs, and the instructional variables that influence language minority students’ 
academic achievement. They found that students entering U.S. schools at the secondary 
level in which first language instructional support couldn’t be provided, the following 
programs made a significant difference in academic achievement for at least 50 % of 
entering English learners: (1) second language taught through academic content, (2) 
teaching learning strategies to develop thinking skills and problem-solving abilities, (3) 
activation of students’ prior knowledge and respect for students’ home language and 
culture. Their findings provide points of comparison in viewing the achievement of 
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Vietnamese adolescents because they too have arrived at a later age and most have 
entered high school with varied levels of mother tongue instruction. 
Brisk (1991), in her case study compiled through classroom observations and 
interviews with twelve bilingual students in Massachusetts public schools, their teachers, 
and their parents found that the use of native language makes adjustment easier to school 
and allows for continuing linguistic, academic, and personal development for bilingual 
students who learn English as a second language. Through her observations, she also 
found that the academic performance of the bilingual students in her study is much richer 
when functioning in their native language. Two major themes are illustrated in her 
analysis. One is the value the children’s families place on bilingualism. The other is the 
importance of using native language in school to reduce the stress of cross-cultural 
adjustment. This case study demonstrated the advantage of native language use to 
engage students and provide them a chance to participate far more uninhibitedly than 
they are able to in an all-English environment. This study also offered substantial 
evidence of the school district’s concern in careful planning for mainstreaming minority 
language students. I want to explore Brisk’s two research themes in my participants’ 
narratives in order to understand the support they received from the bilingual programs. 
In addition, I want to see whether age is an important factor or not in comparison with 
students in middle school and high school in terms of using native language in second 
language learning. 
Social Context: Home. School. Community, Politics. Economics, and Religion 
Both first and second languages are used and learned within a social context. 
Spolsky’s theory (1989) explains that second language learning takes place in a social 
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context: the home, the community, the school, the nuclear and extended family, peers and 
teachers that provide second language learners support and practice. Interaction is 
necessary between participants to create, and recreate, to maintain and support the social 
relations (Liddicoat, 1997). Therefore, it makes sense to examine to what extent there is 
an integration in the refugees’ relationship with others. This would mean the second 
language learning process has the potential to evolve and develop through interaction. 
For refugees, I think the interaction could be important evidence of being well adapted in 
the target society where learners envision a possibility for success for themselves and 
their families in the future. 
In Spolsky’s framework, the social context of second language learning has two 
influences. First, language attitudes which in turn lead to motivation within the learner, 
and second, on learning opportunities within formal education and informally within the 
community (Spolsky, 1989). I agree with Spolsky that second language learner 
motivation interacts with his or her other individual characteristics such as previous 
knowledge, age, aptitude, learning style and personal limits. The social context of any 
type of refugee student usually involves social relationships in various settings: home, 
school, community, politics, economics, and religion to establish, maintain, and develop. 
Spolsky’s framework provides a basis for examining the importance of the relationship 
between language learning and language learners’ social interactions. 
Home. Smith-Hefner (1993) conducted 125 in-depth interviews with parents and 
students enrolled in bilingual programs in the metropolitan Boston Khmer community. 
She finds that, although parents have a limited educational background, they are aware of 
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the importance of education and are profoundly concerned that their children have the 
opportunity to be educated in their host country. 
From a family perspective, Keenan, Willett, & Solsken (1993) have explored the 
importance of parent involvement in increasing student motivation and academic 
achievement. This study presumes that parents who demonstrate their care about the 
educational process by creating conductive learning environments for their children will 
find their children more invested in educational activities. These researchers, in a 
collaborative team, have documented what happens in the classroom through analysis of 
participant observation field notes, audio/videotapes, photographs, and photocopies of 
student writing. They examined how bringing parents into the classroom activities 
enriches the curriculum and decreases cultural conflicts between home and school, as 
well as increase understanding of cultural diversity among children. Their study strongly 
uphold the importance of parent involvement and confirm the parents’ role as cultural 
mediators for their children’s adaptation to school activities and academic achievement. 
They also describe a process in which the school develops a family approach to 
encourage parents to serve as experts as well as learners. Parents then shared their 
knowledge within the school community and were engaged in the academic achievement 
of their children. Hence parental involvement is an important factor to consider in 
understanding the learner’s progress. 
School. Taking into account the school’s perspective, the positive interaction 
with teacher, school administrator, and peer group obviously develops the ability, the 
confidence, and motivation for second language learners to succeed academically 
(Huynh, 1997). To Huynh, many young refugee students want to become an integral part 
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of American society. Therefore, schools are an important transition for this population 
into the American mainstream. The school is also one of the sites where acculturating 
forces help refugee young students to learn the second language, the academic skills, and 
the cultural experiences to be able to function in their daily lives. Hall (1997) 
emphasized that many learners’ first experiences with learning other languages occurs in 
school, therefore second language classroom interactions are regarded as much more 
significant. According to Hall, second language learning begins in the mind of the 
individual and proceeds toward socialization into a community of native speakers of that 
language. However, I agree with Huynh that not all schools are places where children feel 
capable of learning or are accepted as members of the school community. I will discuss 
this point in chapter five. 
Sullivan’s study (1996) on Vietnamese classroom interactional style, twenty two 
different English classes in Viet Nam were studied, of which two were chosen as focal 
classes. In these two classes, she observed, audiotaped, and videotaped the interaction 
between teacher and students at post secondary level. From a traditional Vietnamese 
perspective, she analyzed students’ classroom interaction behavior and drew the 
conclusion that the life-long relationship between teacher and student is hierarchical and 
cooperative (Sullivan, 1996). She saw that the role of the teacher is to establish an 
environment in which students find it necessary to communicate, and to share the 
learning process through classroom interaction. The learning process in which students 
are encouraged to work together and share their experiences is based on classroom 
interactions such as student-teacher interaction and student-student interaction. 
Therefore, according to Sullivan, classroom interaction is an important influence on both 
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cognitive and personal development. I will look at Sullivan’s findings to see how the 
Vietnames learners’ classroom interaction is important in language learning in the United 
States. 
Community. Migration has become a permanent feature of the global and 
educational village. The increase in language education and the rising influence of 
language policies on local communities are due to the expansion of the number of 
worldwide immigrants. In Massachusetts, most refugee resettlement has been carried out 
by only a few voluntary agencies. The Massachusetts Office of Refugees and Immigrants 
(MORI) has a policy to bring refugees into language learning and employment. Hafner 
(1989) conducted in-depth interviews with a sample of 100 refugee households, including 
Cambodian, Vietnamese, and Lao-Hmong, in Western Massachusetts. He then initiated a 
series of informal group discussions with high school refugee students. The process of 
interviewing was assigned to three teams of bilingual research assistants, one team each 
for Cambodian, Vietnamese, and Lao-Hmong households. Hafner followed up all 
interviews with a telephone contacts and at least one follow-up meeting. The purpose of 
this study to gather information in order to serve as a basis for evaluating existing refugee 
service programs and to develop new programs to meet the needs of this population. His 
findings show that the Southeast Asian refugee population in western Massachusetts has 
a high percentage of children of school age years in every household. He demonstrated 
that refugee adjustments are made not only in education and health for the children, but 
also in employment training and housing services for the adults. 
Hafner also found several organizations that provide services to Vietnamese 
refugees. Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Services (LIRS) was first established to 
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help the Cambodian, Vietnamese and Russian refugees. A few years later, this office 
moved to a nearby town and continues to offer ESL classes and an employment search 
program (ES). A civic association was established in Welltown in 1992. This 
community organization is located in a neighborhood where a large majority of the 
Vietnamese population lives. The goal of this organization is to facilitate the resettlement 
and adjustment process of Vietnamese refugees and immigrants into mainstream life. 
Another community oriented center, The Center for Immigrant and Refugee 
Community Leadership and Empowerment (CIRCLE) was established in 1994 with 
funding from the Massachusetts Office for Refugees and Immigrants (MORI), as a 
system-wide partnership between three UMASS campuses: Amherst, Boston, and 
Lowell. CIRCLE draws on the strengths, traditions, and resources of immigrant and 
refugee communities, as well as on the university, to facilitate the positive transformation 
of language learning and of individual identity within the community. CIRCLE engages 
immigrant students in community activities to explore their bicultural identities in the 
context of their families and communities. In Western Massachusetts, CIRCLE is 
headquartered at the Center for Organizational and Community Development within the 
Center for International Education, School of Education at the University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst, and is committed to grassroots collective leadership and 
community development. Cambodian, Vietnamese, Tibetan, and Russian communities in 
the area participate in its educational training programs. 
Politics. Several political events have impacted the lives of Vietnamese refugees 
in Welltown. One event involved city hall’s approval of displaying the Vietnamese flag 
on April 30 in commemoration of the collapse of South Viet Nam government. Moreover 
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former Vietnamese army officers were allowed to march in Welltown’s parade on 
Memorial Day. 
Other legislation affected the refugee community. On November, 6, 1986, 
President Ronald Reagan signed the U.S. Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) 
of 1986 into law in attempt to control the constant stream of illegal immigration to the 
United States. The second of three titles of this law included the education requirement. 
As of part of this policy, knowledge of English was considered a requirement that would 
help new residents to be integrated into mainstream society. This upheld English as a 
core symbol of American culture (Huss, 1990). Refugee students who wanted to get 
monthly financial assistance and Medicare needed to enroll in school and to maintain 
good attendance records. According to Huss, the education requirement was a token 
gesture made by legislators to indicate the importance of English in the mainstream 
American society. 
Church and civic groups, community colleges, adult schools, and other 
institutions of learning have offered educational programs in English as a Second 
Language (ESL) as well as in basic literacy. Not only Vietnamese refugees, but also 
other minority groups such as Russians and Cambodians of all ages are eager to enroll in 
these classes in order to have enough English to pass the American citizenship test (Huss, 
1990). Therefore, the education requirement of IRCA has encouraged minority students 
to seek education in order to participate more fully in the mainstream society. At the 
time of the immigration influx to the United States, transitional bilingual education was 
being provided in the schools. 
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In Massachusetts, the Transitional Bilingual Education Act was signed on 
November 4, 1971 by Governor Francis Sargent. This act provides for the establishment 
and implementation of programs in transitional bilingual education in the public schools 
of the Commonwealth with reimbursement by the Commonwealth to cities, towns, and 
school districts for financing the additional costs of such programs. 
These political events created a picture that appears to be supportive of refugees’ 
incorporation into Massachusetts and the nation. 
Economics. One of the major obstacles facing refugees is their economic 
integration into their new society. As the numbers of refugees increase, pressure from the 
dominant group increases for them to become independent of financial public assistance. 
Women refugees, mostly uneducated, are often unprepared to find employment in their 
new environment. 
In a recent issue of “The University Record” (Vol. 55, No 19), a weekly 
publication for faculty and staff of the University of Michigan, included a report from the 
Center for the Education of Women (CEW). This report, written by Reyes (2000), 
emphasized the importance of education in increasing American women’s participation in 
the labor force, reducing unemployment, poverty and welfare dependence. This meant 
that refugee women were not the only limited by their language but also by being 
uneducated women. 
At the time of this study, the national economic situation declined, impeding 
refugees from finding many unskilled labor positions. For this reason, I believed 
education was the most reliable means to move families out of subsistence economy to 
envision other possibilities for economic success. At the same time, welfare reform 
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reduced public assistance and forced women to choose either education or low-paying 
jobs. Despite these economic pressures, the welfare conditions in Massachusetts were 
superior to other states, thus attracting a flow of refugees from other states. 
Religion. In moving to a new environment, refugees came into contact with other 
Western religions, some that were non-existent in Viet Nam , and others that did co-exist 
with their traditional culture. Traditionally influenced by Confucianism, Vietnamese 
youth are taught that education is important and that it should be highly valued. 
According to Zhang (1999), in Confucian tradition, education was supposed to provide 
basic knowledge for further learning and increased capacity for understanding. Duong 
(1999) conducted research to study whether or not gender inequalities exist in the social 
roles of men and women in Viet Nam. Her research on girls’ education in Viet Nam 
reported the Confucian work ethic and the encouragement of learning deserve credit for 
giving the youth motivation, discipline, and skills necessary to engage in educational 
processes. 
However, refugees became associated with other religions in the process of 
resettling in Massachusetts. Three organizations provided services and activities for 
adults and youth in the Vietnamese community. The Lutherans sponsored refugees and 
provided ESL classes for children and field trips to expand the children’s familiarity with 
the United States. Activities sponsored by the Catholic religion offered bible studies in 
the Vietnamese language. Vietnamese Catholics in Welltown even have a Vietnamese 
priest to celebrate mass in Vietnamese. 
Furthermore, a new Buddhist center was established to provide adults and youth a 
place for weekly meeting to study Buddhist practices and to engage in community 
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activities on Buddhist holidays. These all attracted young people and influenced their 
desires to affiliate with religious practices other than Confucianism. 
From my experience working in this community, all three may exert varying 
influences even on members of the same family. In one particular family that I know, 
each member made a choice resulting in one member becoming Lutheran, while two 
other members became Buddhist. These religious opportunities in commnunity may 
allow for acceptance of a combination that upholds values across all three or may at times 
provoke conflicts. 
Learning Process 
Learning can be understood as either an individual mental process or as a social 
process that influences cognitive development. From a psychological viewpoint, each 
learner has his or her own learning style and builds up his or her communicative skills 
gradually and accumulatively; from the small to the large form of languages, from the 
low to the high mental functioning. 
As one of past studies on Asian students learning languages, Park (1997) 
conducted comparative research to investigate the learning style preferences between 
Asian American (Chinese, Korean, Filipino, and Vietnamese) and Anglo students in ten 
secondary schools in four school districts in greater Los Angeles. All students and 
participating teachers were asked to respond to the questionnaire on a voluntary basis 
about six learning style preferences: auditory, visual, kinesthetic, tactile, group and 
individual learning. Park finds that Asian American high school students tend to be 
passive and rarely initiate class discussions because humility is a highly valued Asian 
cultural trait rooted in Confucianism. These Asian American students prefer auditory and 
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individual learning. She also argued that the longer these Asian American students attend 
American schools, the more they adopt American learning styles. 
Yet from my own experience, there are all types of learners, even among Asian- 
Americans. I also experienced that the organization of class interactions may impede or 
enhance any learner development. So it is not just the individual learner, but rather the 
learner’s interaction with the social and cultural context that could influence the learner’s 
growth. From a social cultural view (Vygotsky, 1987), learners are assisted by others 
with more expertise in accomplishing complex tasks and activities. Their joint activity in 
learning allows the less expert learners to build up what they can do with or without 
assistance untill they are able to learn independently. For this reason, interaction is 
important and how learners view this interaction in terms of their identity and their 
learning is fundamental. 
Therefore, a view of learning from a social cultural perspective is more 
informative about learning in a local context. Lee (1997), illustrated, in her research of 
Hmong American women’s pursuit of higher education, interaction made Hmong 
American women’s lives not simply a static entity, but rather dynamic, shifting “work-in- 
progress” through their adjustments to other social factors (Lee, 1997). 
All types of refugee participants in this study are influenced by their local social 
context in learning English as a second language in order to be successful. Through their 
own learning process, they made decisions to invest their resources in higher education to 
get a better job or not. They had choices in building their self-identities through language 
learning. In the following section, I look at different angles of identity construction such 
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as gender, ethnic, social, culture, and language to understand how my participants 
construct their identity. 
Different Types of Identity CcKtruction: Gender. Ethnic, Social. Cultural and Language 
How people identify themselves is complex, contradictory, and multifaceted 
across time and place. Pierce (1997) states that social identity refers to the relationship 
between the individual and the larger social world, and the cultural identity refers to the 
relationship between the individual and other members of a group who share a common 
history, a common language, and similar ways of understanding the world. Therefore, 
identity refers to desire: the desire for recognition, the desire for affiliation, and the desire 
for security and safety. In this section, I review concepts and studies on identity issues 
related to gender, ethnic, social, cultural and language in order to see how refugee women 
come to understand their position as women in the host country and when they may begin 
to think about feminism and gender issues that effect their education and their career 
choice. 
Gender Identity 
Taking gender into account in identity construction may show conflicting patterns 
by the individual. Conflicts happen in both sexes, both males and females depending on 
social interaction at times will feel subordinate and at other times superior. Smith-Hefner 
(1993) conducted 125 in-depth interviews with parents and family members of students 
enrolled in a bilingual school program. She examined the gender roles of Khmer women 
refugees in metropolitan Boston. She used open-ended conversations in which 
interviewees were encouraged to comment on a wide range of topics. She found that 
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Khmer women are frequently identified themselves as manager of “everything inside the 
house”, while men are identified as outsiders to deal with “everything outside of the 
house”. Therefore, Khmer women are responsible for the domesfic world and rarely take 
jobs that keep them far from home and that impede them from performing their 
household duties. This traditional conception does not recognize the women’s access to 
schooling. If we take class, labor, and economic production into consideration, these 
claims are not true. The same participants in Smith-Hefner’s research say that they 
understand education is important. These women want both boys and girls to have 
access to schooling in order to secure a job for their future, which contradicts their 
traditional conception. Moreover, the participants hope their children, including both 
boys and girls, will go to college, again contradicting their traditional values. 
Things change for people when they move to a country that is very different from 
their native one. Those who are refugees in the United States are further challenged to 
build their own identity in a community of diverse cultures. In the United States, women 
refugees may even begin to question what being female means here, for example, how 
their gender affects their family, and how they relate to society. Johnson (1997) states 
that minority women suffer from two forms of societal oppression: being female and 
being a minority. Refugee women feel these two types of oppression that they never had 
to cope with before together. However, they are also expressing new types of freedom. 
How they express their freedom will be important to document as a part of their 
development of agency. In the field of feminist theory, Trinh (1989) explains how the 
race component places women of color in a different social situation and how it defines 
their life experiences and subjectivities. According to her, women of color are not 
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defined by race or gender, but both. From Trinh’s point of view, minority women face a 
situation where they are asked to shift their identification constantly in the process of 
multiple subjectivities. In the view of Vietnamese refugee women, I see myself not only 
a woman, but a non-white woman. Also, as other refugee women, I also manage different 
positionings depend on varied circumstances. In some situations, I felt happy with how I 
see myself. In other situations, I may change my vision of myself creating a different 
position and change in my subjectivity. 
Trinh sees the subject as “infinite layers” that create and recreate the self identity 
in the social circle (Trinh, 1989). Pierce (1997) also emphasizes subjectivity “as 
changing over time”. In this theory, subjectivity is produced in a variety of social 
settings and is structured by relations of power in which the individual person assumes 
different positions. This theory can be used to explore how my participants see 
themselves as minority women in an English language society from their perspectives in 
their own families, school and work. 
Ethnic Identity 
Through an experience with racism in society, ethnic identity is defined by 
interaction in the cultural practices and activities of one’s ethnic group. Saylor and Aries 
(1999) in a longitudinal research of student life experience, sent questionnaires to 422 
first-year students at a small liberal arts college in the northeastern United States; where 
132 students identified themselves as members of an ethnic minority group including 
African American, Hispanic, Asian American, Native American, mixed ethnic, and 
‘other’ ethnic background. These minority students were the focus of this study. Saylor 
and Aries looked at the strength of ethnic identity of the minority student participants 
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upon their arrival at college and at midyear. They used the “Affirmation and Belonging” 
subscale to measure positive feelings and a sense of pride and belonging toward one’s 
ethnic group. They considered the students to have stronger ethnic identities if they 
scored 6 or above on the “Affirmation and Belonging” subscale and to have weaker 
ethnic identities if they scored below 6. They found that: 
... “the students who entered college with stronger ethnic identities 
established new bases of support for those identities by linking themselves 
with ethnic people and engaging in ethnic and cultural practices and 
activities. They were significantly more likely to join ethnic organizations 
and to attend events sponsored by ethnic organizations; they made a 
significantly higher percentage of friends of their own ethnicity and a 
smaller percentage of White friends than did the students who had entered 
college with weaker ethnic identities.” (p. 561) 
The findings of Saylor and Aries (1999) are important to my study because they 
imply that students with a stronger identity will continue building their identity in college 
and engaging in their ethnic and cultural practices. Considering these findings, I believe 
that ethnic identity is constructed by involvement in the cultural practices and activities 
of one’s ethnic group. Ethnic identity, is also constructed by positive attitudes toward, 
feelings of belonging to, or being proud of one’s group. 
Chou (1998) also determined that “ethnicity influences identity not only because 
of interactions with the world outside” (p.128). She stated that the attempt to locate 
ethnicity in the general form of identity is more of a continuing challenge. When she 
identifies herself as an Asian and American, its means her identity lies somewhere in 
between, and both Asian and American influences are important. To her, it is “some kind 
of strange new hybrid” and she has to make her own way (p. 190). Her concept of the 
hybridity of the refugee situation will be helpful to me when I analyze the Vietnamese 
refugees who want to claim an identity of being Vietnamese, American, or both. 
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Furthermore, Chou’s experience of being subjected to taunts of children in the schoolyard 
(p. 170) inspired me to explore how the refugees in my study faced oppression in school 
and in community settings. 
Social Identity 
If one defines his or her identity by engagement in activities with his or her ethnic 
group, then, he or she can build identity through interactions with their group. According 
to McNamara (1997), minority students experience a complex renegotiating of their 
social identity in the host country. That process has deep implications for their attitudes 
towards their native language and second language learning. Particularly in the case of 
immigration, social identity is not fixed but depends on the group setting in which one 
finds oneself (McNamara, 1997). In my study, I will consider the participants as 
belonging to the third wave immigration group and try to characterize the complexities of 
their experience. 
Moreover, social identity changes across time and space (Pierce, 1993). Pierce 
conducted a longitudial case study of the language learning experience of five immigrant 
women to see to what extent should their actions be understood with reference to their 
investment in English to change their social identities. She found that language is not 
conceived of as a neutral medium of communication, but is understood as to its social 
meaning and practice in the target language to create the transformation of social identity. 
Thus, an investment in the target language is also an investment in learner’s own identity. 
She also believed that the conception of social identity is an extension of the position 
that social identity is multiple and contradictory. When people have to deal with their 
varied subjectivities, obviously they face conflicts. 
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McMahill (1997) accompanied a coordinator and a group of twelve Japanese 
women with teaching experience to define what feminist language education means in a 
foreign language setting. Through questionnaires and observations, she found that 
fluency in another language, especially English, empowers women to be more active in 
the world and increases their level of communication with others. In McMahill’s study, 
all participants are second language learners. She did not investigate the intersection and 
the reinforce of feminism and English language learning in women’s identity 
construction. In reviewing this study, I wonder if second language education helps 
Vietnamese young women refugees to be more active in school activities and engaged in 
their community. When and how they use English and Vietnamese will be important 
indicators of their identity. 
Cultural Identity 
Social interactions bring second language learners closer to the target language 
society and offer this population space to consider adaptation to the new culture.Some 
researchers such as Wright and Taylor (1995) thought that engaging in target language 
education would speed the minority student’s transition into the majority culture and 
accommodate themselves into the mainstream society. In a longitudinal research project 
to investigate the impact of heritage language education versus second language 
education , Wright and Taylor found that children of mixed heritage are inclined to 
identify with their majority rather than minority heritage. However, there are still a 
number of factors that influence the extent to which an individual identifies with one or 
both cultures, such as age, generational status, date of immigration, peer influence, parent 
relationship, political events, and personal habits (Chou, 1998). 
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In the refugee situation, women’s relationship to the dominant groups cannot be 
explained so simply. Refugee of mixed heritage may find interactions with mainstream 
and refugee society varied depending on how they are perceived by both dominant 
groups and oppressed groups. Research on their experiences is scarce, 
Accommodation, assimilation, and resistance. Minority people can accept their 
own and dominant cultures to some degree. There are three processes that have been 
discussed in the research: accommodation, assimilation, and resistance. Accommodation 
means people become an integral part of the society while retaining their cultural 
uniqueness to varying degrees (Hamers, 1993). Often accommodation occurs because 
assimilation into U.S. mainstream culture is not easy. As they adjust to mainstream 
culture, many find themselves marginalized. Others are able to easily mix the principles 
and practices of their homes with those of the school and the dominant culture. 
Assimilation identifies the process of those who adopt American beliefs and behaviors 
and who choose to separate themselves from their ancestral values (Haines, 1989). This 
type of cultural adjustment can be found easily in those who are under pressure from 
traditional cultural values and who want to make a change in their life styles to be more 
like the host culture. Resistance results from the tension of two conditions: one is when 
those who want to adapt to the mainstream culture are rejected by the host community, 
and another is when those who do not want to adapt to the mainstream culture are drawn 
into the host community by other influences (Rumbaut & Cornelius, 1996). These 
concepts will be useful in looking at whether or not my participants see themselves as 
assimilating, accommodating or resisting. 
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During their high school years, Vietnamese adolescents, as do most adolescents, 
experience tremendous physical, intellectual, and emotional changes as they move from 
childhood to young adulthood. Yet they suffer all these changes in addition to 
experiencing the challenge to interact with the host society. In the process of 
accommodation, Vietnamese adolescents are pulled by their desire to honor their 
traditional values and their desire to become American teenagers free to pursue individual 
interests. School has a strong potential for promoting both retention of Vietnamese 
culture and natural accommodation to western practices (Haines, 1989). However, it can 
also be a site for conflicts between the two values. 
In the process of cultural identification, Chou (1998) believed that by the time of 
adulthood, an Asian American woman will define herself through her cultural 
perspective, Asian, American or both. According to Chou, women who are immigrants 
in the United States have a unique perspective on the intersection of Asian and American 
culture. For recent immigrants, the emphasis is on survival, and the task of adjustment 
involves mourning what has been left behind and deciding how much of the new culture 
to embrace. This can take several years or more, but once a degree of stability has been 
attained, including second language acquisition, women in this position can comment on 
the values of their native country, which is essentialized as Asian, and contrast these to 
the prevailing beliefs and attitudes of the dominant culture (Chou, 1998). Vietnamese 
women, as a consequence of their resettlement, are now learning “American” strategies 
of social survival and family harmony, and to construct their identity through a life style 
they had not recognized before (Vuong, 1976). 
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However in the United States, there are many cultures. When two or more 
cultures are in contrast, choices are now available. These include adapting to the new 
society by assimilating, accommodating or resisting. Gordon (1964) defined a variety of 
types of assimilation: cultural, economic-structural, marital, identificational, behavioral, 
and civic. Among these categories, I believe cultural assimilation and economic- 
structural assimilation are two types that refugees may wish to select, because from these 
two types of assimilation, they may aspire to have to equality of access, opportunities, 
and treatment in the host society (Paulston, 1992). 
In viewing the three processes, Zamel (1997) wrote in her article about a model 
of transculturation. Zamel states as educators, we need to acknowledge both the 
languages students bring with them and those they are in the process of acquiring. We 
then need to create possibilities for students that will reflect their learning. These 
reflections help us to understand who our students are, what they are capable of, and what 
kinds of instruction are relevant and appropriate for them. Transculturation, according to 
Zamel, recognizes the process of adaptation as dynamic, involving both active 
engagement and resistance (Zamel, 1997). 
In addition to Zamel’s transculturation. Lvovich (1997), expressed her struggle to 
integrate herself into American culture when she immigrated to the United States as a 
young woman. This process has profound implications for immigrants’ attitudes to their 
own language and the learning of the dominant language. Pierce (1997) has the similar 
concept that if the second language learner is invested to learn the target language, that 
means he or she wants to invest his or her own identity in the learning process. 
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Languaee Identity 
According to Lvovich, the effect of acculturation on language varies in different 
environments and depends on how important the learner feels about the target language. 
In an exploratory study, Rolstad (1997) asked the bilingual students to complete a survey 
regarding attitudes toward their own ethnicity, then, in three ethnic groups besides their 
own, limited to Blacks, Whites, Koreans, and Latinos. She found ethnic identity is 
formed through socialization and contributes to children’s developing self-concepts: 
“Language, too, plays an important role in the definition and 
development of the self, and can play a significant role in ethnic identity. 
When education represents a switch from the minority language and 
culture of the child to the majority language and culture of the larger 
society, conflicts can arise which threaten the child’s sense of 
ethnolinguistic self and values. How these conflicts are handled by the 
child, under influence from teachers, parents, and peers, can play an 
important role in determining the child’s degree of ethnic identification of 
various educational strategies.” (p.46) 
Language is important in constructing one’s identity even if this individual use 
and maintain two languages: native and second language. Bosher (1997) studied of one 
hundred and one Hmong students from nine post-secondary institutions in Minnesota and 
Wisconsin to determine to what extent movement towards the dominant language culture 
and the maintenance of native culture were meaningful predictors of second language 
acquisition, native language maintenance, self-esteem, and academic success. She also 
interviewed fifteen students in order to understand students’ acculturation process and 
individual experiences in adapting to a new culture and learning a new language as well 
as maintaining their native language and culture. She found that the more individuals 
adopted American behavior patterns and the more contact they had with Americans, the 
greater proficiency they achieved learning English. She also found that, in general, 
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students in this study had not assimilated into American culture; nor had they adhered 
exclusively to Hmong culture. They generally sought a middle path between the two 
cultures that combined elements from both (Bosher, p. 599). For example, in regard to 
the education of women and the participation of women in sports, they seemed to be 
“American”; but in the value placed on the traditional role of women in the community, 
they seemed to be “Hmong”. 
Among the debates on second language learning. Pierce (1995) affirmed that 
social interactions between minority language learners and target language speakers play 
a crucial role in establishing social identity. Pierce also stated that through language 
learning, people can negotiate their sense of self, and gain or lose their power relations in 
the social network (Pierce, 1995). In one of her studies on immigrant identity, Pierce 
assumed that immigrants’ experiences in their identity when they were in their native 
country are being mediated by their experiences in the new country across multiple sites 
of interactions in which the role of language is an unavoidable influence. 
In a survey of three hundred eighty seven Vietnamese high school students in 
eastern New Orleans, Bankston and Zhow (1995) believed that this population can 
provide insight into the educational experience of a new immigrant population in a 
relatively disadvantaged minority environment. They found that literacy in Vietnamese 
is positively related to identification with the minority group and to academic 
achievement. These researchers concluded that maintaining minority language skills are 
not an impediment to the social adaptation and upward mobility of members of a 
minority immigrant group, but minority language skills may also actually contribute to 
the goals of mainstream education (Bankston & Zhou, p.l). According to these 
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researchers, immigrants are voluntary minorities who are more readily adapted to a new 
environment than involuntary minorities. 
Summary 
Minority young women in the United States have to struggle both in learning the 
dominant language to pursue higher education, and in forming their own identity to adapt 
to the new society. First language background and social context are considered as main 
elements in the language learning process. Then, experiences learning language in 
cultural contexts will build up individual identity. However, women second language 
learners also define themselves by ethnicity and by gender in other social relations 
paralleling their educational experiences. 
Concepts and past research findings about second language learning and identity 
construction in this chapter shape the study’s methodology and inform the procedure for 
collecting data. Language and other social and cultural relations are influenced 
reciprocally to build up self identity. This combination is obviously not developed in the 
same way for all different types of refugee participants in this study. 
Each category of refugees may have common as well as different language 
learning and social interactions. Depending on how much they are influenced by family 
and school, they may see themselves in the mainstream society. As Chou stated in her 
study, “Asian American identity allows a woman to recognize both cultures because they 
interact and construct each other”. Not having a well developed level of native language 
literacy may be seen as an impediment to second language acquisition, as proposed by 
Cummins’ theory. Second language learners may see themselves as an accepted member 
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of this new society and may be alleviated from the discrimination from their native 
country, as predicted by Pierce’s theory on ‘subjectivity’. Refugees may see the time of 
their enrollment into high school in the U.S. is too late, if we take seriously Collier and 
Thomas predictions on the length of time needed to be academically successful in the 
first language. They, then, may have family support or family tension, they might see 
their identities a shift in accordance with changing social and economic relations” 
(Pierce, 1997). 
From the field of research on refugee women in language learning and identity 
construction, I see that certain issues as native language literacy and social interactions 
influencing second language learning. How do refugee women construct their identity 
through culture, society, language, ethnicity, and gender? How do they define 
themselves? These questions will be answered through participants’ narratives in this 
study. 
To sum up this chapter and to prepare the analysis of data sources, I have 
constructed a model based on the previous theories and studies. Through my model, I 
present the relationship of language learning and identity building in a social context of 
Vietnamese young women from the third wave immigration in the United States. The 
model I present displays six factors that influence the refugees’ second language learning 
to adapt in the mainstream society. First is family support or relationship between 
parents and children. This support may not be always visible and the relationships may 
not always develop smoothly. Second is influence of school which includes teachers, 
counselors, and peers. This influence could be multiple, at times positive, at others 
negative depending on other factors. Third is the degree of community participation. 
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This participation depends on how much students recognize themselves as group 
members. Fourth is the refugees’ level of political knowledge to shape their life. This 
might develop as students responsible participation increases in decision making in their 
lives. Fifth is their religious affiliation. Their religious participation may provide access 
to resources to support resolving some of their conflicts and problems. The influence of 
the state, of the local, national and international economic situation may influence 
students in their available career choices or may push them into the workforce toward 
positions that require minimal training and English language skills in order to survive.. 
Second language learners may be influenced by all of these factors or a few of 
them. The influence of these factors also depends on their native language background 
and the learning process they experience in the target language community. At the same 
time that they are learning the second language, they are constructing their identities 
through interaction with cultural, gender, ethnic, societal, and language factors. They can 
keep their tradional culture and feel comfortable in the new culture, or they can live in the 
new culture and affiliate with its ways and decrease affiliation with their native culture, 
or they can accept the new and maintain the old. They may be challenged by trying to 
maintain a balance between the old and the new. They may or may not see gender as an 
impediment in making the decision, but depending on their family and social situation. 
They might be proud of their ethnicity as a new contributor to this society or they may 
learn to feel badly about their race or place of origin. They may also have the option to 
choose which language they want to use to express themselves with whom, when, and 
why. In constructing social identities in a new culture, they may accommodate, 
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assimilate, or resist depending on their experiences with the new culture and the 
immigrant community. 
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CHAPTER HI 
METHODOLOGY 
* 
Introduction 
In this chapter, I explain the rationale behind the techniques of in-depth 
interviewing described by Seidman (1990), to explore the educational experiences of the 
Vietnamese young women students who came to the United States during the third wave 
of immigration. With this research approach, I provide information about the interview 
questions, the process of site and participant selection, and the management and analysis 
of data collected from the phenomenological interviews. I also include relevant data 
gathered from informal conversations with parents and ESL/bilingual teachers, from 
questionnaires to parents with children in the bilingual program, and from field notes 
recorded in TBE/ESL classroom observations. Having multiple sources of data provide 
me with an opportunity to triangulate different sources to add depth to my interviews and 
to potentially confirm my interpretation. (See figure 2, page 67) 
Types of Data Collection 
In-depth Interviewing 
To collect experiences of Vietnamese young women refugees, I used the in-depth 
phenomenological interviewing as described by Seidman (1990). Seidman’s 
phenomenological-based interviews combine life history interviewing, also used by 
Bertaux (1981), and focused in-depth interviewing informed by assumptions drawn from 
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phenomenology, as used by Schutz (1970). Instead of creating a version of the past 
through writing, the participant offers it in conversation encouraged by the researcher. In 
phenomenological interviewing, the researcher pledges to suspend the inclination to hear 
the story she wants or expects to hear; she does not intervene with questions that may 
direct and thereby confuse the storyteller’s experience. According to Seidman, this will 
grant the researcher a true experience of the participant rather than the story the 
researcher might construct from observation. This method assumes that the reality of the 
participants’ lived experiences will emerge as their story unfolds, and their experiences 
will dictate the course of the study not the interviewer. 
The in-depth interviewing method is one of the more reciprocal and equitable 
methods within interpretative research (Seidman, 1990). Not only does the interviewer 
learn, but the process also serves as a clarifying and learning process for the participant. 
The participant is able to retrieve memories that will help her make definite meaning to 
her life. When a participant narrates her experiences, she can describe what is to be and 
who she is. At the end of her interview, she can raise some issues and possible 
recommendations to improve the learning environment for those who have the same 
status. Most important, the interviewing process honors the voice of the participant. The 
method brings the participant to self-discovery, and to the connection between individual 
life and social change in the building her own identity. 
The in-depth interviewing method also complements the substance of the 
research. This type of qualitative method is most compatible with feminist research 
methods (Miller, 1996). Kathleen Weiler, a feminist educator and researcher, subscribes 
to the major principle of feminist research: 
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“One of the major goals of feminist research is for both women as 
researchers and women as the objects of research to come to understand 
and explore their own consciousness and material conditions of existence 
through dialogue.” (Weiler,1988, p.63) 
Spender (1982) also makes an appeal for research which describes the 
experiences of women: 
“Women have a responsibility to describe the world from the position they 
occupy, for other women; and for men, who will not know unless they are 
informed. If we wish to describe and analyze human experience, and to 
formulate explanations of the world which take human beings into 
account, we must include the experience and understandings of women as 
well as men.” (p. 17) 
Seidman (1990) argues that feminist research and phenomenological interviewing 
are closely interrelated. They both advocate the theory that social forces, such as gender 
and ethnicity, require attention to be paid to the details and particulars of individual lives 
affected by these social forces, rather than directing attention to generalized descriptions 
of the society. As with the participants’ histories, this approach helps us to understand 
not only their experiences but also the significance of personal relationships with a 
changing society. 
Moreover, Seidman (1990) claims that the in-depth interviewing approach is more 
equitable than other forms of qualitative research. The first step in in-depth interviewing, 
unlike the first step in observation, spotlights the direct experience of the participant, the 
one who is being interviewed, rather than the interpretations of the researcher. In 
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observation, the first words that form the bulk of data are those of the researcher, whereas 
in in-depth interviewing the core of data is the words of the participants. 
Data source: site and participant selection. The participants in the study are my 
former students at the Peony High School, the only high school that offered the 
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Transitional Bilingual Education program in Welltown, Massachusetts for Vietnamese 
students. Sixteen young women were chosen to be participants in this study: six boat 
people, five political detainees’ daughters, and five Amerasians. At the time of this 
study, nine of the sixteen participants had finished a two-year program at community 
college. One person graduated from a four-year college program as a registered nurse, 
and the rest had almost completed their four year programs. I explained the research 
study to the potential participants and asked them if they would agree to participate (see 
Appendix B for Consent Form, page 163). They were contacted by phone and completed 
a written consent form to indicate their willingness and availability. 
I used three main criteria for selecting the participants: (1) their status as refugees 
(2) their family background and experience, and (3) their employment as professionals 
and paraprofessionals in the dominant language community. It was important to me to 
include participants from a wide range of refugee statuses mainly because I assumed 
refugees from each status group would have their own particular history with regard to 
conditions of learning. Amerasians may face more diverse educational issues than boat 
people. The learning process of boat people may be more different than that of political 
detainees’ daughters because of the time they spent learning English in the camps. People 
who came to the United States alone may also face different types of educational issues 
than those who came with their whole family. When the selection process was 
completed, each participant was contacted to set up an appointment at her home so I 
could have an informal conversation with her parents to collect information to confirm 
my interpretations. 
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Structure and content of the interviews. It is said that people’s behavior becomes 
meaningful and understandable when placed in the context of their lives and the lives of 
those around them. Without context there is little possibility of exploring the meaning of 
experience (Patton, 1989). I planned to interview the participants in a context familiar to 
them and have them create a context through our interview process. Hence, each 
participant was interviewed three times for approximately one and one-half hours. There 
was an interval of at least three days between interviews. All interviews were tape- 
recorded. I knew that during each interview I had to be careful to let it go in its own 
direction. 
The first interview was for the purpose of reconstructing their early experiences in 
the family, at school, with friends, in their neighborhood, and the trip from Viet Nam to 
the United States. Participants were asked (1) to talk about their life before they arrived 
in the United States including educational and family background; (2) to talk about their 
challenges in learning English as a second language at the secondary and post-secondary 
levels to accommodate to the U. S. educational system. Participants are also asked to talk 
about the role of their parents in their education, and their participation in the English as a 
second language and transitional bilingual programs. In the interview, participants 
recalled memories of how they carried out their academic achievements, who motivated 
them to succeed in pursuing higher education, and the difficulties they had to overcome 
being identified as a Vietnamese American at school, at home, and in the Vietnamese 
community. 
During the second interview, I asked participants (1) to spin out the details and 
stories of their present life as a professional or paraprofessional, and (2) to describe their 
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relationship with people at work, their colleagues, their supervisors, their bosses. For 
participants who had not completed their program at college, I asked them to talk about 
their (1) college study, (2) relationships with their professors and their peers, and (3) part- 
time job experiences. 
In the last interview, participants were asked to talk about (1) their reflections on 
the meaning of their experiences as Vietnamese American women and their intellectual 
and emotional connections between work and life, and (2) their visions related to 
language proficiency, gender, and ethnicity for the improvement of the future learning 
conditions for refugee students, and for helping more educators understand their 
immigrant experiences. 
The order of the three interviews was interrelated. The first interview provided 
the context for the second and third interview. The first and second interviews brought 
out the life experiences which enabled the participants to make meaning and form a 
cohesive picture of the constitutive parts of their lives in the third interview. When the 
interviews were completed, I, as the researcher, shared the transcripts with the 
participants to confirm what they had said. 
Informal Conversations with Parents and Teachers 
The informal conversational interview is the most open-ended approach to 
interviewing (Patton, 1990). In the following paragraphs, I will discuss how I selected 
parents and teachers and the nature of the questions I asked. 
Selection of parents. According to Huynh (1997), many children from Southeast 
Asian countries are taught to be dependent and loyal to their families, and their behaviors 
may be aimed towards the success of the family. Therefore highly valued individual 
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academic or occupational achievements promote family pride and negatively valued 
behaviors such as disobedience, disrespect, shirking responsibilities, result in family 
shame. Furthermore Huynh (1997) found that parental involvement correlates positively 
with school achievement. 
I conducted informal conversational interviews with twenty-four parents with 
children in the bilingual program at the secondary level: eleven participants’ parents and 
thirteen parents of other students who did not participate in this study. The Vietnamese 
parents who participated in this part of the study were mostly from working class 
backgrounds. I made this selection because they are representative of the majority of the 
Vietnamese community in this area. They have learned how to survive under adverse 
economic conditions in the United States. Therefore, I wanted to find out how their 
refugee experiences differed according to membership in one of these three types: boat 
people, political detainee and Amerasian parents. Most of the parents were struggling 
against poverty and did not have many opportunities to gain further education. However, 
they were the heads of households and they understood their responsibility to provide for 
their children’s basic needs in order to help their children succeed at school. I wanted to 
find out their perspective on education in this country, especially their opinions about the 
particular school district, and the programs for refugee adolescents. During this study, 
the parents discussed their cares and concerns for their children’s education. Because 
they were present during the interviews, some grandparents were also invited to be 
involved in the conversation. In addition to parents’ perspectives, extended family 
members might provide helpful information to understand the nature of family support 
and its influence on the participants. 
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Contact with parents. Setting up the informal conversations with parents was not 
an easy task because of our conflicting schedules. However, I met with twelve parents 
each for about fifteen minutes, mostly on weekends and at their home in the spring of 
1998. I also conducted informal interviews over the phone with twelve parents who did 
not have a convenient time to see me at their home. The language we used in our 
conversation was Vietnamese, which put the interviewees at ease, and allowed the 
conversation to proceed smoothly. 
Stance of the interviewer and types of questions. The interviewer maintains 
maximum flexibility in order to be able to pursue information in whatever direction 
happens to be appropriate. The process depends on what emerges from observing in a 
particular setting, or from talking to one or more individuals in that setting. 
Most of the questions will flow from the immediate context (Patton, 1990). 
Interview questions will change over time, and each interview builds on those already 
completed, expanding information that was picked up previously and can be moved in 
new directions. These questions were open-ended questions. Unlike leading questions, 
open-ended questions establish the teritory to be explored while allowing the participant 
to take any direction he or she wants to take (Seidman,1998). Open-ended questions also 
do not assume an answer and do not presuppose which dimension of feeling or thought 
that are salient for the interviewee. Nonetheless, I recognize that my questions, either 
verbally or nonverbally, may have exerted some influence on the participants. Questions 
changed overtime, and data collection was different for each person interviewed. I made 
a list of questions or issues that were explored in the course of each interview such as: 
“Can you tell me something about your refugee experience?” 
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“What do you think about your children’s second language learning?” 
“What suggestions do you have to support your children’s academic 
achievements?” 
“How do you feel about your children’s adaptation to this society?” 
“What expectations do you have to help your children’s decision in choosing a 
career?” 
Selection of teachers. I had informal conversations with one bilingual teacher 
and one ESL teacher at Rose Middle School, one bilingual teacher and one ESL teacher 
at Peony High School in Welltown. Two bilingual teachers are Vietnamese. Two other 
ESL teachers are one Puerto Rican and one Chinese. We usually had professional 
workshops together. Therefore, I did not have any problem in gaining their cooperation 
for this study. We generally met together after school at a convenient time for the 
teachers. We discussed the strengths as well as the weaknesses of the programs offered 
to Vietnamese bilingual students. We also exchanged views on the academic contents 
and students’ literacy backgrounds in order to help them achieve success. We also 
wanted to collaborate to improve our teaching strategies. I used questions that could be 
individualized in order to easily establish the interaction with these people in a variety of 
settings. Such questions are: 
“Can you tell me any difficulties you have in teaching ESL to Vietnamese 
students?” 
“How do you think Vietnamese students can accomplish the same subject content 
as mainstream students?” 
“How do you see the literacy background of Vietnamese students as important to 
their second language learning?” 
“What suggestions do you have to improve bilingual students’ assessment when 
they enter or exit?” 
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Questionnaires (See Appendix C page 179) 
Using the standards for bilingual programs (The Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts, Department of Education, Bureau of Transitional Bilingual Education, 
Boston, Third Printing, 1978), I designed a questionnaire to probe the participants’ 
knowledge about details of the local transitional bilingual education and the ESL 
programs. The questionnaire provided the respondent with statements to respond using 
a scale of intensity: (1) strongly disagree (2) disagree (3) undecided (4) agree (5) 
strongly agree. The questionnaire consisted of fifteen statements asking parents to 
identify their beliefs and values on transitional bilingual education, their perceptions of 
second language learning and its function in getting jobs, and the need of native 
language maintenance. I translated all statements into Vietnamese. It was clear that the 
questions were close-ended, and that the respondent had been provided with a limited 
and predetermined set of alternatives. Framing the questions in this manner would make 
the issues clearer to the participants and insure receiving their responses without 
confusing them. I sent the questionnaires to thirty three Vietnamese parents who had 
their children enrolled in the TBE programs in Welltown, Massachusetts. However, 
parents’ participation was voluntary. This makes the sample population only 
representative of a convenience sample. 
Observation 
Also in this study, I used observation as a complementary source of data. 
Regarding observation techniques, Adler (1994) stated that, as members of a social 
context, we always make observations of the everyday world. These experiences allow 
us to interpret the actions and reactions of others through our eyes. However, observation 
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engages more of the senses, not only visual data gathering. Observation can help 
researchers enhance the validity of their studies. Adler also determined “observational 
research can vary considerably in its character among different practitioners, through the 
stages of a research project, in various settings, and depending on the relationship of 
researchers to their subjects” (p. 379). 
In this research, I observed two TBE and two ESL classes at Rose Middle School 
and Peony High School to study how other bilingual and ESL teachers and students 
interacted and formed relationships. Before observing these classes, I had informal 
conversations with the classroom teachers; therefore, I did not have any difficulties to be 
accepted as an observer. I sought to understand how the teachers taught and how the 
students learned a second language. I also observed the students’ attitude toward using 
Vietnamese to understand their subject content in English. In addition, I wanted to leam 
about the teacher and students’ interaction and students’ interaction with peers. 
Furthermore, I included my own classroom experience as a TBE instructor because I had 
limited time in observing those four classes. I taught three subjects: social studies, math, 
and science for grade nine and grade ten. The students were from three types of refugees 
from the third wave immigration included more girls than boys. Consequently, I 
observed episodes of interaction and recorded in my field notes either while the 
interactions were occurring or immediately afterwards. Observation, to me, was a 
necessary tool to complete the triangulation of my findings and supplement the other 
information I collected. 
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Data Management and Analysis 
Before analyzing the data collected from the in-depth interviews, the 
conversations with parents and teachers, the survey questionnaire, and the observation 
notes from the TBE and ESL classes, I formed categories on various topics that I found in 
the study by their similarity as well their opposition. I assumed that data from the 
participants might be opposite to the parents’ perspectives. Data from my observation 
might confirm or contradict what the participants revealed in their interviews. Data from 
teachers’ conversation might reflect or contradict what I observed in classroom 
interactions. Similarly data from the parent survey might reveal or contradict what I 
observed in addition to information to what parents could not reveal in the conversation. 
As well, patterns of participant experiences might be representative or not of the family’s 
status. 
I grouped findings from different data sources into thematic units regarding 
second language learning and its relationship with other factors in building identity. 
In-depth Interview 
Faced with pages of typed transcripts and observation fieldnotes, I first read the 
transcripts and highlighted important information. It was truly an overwhelming task! 
Wherever I was not sure about the meaning of the text, I listened to the tapes again and 
tried to make sense of the participants through their words, as well as through their tone 
of voice and inflections. I made notes in my journal of particularly and important topics I 
perceived in the entire interview. After completing this step, I went through the 
transcripts again to edit redundant information since I was only concerned with the 
content of their interview. 
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The next step I used was to label sections by the topics from the interviews. This 
process required that (a) the topics come from the interview, and (b) the labeled sections 
should meet meaning unit criteria; a meaning unit being defined as a section on an 
interview transcript which, though decontextualized, can be understood by itself in the 
wider context of the purpose of the study (Tesch, 1990), and (c) the topics were 
categories which could be named from the meaning units from the participants’ talk. 
Some of the labels for the “meaning units” of my study were: (1) learning English 
as a second language, (2) educational programs for minority language students, (3) 
motivation for pursuing higher education, (4) parental involvement and family support, 
(5) getting into professional and paraprofessional positions related to gender status, and 
(6) social and cultural identity in a monolingual environment and in other bilingual ones. 
However, through interview and conversation, these labels were open to their emerging 
ideas and changes in their opinions. 
Eventually, I ended up with cutout copies of each of the labeled meaning units 
from all of the interviews. I identified the passages with the participants’ initials, and 
identified the interview orders where that topic appeared in the original transcription. If 
the file was built up substantially, it could be inferred that the topic had significance. 
Then the topic would become one of the themes in the research. Meanwhile, I 
concentrated on the possible connections between themes and their relationship to the 
research literature (as presented in Chapter two). The data I have selected to analyze can 
be divided into two thematic categories: (1) issues in second language acquisition related 
to gender, and (2) issues relevant to social and cultural identities in working conditions. I 
answered the first set of my research questions with data from in-depth interviews, 
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informal conversations, survey, and classroom observation. As indicated in Chapter One, 
these were: (1) What was the participants’ educational background? (2) How long have 
they been in the United States? (3) How did they participate in learning English as a 
second language in the United States? (4) What is the role of their parents in their 
education? (5) How did they function as Vietnamese women refugees in a multicultural 
school setting and in the community? (6) How did they cope in college? (7) What 
relationship did they have with their teachers, and their peers at school? (8) Did they 
receive any privileges as women in the United States? (9) How did they relate to 
traditional culture? I first used the participants’ verbatim words from the transcriptions, 
then, I consulted my field notes from the parents and teachers’ conversations, classroom 
observation, and at the feedback from the questionnaires to find trends across participants 
and particular details about each of the three participant groups. 
The second set of questions were: (1) How did you adapt to a new society, and 
function as members of a multiethnic community? (2) What were your experiences in 
dealing with people in a monolingual environment and in other bilingual ones in order to 
be able to work in professional and paraprofessional positions? (3) What language and 
cultural challenges did you have to overcome in order to reach your goals? (4) How and 
why did you choose your job? (5) How would you describe your relationship with your 
supervisors, your bosses, and your colleagues? Could you identify who gave you the 
most support? (6) How did the above-mentioned people see you? How did you feel about 
that? (7) How did you define yourselves? American?, Vietnamese?, or Vietnamese 
American? (8) What were your future career expectations? 
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By analyzing the data from participants’ interviews, from informal conversations 
with parents and teachers, from observation field notes, and from survey questionnaires, I 
planned on examining the changes the participants made starting initially from the 
traditional Vietnamese values they have learned from their family, moving to those 
changes resulting from their experiences in American schools and in their community. 
Informal Conversations with Parents and Teachers 
Informal conversations usually take place as a natural part of my field work in the 
schools and with families. Therefore, they were often opportunistic and unscheduled. 
Data gathered from informal conversations were difficult to pull together and analyze 
because varied questions would generate varied answers. I planned on mining these 
notes to add details that I may not have obtained through the interviews, questionnaires, 
and observation. I will analyze these as they substantiate, contradict or provide 
alternatives to the themes I identified. From a context analysis of parents’ conversations 
I found six patterns: highly descriptive passages of their refugee experience, of the 
imporatance of education for both boys and girls, of their awareness of second language 
and bilingual education programs, of the relevance of higher education and career choice, 
of their values concerning maintenance of native language, and of expectations for their 
children’s future. From the conversations with teachers, I found three patterns of 
concerns: students’ literacy background, academic content, and bilingual students’ 
assessment. 
Questionnaires 
After sending questionnaires to thirty-three parents, I received twenty eight 
responses. The response rate was 85%. I believe this high level of response was due to 
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my having had informal conversations with many of them and their willingness to 
collaborate. Since names were not requested, I cannot offer an explanation about the 
parents who did not return their responses. Frequencies of responses were tallied from: 
“strongly agreed”, “agreed”, “undecided”, “disagreed”, “strongly disagreed”. From this 
questionnaire, I analyzed the responses to each item to see parents’ attitudes to their 
children’s second language learning, and its relevance in reaching to higher education 
and in reflecting on career choice. Two other items I analyzed were parents’ beliefs and 
values regarding bilingualism and parents’ opinion on maintenance of the native 
language. 
Classroom Observations 
In my field notes, I recorded my perceptions of the classroom interactions at two 
school sites for two days. My access was limited because the teachers only allowed me 
to observe once in each of the classes for twenty minutes. I observed one ESL classroom 
at Rose Middle School. The topic of the lesson was “People around the world”. Mrs. 
Chung presented different parts of the world from the world map and showed pictures of 
people who live in those countries. Then I went to the biology bilingual class at the same 
school and in the same day. Mr. Due taught about plant structure and discussed different 
factors that influenced plant growth. The next two observations were at Peony High 
School: one ESL and one bilingual class. Mrs. Yvonne taught about plural forms in 
English after a short reading. Mrs. Loan taught about three branches in the U.S. 
government and these all related to a citizen’s right to vote. The last observation period I 
wanted to add was my own experience in a science bilingual class entitled “Nutrition”. 
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The data I collected are analyzed by selecting critical incidents that I witnessed in 
a short time. While not representative of all ESL and bilingual classes, nonetheless, I 
consider these observations important. From these five classroom observations, I noticed 
striking issues in instruction and students’ learning. These concern the influence of the 
relationships between the teacher and students, of the relationship between students and 
their peers, and the interaction on students ethnic identification. 
Role of the Researcher 
As both an English teacher in Viet Nam and a member of the boat people from the 
third wave of immigration to the United States, I have been interested in exploring how 
language learning influences and is influenced by the social identity of women in a 
minority group. In addition, the fact that I am a Vietnamese woman, I recognized that 
may even share similar language and cultural beliefs with the participants in this study. I 
also feel a responsibility to inform and share with the participants my learning 
experiences, job interview skills, work experiences, and visions for the future. As I have 
many experiences in common with my participants, I feel I have an insider perspective, 
however, my experiences occurred seven years prior to their arrival. In that sense, I am 
also an outsider as the social, political, economic, and cultural context was different for 
my participants. 
Summary 
This chapter has presented the methodology of my qualitative research. This 
research takes a feminist approach in that both the researcher and the participants share 
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their experiences and their feelings in education, as well as in life (Weiler, 1988). In this 
approach, I recognized participants from three different groups as non-hierarchical 
because all of them were my data sources. In this approach, I hope to learn about their 
educational and social identity experiences. I also hope that they benefit in two ways: 
the first way is to have a chance to express themselves and the second is to become aware 
of a potential audience that they could influence. In this approach, participants will have 
an opportunity to reflect and respond about what they had discussed with me in earlier 
sessions. 
The three-step interviews guide me from the outset of the participant’s narratives 
to reveal their identities through their experiences. The informal conversation with 
parents and teachers gives me some understanding about their family relationships and 
their teachers’ relationships with this special population. The survey generates a general 
picture of parental attitudes toward bilingualism and expectations of their children’s 
school language education. The classroom observation, though limited in other teachers’ 
classrooms, compliments observations in my own classroom and provides interactional 
depth to the entire study. The management and analysis of all data sources provide 
varied perspectives on the answers to the questions posed by this study. Participants’ 
perspectives from their stories inform me of common experiences and elements affecting 
their academic achievement and their social identitiy construction. Informal 
conversations and results from the survey are two other perspectives of these students 
from family and school that help to provide more depth to participants’ data. 
Observation and my own interpretation completes this study methodology and permits 
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me a chance to witness in a short time a similar type classroom experience that my 
participants may have had. 
I have often thought of this study’s methodology as a project that also allows me 
to place my own experience as an educator within a group of young Vietnamese women 
to contribute some educational and social insights to the immigrant generation. I will add 
this perspective when I discuss the implications of my study. 
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Figure 2. Summary of data collection and analysis 
Population Type of Data Collection Themes / Issues 
Participants: 
Three different categories: 
6 boat people, 5 Amerasians, 
and 5 political detainees 
families of Vietnamese young 
women from the third wave 
In-depth 
Interviewing 
(Seidman, 90) 
11 participants’ parents 
13 other parents 
2 TBE teachers 
2 E£L teachers 
Informal 
Conversation 
(Patton, 90) 
1) Purpose of second language learning 
Pursuit of higher education 
Upward economic mobility 
Social identity 
2) Factors of success 
Native language background 
Parent involvement 
Effective teachers 
Peer collaboration 
Individual expectations 
3) Existing problems 
Traumatic memories 
Family conflicts 
Lack of school guidance 
From parents 
1) Refugee experience 
2) Importance of education 
3) Parents’ awareness of 
second language & bilingual 
education program 
4) Maintenance of native language 
5) Relevance to higher education 
and career choice 
6) Expectations for children’s future 
From teachers 
1) Students’ literacy background 
2) Subject content 
3) Bilingual students’ assessment 
Fifteen questions about the 
TBE/ESL programs are asked 
of 33 Vietnamese parents whose 
children are in high school. 
Parents send the responses in 
self-addressed stamped envelopes 
to the researcher. 
Questionnaires 
(Patton, 90) 
1) Beliefs and values regarding 
bilingualism 
2) Attitudes toward second 
language learning 
3) Maintenance of native language 
1) Learning style 
2) Influential relationship of teacher 
on students 
3) Student ethnic identification 
collaboration 
j 
I 
2 TBE classes 
2 ESL classes 
at Rose Middle School 
and Peony High School 
Observation 
(Patton, 90) 
(Adler, 94) 
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CHAPTER IV 
BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE PARTICIPANTS 
Introduction 
This chapter presents data from the first interview and provides a brief 
biographical description of each of the participants in this study. This information 
includes their age, place of birth, parents, siblings, refugee category, length of time in the 
United States, major at college, and their present occupation if they have graduated. The 
names used in this study are pseudonyms selected by the researcher with the consent of 
the participants. I ordered the participants’ description by their refugee status and the 
years spent in the United States. According to past research, the longer immigrants live 
in the host country, the more their identity is influenced by the host country. Moreover, I 
believe the participants’ self identity may be constructed differently depending on their 
refugee status and their interactions with their community. 
From the three categories of refugee: boat people, political detainees’ daughters, 
and Amerasians, sixteen participants were selected to be interviewd. Among the boat 
people, Thuy and Lien left their country with their entire families; Vinh and Dung came 
to the United States with their relatives, Nguyen and Vu escaped Viet Nam by themselves 
(See table 1, page 91). Boat people were obliged to complete the whole immigration 
process at the camp. When they were accepted to resettle in the United States, they 
began learning English and received cultural orientation (C.O.). In general, boat people 
had to face many dangers on the way to resettlement such as mechanical failures in their 
boats, food shortages, mistakes made by inexperienced pilots, and plunder or rape by 
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Thai pirates. In the detainees’ daughters group, Trang, Quyen, True, Lan, and Nam came 
to the United States with their families on a direct flight. They did not have to stay in the 
transitional camp as did participants in the other two categories (See table 1, page 85). 
Therefore, they did not have an opportunity to study English and did not receive any 
orientation prior to their arrival. In the Amerasian group, Xuyen, Lieu, Van and Ngan 
came to the United States with their extended families but without their fathers, who were 
unknown to them. Nhung is the only Amerasian who accompanied her aunt to resettle in 
Welltown (See table 1, page 91). These Amerasians also spent approximately six months 
at the camp to begin learning English and to begin their cultural oriention. However, 
they did not have much educational background in Viet Nam to make quick progress in 
their learning. 
Talking to all these participants changed me and allowed me to view different 
comers of their lives. I tried very hard to let each participant speak for her own self in 
order to present a variety of voices and experiences. I believe these narrative stories will 
help researchers and readers understand the refugee experiences, a part of the broader 
human experience in a social context. 
Boat People Group 
There are six who came to the United States classified as boat people. Thuy, 
Vinh and Nguyen took nursing as their major in college. Their educational backgrounds 
were enough to fill the academic gap when they enrolled in the American school system. 
Lien and Vu chose a two-year business program at college. Dung was the only 
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participant who took cosmetology as her major in college because she thought her 
English proficiency was not developed enough to learn science. 
These participants have been in the United States six to ten years. Thuy came with 
their entire family with whom she still live. Lien came with her father. Vinh and Dung 
came with relatives. Nguyen and Vu left Viet Nam with friends. I will introduce each in 
the following sections. 
Thuy 
A twenty-six year old woman, Thuy was bom in a small province in South Viet 
Nam. She followed her entire family in escaping her country eleven years ago. She has 
one younger brother and is the only girl in the family. She had just finished eighth grade 
at an urban middle school before she arrived in Welltown. In Viet Nam, her father was 
an army officer, and her mother worked as a bank teller. Both parents obtained jobs soon 
after resettling in Welltown, though neither had graduated from high school in Viet Nam. 
Thuy entered high school in Welltown and studied in the Bilingual program for 
one year. She then spent four years at a university that offers various programs for 
students whose English is not their native language. She chose nursing as her major. 
Later she passed the board and licensing requirements to qualify as a Registered Nurse in 
Massachusetts. Thuy chose to answer questions for the three interviews in English. She 
said to me before the first interview: 
“ Co khong can cho em ten gia, em muon dung ten that de"ke‘chuyen cua^ 
minh vfdo la dieix em rat hanh dien duoc dong gop vao bai nghien ciiu cua 
(See Appendix E, p. 184) 
(You don’t need to give me a pseudonym, I would like to mention my real 
name because I feel proud to participate in your research.) 
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Thuy openly expressed herself while telling me about her memories of escaping 
from Viet Nam. She also shared an article written about her struggles to be successful in 
academic achievement. Thuy was my only student who spent one year in the bilingual 
program. For Thuy, nursing is not only a job to earn money, but also an ideal to pursue 
in life. Her hope is to enter medical school and become a doctor in order to give some 
free care to the poor patients. 
Lien 
Lien is a twenty-eight year old woman who came as a boat person to the United 
States with her father. Bom in a large city in South Viet Nam, she is the eldest child in a 
big family of three brothers and two sisters. She did not finish the secondary level in Viet 
Nam because she had to stay home to help her mother mn the family’s grocery store 
business. Her father worked in an import/export company in Viet Nam. She told me that 
when she graduated from high school in Welltown, she wanted to major in business at a 
two-year community college. 
When her family came to the United States nine years ago, her father received 
disability benefits, and her mother stayed at home. At that time, she had difficulty in 
fulfilling her academic responsibilities because she was working in a restaurant as a 
kitchen helper to generate extra income for the family. 
She asked me to use Vietnamese in the interviews because she said that telling her 
life in her native language would be more comfortable. She was very cooperative when 
she said: 
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“Em c6 thendi chuyen v^i cd nhieu h6n 90 phut neu co can vfem muon 
co co day du chi tiet ve nhung kinh nghiem hoc hoi cua em deviet bai 
nghien cuu. Em nghi rang bai nghien cuu cua co se rat bo ich cho nhung 
nha giao due co thien chi'voi nhifng hoc sinh phai hoc Anh ngii nhu la 
ngon ngu thu hai”). 
(See Appendix E, p. 187) 
(I can stay with you more than 90 minutes because I want you to have all 
my learning experience to do your research. I think your research will be 
very helpful for those educators who are concerned about second language 
learners”). 
In this study, she shared a lot of her experiences in learning English, the time and 
effort required in order to achieve her goal as a member of the new society. She also 
revealed her earnest hope to sponsor her mother and her siblings. Her individual 
expectations was not separated from family ties. This perspective can be recognized as 
an influence of Confucian value that generally Asians maintain. 
Vinh 
Vinh is a twenty-four year old woman who came to the United States eight years 
ago. She was bom in a province in the center of Viet Nam. Her family suffered some 
changes after her father was held in a communist camp. Her two brothers had to help 
their mother in the field. She was the only child in the family who had any formal 
schooling. At that time, she finished the seventh grade. She decided to follow her aunt 
and uncle who had a boat and had organized an escape. She left her mother and her two 
brothers behind . Her uncle, who fled to the United States, adopted her and raised her as 
his own daughter. 
After one year in New Orleans, where Vinh’s uncle felt that she would get an 
inferior education, he moved the family to Welltown. There, Vinh entered high school 
into the bilingual program for two years before she was mainstreamed. She is currently a 
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junior majoring in nursing at a four year college. Her father was released from the 
communist jail three years after she escaped. Her parents and brothers are still in Viet 
Nam and depend on financial support from her uncle. 
Through her narrative, she expresses the complexity of belonging to both home 
and school cultures by using both English and Vietnamese. She demonstrates her 
integrated identity of being a Vietnamese American by saying: 
“Co co nghi nhu em la minh phai theliien hai van hoa trong mot con 
ngiibi khong?” 
(See Appendix E, p. 191) 
(Do you agree with me that we refugees need to bring two cultural 
characteristics into one self ?) 
It is clear from the narratives that Vinh feels as though she is a daughter in her 
uncle’s family, yet she also continues to fulfill the role of daughter with her parents in 
Viet Nam. Her responsibility to her extended family is also influenced by Confuncianism 
in which moral education should be taught in the childhood. The concept of filial piety 
was highly valued and instructed not only at home, but also in school. 
Nguyen 
Nguyen is a twenty-four year old woman who came to the United States alone 
seven years ago. She was bom in a small town near the seashore in South Viet Nam. 
She is the second of four children in a middle class family. However, her parents did not 
have enough money to pay for the escape of all four of their children. Her mother wanted 
Nguyen to escape from Viet Nam to have an opportunity to get asthma treatment. Her 
mother was an experienced midwife in that town. She hoped Nguyen would become a 
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nurse if given the opportunity to go to college in another country. She knew that in Viet 
Nam, she could not expect that her children would be able to go to college. 
Nguyen reminds me many times during the interviews: 
“Em khong bao gib quen diloc me em da ban het nu trang trong ngay ciioi 
de cho em di vtiot bien deco' cd hoi hoc t2p va chua benh suybn.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 193) 
(I have never forgotten that my mother sold all her wedding jewels to pay 
for my escape to be resettled in another country to study and to have 
medical treatment for my asthma.) 
She reported that she had tried to fulfill her mother’s wishes by doing her best to 
learn English as proficiently as possible. She revealed the difficulties she had to 
overcome in order to stay in the nursing program, including memorization of English and 
anatomical terminology. She won the senior High School Honor Society Award and was 
admitted to a small private college where she is majoring in nursing. 
In her interviews, she related her educational experience from the point of view of 
a bilingual student at school and in the community. Nguyen hoped to finish her nursing 
program and to complete the paper work necessary to sponsor her parents to come to the 
United States. 
Vu 
Vu is a twenty-six year old woman who came to Welltown by herself. She was 
bom in a very traditional Vietnamese family where girls have to obey their parents and 
have a prearranged marriage with a man they do not know. She recalled at the first 
interview that a week before her wedding ceremony, she ran away and hid herself with 
her girlfriend’s family. Fortunately for her, her girlfriend’s family owned a boat and 
planned to make an escape. She begged her friend to let her go, promising to repay her 
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when she was able. That was the miracle opportunity Vu received to come to the United 
States. 
Vu felt comfortable living with her friend’s family because the parents of Vu’ 
friend treated her as their daughter. After graduating high school, she enrolled in a 
community college and majored in business. She is an active person, and participates in 
a local youth organization that helps adolescents with problems at school and at home. 
In her interviews, she discussed the norms of Vietnamese culture and considered 
her own experience as a victim of those norms. However, she said that she never 
resented her parents for obliging her to marry. She wished she could return to Viet Nam 
to visit her family. I admired her touching story very much when she said: 
“Em khong ngo rang em daTlam mot cuoc each mang cho chinh ban than 
minh bang sii tron thoat cuoc hon nhhn do cha me dinh doat.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 194) 
(I did not believe that I made a revolution for myself by escaping the 
arranged marriage.) 
In extremely traditional Vietnamese families, parents usually made arrangement 
for their children’s marriage. Children can not negotiate nor make any decisions, even as 
minor as the day of wedding or the type of reception. These parents often think that 
understanding and love will grow after living together for a period of time. However, 
this tradition is not as prevalent as in the past. 
Dung 
Dung is a twenty-six year old woman who came to Welltown with her cousin. 
After one year, her cousin married and moved to Texas. Dung did not want to follow her 
cousin and decided to stay here to finish her high school diploma. By accident, she met a 
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woman who was one of her mother’s close friends. This woman lived in her 
neighborhood and wanted to adopt her. She feft very happy to have an adopted mother.. 
She said it was very hard for her to live on what she received from welfare support. She 
really wanted to pursue higher education in science, but she knew that her English was 
not proficient enough to take the necessary courses. Eventually she chose to spend two 
years studying in the field of cosmetology. She said that with her certificate in 
cosmetology, she planned to open a small beauty salon to serve the Vietnamese 
community in this area. 
When she mentioned her family in the first interview, she became very sad. Her 
father divorced her mother to marry another woman. Her mother had to work in a 
restaurant to support her but she died when Dung was eight years old. She lived with her 
grandmother until the day her cousin gave her a chance to escape. She always said: 
“Con ngiioi khong co gia dinh giong nhii cai nha khong co mai che.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 196) 
(A person who does not have a family is like a house without a roof.) 
The experience she emphasized in this study was the family relationship. 
According to her, the familial love is basic and needs to be developed from childhood to 
adulthood. It is through the family, people learn to become responsible citizens. Here, 
Confucianism is an essential part of Vietnamese intellectual life. In Confucianism, there 
is no such concept as the love of God or of Heaven. True love begins with self- 
cultivation. Then, people should extend this self-cultivation to the love of their own 
parents, their brothers and sisters, and to society in general (Zhang, 1999). 
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H.O. Group (Political Detainees’ Children) 
There are five young women who belong to this group called “Human Operation 
(H.O.) Families”. H.O. is the title of the American government agreement to accept all 
the Vietnamese political detainees who had been in communist reeducation camps for at 
least five years. This provision allowed them to bring their wives and children to the 
United States under the category of “refugee”. In general, these participants did not have 
as much opportunity as the previous group to attend formal education. Their fathers had 
been sent to reeducation camps. Most of these participants had to stop their schooling to 
help their mothers earn the means for living. However, in the United States, they 
received moral support from their parents. Trang is a junior at a four year nursing 
program. Lan’s major was computer information systems. Quyen and True took an 
accounting program at a two-year college. Nam obtained a license in cosmetology. I 
will introduce each of these participants according to the period in which they arrived in 
the United States. 
Trang 
Trang is a twenty-four year old woman from an H.O. family. She lived in a 
rented apartment with her parents, her two brothers and one sister. All of them enrolled 
in the Vietnames bilingual program. For Trang, her life became settled from the day she 
came to the United States. 
In her first interview, Trang emphasized the importance of education because she 
said she did not have an opportunity to return to school after her father was taken to a 
reeducation camp. She also emphasized the teacher’s role and made comparisons 
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between theVietnamese and American educational systems. She viewed teachers as 
mentors, not as disciplinarians. She said: 
“ Em khong thay sd set khi phal tiep xu'c vo’i thay co oMynhu hoi o Viet 
Nam.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 190) 
(I do not feel inferior when I have to contact my teachers here as I used to 
feel with my teachers in Viet Nam.) 
She also felt that female sudents have an equal opportunity in choosing a major as 
male students. She said that at first her mother did not want her to take nursing as her 
major because nurses have to work at night. According to her mother, women should 
stay at home with their husbands and children at night. Trang tried to explain to her 
mother about the demands of her career selection. At the time of this study, she was a 
junior and doing well in the nursing program at a state university. 
Quven 
Quyen is a twenty-four year old H. O member who came to Welltown seven years 
ago. While her father was in the reeducation camp, her mother was the only parent 
whose influence was significant. Her mother was also her teacher at the elementary 
level. Because her father was interned at the camp, her mother was fired from her school. 
In Viet Nam, if you live in a village, you have to accept the particular laws of that village. 
To survive, her mother contacted her second cousin who had a powerful position with the 
Communist government and received permission to move to a big city. This move meant 
that for the second time in her thirteen years, Quyen was going back to attend school. 
She was very excited. She also spent a few hours a day helping her mother at their stall 
in the city’s market1. Four years later, she finished middle school and her dream came 
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true. Her father was released from the camp. They were interviewed and allowed to 
leave Viet Nam under H. O. status. 
Quyen continued her secondary education at an American high school in 
Welltown. There, she said, she was lucky to have me as her bilingual teacher. In the 
class, we shared together not only academic concepts, but also the concerns and desires 
of young woman refugees. After graduation, she wanted to get a job and earn money 
right away because she did not want her mother to sacrifice any longer for her. So, in 
addition to the hours she spent at college, she took a part time job at a restaurant to 
generate additional income for her family. As of this study, she had finished her degree 
as a technician in accounting. Currently, she has a job with a local bank and continues to 
take courses in the evenings to complete the four-year program requirements. She said: 
“ Em se theo gdong co ma tiep tuc hoc vi sii hoc la vo cung tan.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 2.00) 
(I will follow your example to study because learning is never ending.) 
Quyen is one of my former student who is very close to me, not only at school, 
but also at the Buddhist Youth Association. Her strong religious beliefs are reflected in 
her perspectives about life and education. Therefore, our relationship did not end after 
she finished her studies at Peony High School. 
True 
True is a twenty-five year old H. O member who was bom in a small village and 
raised in a poor family. She did not have a chance to attend school in her country. Her 
father was an army officer and her mother raised pigs and poultry to generate extra 
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income for the family of eight. She was the eldest child and a girl, therefore, according to 
her parents, she needed to help her mother with the housework instead of going to school. 
She recalled in her interviews that she did know what electricity was or about 
kitchen appliances such as refrigerators or ovens until the day her family came to the big 
city to be interviewed and to complete the paper work to go to the United States. Her 
educational background prepared her to write and read Vietnamese, but not proficiently. 
When she was resettled in Welltown, Massachusetts, she developed an interest in 
learning to overcome her lack of early education. 
When she enrolled in the Welltown Public Schools, they assigned her to the ninth 
grade. She said she was very happy and spent a lot of time learning English. She wanted 
to study accounting because of her familiarity with numbers. True recalled her prior use 
of counting when she counted the eggs, the chicks, and the pigs on her farm. She may 
have been attracted to mathematics since she learned her counting skills in a familiar 
setting. 
By the time of this study, she had almost finished her study at a two-year college 
and hoped to get a job in her field. Through her narratives, she expressed her 
appreciation of the American government for issuing the refugee agreement for the H. O. 
families. She said: 
“ Em luon luon nhd' dn chinh phu Hoa Ky da cho em cb hoi thay doi cuoc 
doi ngu dot va ngheo khb.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 201) 
(I am indebted to the American government which has given me an 
opportunity to change my illiteracy and my poverty.) 
I was very moved by her sincere statement because she never denied the very hard 
days of the past. According to Vietnamese culture, people do not want to expose their 
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negative points to the others, especially in public conversation. In True’s story, she did 
not only conceal her family poverty and her limited schooling, but also appreciated those 
two weak points as her most motivation in struggle of higher education. 
Lan 
Lan is a twenty-six year old H. O. member. She is the only participant who lived 
in an extended family in Viet Nam. When her father was placed in the reeducation camp, 
her mother still owned three apartments, and the rental income was enough to cover the 
family’s expenses. Her grandparents were healthly and able to help her mother run a 
grocery store. Both Lan and her sister came to school. The day Lan graduated from high 
school in Viet Nam, her father was released from the communist camp. Then she went 
with her family to the United States as refugee under the H.O. category. 
When she came to Welltown, she had to stay another year at the secondary level 
to improve her English and to become familiar with the American educational system. 
Soon she became fascinated with computers and all the conveniences they offer in 
different areas. From that point on, her major became Computer Information System 
(CIS). 
Lan now works for a large insurance company in Western Massachusetts, and is 
registered as a part-time student completing a four-year program in Computer Science. 
She is the only one in this group not to have had any trouble with education or family. 
According to her, family ties are a strong source necessary to develop community 
relationships. She said: 
“Em may man ldn len trong mot gia dinh day du tirih thdong cua cha me 
ong ba. ©6 la mot moi trdong to{ de tru’dng thanh.” 
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(See Appendix E, p. 204) 
(I am lucky to have grown up in an extended family. That is a good 
environment to learn and to develop to be a responsible person.) 
In Vietnamese culture, the influence of extended family is significant. In some 
families, three generations lived together peacefully. Due to lack of social security 
benefits, families must build their own finacial security through their mutual dependence 
network. Grandparents take care of their grandchildren as if they were their own children. 
Single uncles or single aunts helped their nephews and their nieces with homework. 
Children are not only expected to respect and listen to their own parents, but also to their 
close relatives such as uncles and aunts. When I lived in Viet Nam, after my marriage, I 
still lived with my parents and my sister. As a sign or respect, my childen called my 
sister “Ma Hai.”2 
Nam 
Nam is a twenty-eight year old H. O. member who was bom in a big city where 
people were fond of Western cosmetology. Her mother had a beauty salon and made 
good profit from that business. Nam did not like to study academic subjects. She 
concentrated on how to enhance her own beauty. She often ran her mother’s business 
whenever she was bored with schoolwork. She is the oldest participant in this category 
and expressed much satisfaction with the American way of life. 
Nam stayed two years in the bilingual program at a secondary school. She did not 
make much academic progress. All her effort was focused on learning enough English to 
be able to complete the cosmetology program at a two-year college. Eventually, she 
passed the state’s test and obtained a license in cosmetology. Her dream is to be the 
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owner of a beauty salon that will serve the Vietnamese community and to help 
Vietnamese women enhance their physical beauty. According to her, female beauty is a 
strong element in marital happiness and career success. She chose this type of work 
because she thinks she could help women maintain their marital ties by taking care of 
their overall appearance. She said: 
Em thay mot so dan ong Viet Nam c6 vb nhovfvd khong biet trau doi 
nhan sac 
(See Appendix E, p. 20b) 
(Some Vietnamese husbands have concubines because of their wife’s 
neglect in maintaining their beauty.) 
Though naive, Nam points to a serious problem for women in Viet Nam, there are 
no laws to protect wife’s rights and there is a widespread practice of men taking several 
wives. Reasons for this practice came from different sources: disagreements between 
husband and wife, conflicts between two families’ sides, and the presence of other 
available younger women. In these situations, wives usually suffer losses. Therefore, 
Nam’s solution is to use beauty as one of the assets that women have to maintain remain 
married. 
Amerasian Group 
There are five members in the Amerasian group. Four participants of this group 
came to the United States with their mothers and siblings from their step fathers. Nhung 
is the only one who came with her aunt instead of her mother. Normally, these 
Amerasians were unfortunate children who did not know their fathers. Most of them did 
not have an opportunity to go to school because of racial discrimination in Viet Nam. All 
of these participants revealed that leaving Viet Nam was a path to heaven. They are very 
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proud to be recognized for their personal value and not reduced to a subordinate status as 
they were in their native country. In this group, Lieu is the youngest participant who 
studies nursing as her future career. Xuyen finished her computer information system 
program. Ngan has almost completed her business program and plans a career in 
accounting. Van and Nhung chose cosmetology as their major at the postsecondary level. 
I will introduce the last five participants as Amerasians who have tried their best in their 
pursuit of higher education. 
Xuyen 
Xuyen is twenty-nine year old Amerasian. She is the eldest participant in my 
study and has spent more than a decade in the United States. She came to Welltown with 
her mother, and her half-brother. In Viet Nam, she did not go to school because she grew 
up in a poor family. Everyday, she had to get up early to help her mother cook five 
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varieties of “xoi” to bring to the market to sell early in the morning as breakfast. 
When she entered high school here, she had missed eight years of formal 
education. Therefore, she stayed two years in the bilingual program. She often 
complained to her mother that she felt ashamed to be at school because she was too old 
for her grade. However, she had effective teachers in the ESL and Bilingual programs 
who encouraged her and helped her to be confident. According to her, learning is a 
challenge not only for the learner, but also for the teacher. 
She revealed her inner conflict when she had to be in the classroom with her 
younger friends: 
“Em thuong than vdi me em la em cam thay 
phai hoc chung voi ban treTibn.” 
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(See Appendix E, p. 207) 
(I usually complained with my mother that I felt ashamed to be in the 
same grade with younger students.) 
To make her feel at ease during the interview, I shared my feeling with her that I 
also had the conflict about my age when I started the doctoral program in my fifties. 
After graduating high school, she got married and worked at a supermarket. She attended 
evening courses at a community college to study English and computers. As a part-time 
student, it took her four years to complete the program. Now, she has a baby boy and is 
looking for another job that fits her skills and will generate more income. 
In her narratives, she emphasized age as the main factor that influenced her 
schooling devotion. This problem happened to most students who sufferred losses after 
the South Vietnamese government collapse in April 1975. All three groups’s participants 
of this study were relatively older than their peers in their classrooms. This difficulty did 
not only influence in participants’ pursuit of higher education but also in their identity 
construction. 
Lieu 
Lieu is a twenty-three year old Amerasian who came to Welltown with her 
mother and her two sisters and one brother. She is the youngest child in her family. Both 
of her sisters were also my students. After three months, her two sisters dropped out of 
school because of the school’s inability to help reduce the gap in their educational 
background. Her sisters went to the company where her eldest brother worked and were 
accepted as employees there. Lieu was the first and only child in her family who went to 
high school and graduated. She is a talented young woman, and is very proud of her 
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academic achievements. She won the Mass Mutual Award and was admitted to a 
university in Boston. She is now a sophomore in a nursing program. 
She wanted to return to Viet Nam and to work in a children’s hospital. She 
confided to me that she was also a disadvantaged child due to the absence of her father. 
She said: 
“Me em that la^tuyet voi. Mot minh ba nuoi duong cac con. Em rat thong 
cam sh mau thuan cua nhiing ban lai voi ngddi cha khong ruot thit.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 210) 
(I have a wonderful mother who, as a single parent had to rear all her 
children alone. Therefore, I understand the conflict of most Amerasians 
who do not get along with their step-fathers.) 
I agree with what she said and never blame the Amerasians’ mothers who 
remarried because they were not able to rear their children by themselves. That is an 
unvoidable consequence of war. In traditional Vietnamese communities, single mothers 
usually are to be talked in any gossips. If their children do not behave, that is their 
responsibilities. If they want to remarry, they have to negotiate with their children. 
Van 
Van is a twenty-four year old Amerasian who came to the United States with her 
mother, her two half- brothers, and her grandmother. Although they had been resettled in 
Florida for a year, Van did not go to school because her grandmother was against it. Her 
grandmother said that girls in the United States have too much freedom and she did not 
like the custom of dating here. Van wanted to learn English because she needed to work 
and live on her own. She argued with her grandmother that refugees were the same as 
other people. They had to work and could not live on public assistance forever. Van s 
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mother did not know what to say and kept quiet. Later on,Van contacted a friend in 
Welltown and asked to live with her friend’s family. 
After moving to Welltown, Van enrolled in a secondary school and wrote a letter 
to her mother asking for forgiveness for having left. Van’s grandmother missed her very 
much and planned to move with Van’s mother to Welltown. Van’s family was then 
reunited and were able to live happily together. Van graduated and chose cosmetology as 
her major and future career. She tried to do her best to study and to improve her notion 
of aesthetics. 
I was greatly affected by her decision to move to Welltown to pursue her 
education goals. Back in Viet nam, Amerasians faced the day to day survival and were 
limited to have a career due to their lack of schooling. Here, in the United States, they 
saw a big change in their lives to obtain an opportunity of pursuing higher education. 
Ngan 
Ngan is a twenty-four year old Amerasian who came to the United States with her 
mother, two half-sisters, and step-father. When they resettled in Welltown, her two half 
sisters went to middle school and she went to high school. All of them had free bus 
transportation because their apartment was more than two miles from their schools. 
Ngan was happy at school. She did not feel isolated from her American friends due to 
her blond hair and brown eyes. In Viet Nam, she said, she was discriminated against by 
the school’s administrative staff, her teachers, and her friends because she is an 
“Amerasian”. 
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She had high scores in accounting and planned to take this subject as her major in 
college and hopes to have a career in accounting. In this study, she shared her struggle 
to learn English. To her, learning English was more difficult than “che cui, and ganh 
nuoc.”4 She finds that engaging in school activities will also increase multicultural 
understanding. That is why she is doing well and making academic progress. She is the 
only participant in this group that sees the importance of involvement in after school 
activities. She said: 
“Ngoai nhung gio hoc 6 lop, em con tham gia vao nhung hoi 'doan nhu la 
thelhao va huong dao. Em nghi rang caftg tham gia vao nhung hoat dong 
ben ngoai thi cang m6 rong tarn kien thiic va sii cam thong.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 213) 
“I like to participate in after school activities such as sport games and girl 
scout. I think that more engagement in outside activities helps to 
communicate and to improve knowledge.” 
In Viet Nam, there is a few after school activities. It depends on each school 
organization. Love of learning is considered a Vietnamese characteristic that expressed 
strongly in Ngan’s narrative. She found learning achievement not only occurred in 
classrooms, but also at other areas of school settings. 
Nhung 
Bom in Go Cai, a small town that suffered many sorrowful traces of the Viet Nam 
War, Nhung, a twenty-four year old Amerasian came to Welltown with her aunt. She 
was the only Amerasian in this study who did not have an immediate family. Nhung’s 
mother did not want to come with Nhung because she needed to take care of Nhung’s 
grandmother who had suffered a stroke. Therefore, her aunt had to sponsor Nhung 
because Nhung was a minor at that time. Then, her mother passed away a few more 
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months after Nhung and her aunt came to the United States Her grandmother had to go 
to the nursing home and died. Nhung introduced her aunt to me at the first interview and 
asked me if her aunt could participate in my research. She showed great respect for her 
aunt and considered her aunt to be a close member of her family. 
According to Nhung, family is a place where she can share all her sorrows and 
excitements. It does not matter that she is living with her aunt and not her mother. She 
said: 
“Em khong cam thay thieu thon khi song voi di em. Di giong nhu me, 
hieu em va san soc em.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 214) 
(I do not miss my mother because my aunt is like my mother. My aunt 
understands me and cares for me.) 
Nhung did not have a strong academic background, and she hoped that her 
English would be good enough for her to study cosmetology at a community college. 
Her vision for the future was very simple: to get a job and have her own family. 
She also wanted to go back to Viet Nam to bum some incenses at her grandmother and 
her mother’s tombs. She valued the humanitarianism the American government has 
shown for all Amerasians because Amerasians would never see justice and acceptance in 
their native country. 
Summary 
All sixteen participants were very enthusiastic about their participation in this 
study. They accepted my invitation immediately when I first contacted with them. They 
expressed their feelings and their opinions smoothly through their narratives. A few of 
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them spoke in English to demonstrate their ability to the process. However, the majority 
of them said that only the Vietnamese language could sincerely reflect their experience. 
Through three ninety minute interviews, these young refugee women 
demonstrated their awareness of difficulties in language learning particularly in pursuing 
higher education and the need for career orientation in finding a suitable career to adapt 
to the new society. These young refugee women also revealed a unique perspective on 
the intersection of Vietnamese and American culture. For them, the importance of 
adjustment emphasized social survival and making decisions about how much of the new 
culture to embrace. This analysis will be detailed in the following chapter that will 
complete an exploration of both participants and researcher and for educators and parents 
who are concerned with generations of future immigrants. 
Notes 
1 Market: any place in Viet Nam where retail sales occur. 
2 “Ma Hai”: Vietnamese children in some families call and treat their mother’s 
oldest sister as a second mother. 
3 “Xoi”: a sticky rice cooked with a mixture of beans or peanuts, constitutes a 
popular breakfast for many people, especially for students and laborers. 
4 “Ganh nuoc, che cui”: means carrying two pails of water on shoulders and 
chopping wood, symbolic of daily Vietnamese activities in the countryside. 
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Table 1. Participants in the In-depth Interviewing 
Names * Age (at 
time of 
interview) 
Refugee 
Status 
Family 
(live with 
parents) 
College Major 
(for 
career) 
Years in 
The U. S. 
Thuy 26 Boat 
people 
Yes 4 years Nursing 10 
Lien 25 Boat 
people 
Yes 2 years Business 8 
Vinh 24 Boat 
people 
No 4 years Nursing 8 
Nguyen 24 Boat 
people 
No 4 years Nursing 7 
Vu 26 Boat 
people 
No 2 years Business 7 
Dung 25 Boat 
people 
No 2 years Cosmeto- 
logy 
6 
Trang 24 H.O. Yes 4 years Nursing 8 
Quyen 24 H.O. Yes 2 years Account¬ 
ing 
7 
True 25 H.O. Yes 2 years Account¬ 
ing 
7 
Lan 24 H.O. Yes 2 years C.I.S. 6 
Nam 25 H.O. Yes 2 years Cosmeto¬ 
logy 
5 
Xuyen 28 Amerasian Yes 2 years C.I.S. 11 
Lieu 23 Amerasian Yes 4 years Nursing 8 
Van 24 Amerasian Yes 2 years Cosmeto¬ 
logy 
6 
Ngan. 24 Amerasian Yes 2 years Account¬ 
ing 
6 
Nhung. 24 Amerasian no 2 years Cosmeto- 
logy 
6 
* These names are pseudonyms 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
Two sets of research questions presented in chapter one will be answered here. In 
relation to the first set of questions, my analysis looks into common experiences and 
elements that have affected the participants’ educational lives and academic achievement, 
factors that the participants mentioned that helped them to be successful, the obstacles 
they overcame, their attitudes towards learning a second language, their school 
relationships, and their academic goals. The second set of questions are answered by 
examining the social relationships that participants constructed through their experiences, 
their values and the interactional norms that influenced them, their cultural 
identifications, and their own expectations in their present lives. 
This chapter looks at critical themes that have emerged across the data collected 
to answer both sets of questions. The themes emerged in different ways and I accessed 
them differently from interview to interview. After transcribing all the participants’ tape 
recorded interviews, I categorized the excerpts that expressed the same opinion into 
various themes. The analysis of the interview data is structured in two parts. The first 
part is composed of similar themes across three refugee status categories: the purpose of 
second language learning, and significant factors of their academic success. The second 
part is formed by themes that were different for individuals: memories from escaping at 
sea, conflicts between parents and children, and lack of school guidance. The findings of 
the interviews then were compared and contrasted with the findings from my analysis of 
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my notes of parents’ conversations and questionnaires. The analysis of parents’ informal 
conversations and questionnaires identifies issues. The issues from the conversations 
with parents emerged from the stories of their refugee experience, their awareness of 
second language and bilingual education programs, their willingness to support 
maintenance of native language, their concerns about the relevance of higher education to 
their children’ desired career choices, and their expectations for their children’s future. 
In the analysis of the parental questionnaires, I also identified the beliefs and values 
regarding bilingualism, their attitudes toward second language learning, and the need of 
native language maintenance in their children’ schooling. 
As the last data source from teachers’ conversations and classroom observations, I 
identified issues concerning students’ literacy background, their learning of subject 
content, and the school’s assessment of their progress. The issues that were gained 
through analysis of observations were grouped into learning style, influential relationship 
of teacher on students, and student ethnic identification collaboration. 
Under each heading, I provide a discussion of the themes and issues from data 
gathered. These will be supported with selected quotations from participants, parents and 
teachers that revealed their claims and opinions. 
Similar Themes Across Three Refugee Status Categories 
Purpose of Second Language Learning 
All the refugees mentioned their beliefs that language ability in the United States, 
their country of resettlement, was the key to survive and to succeed. In contrast to Viet 
Nam, the study of English as a foreign language is taken as an elective subject, not as a 
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requirement. Gaining access to such an education depends on a number of factors such 
as family financial situation, age of the learners, and educational expectation (Duong, 
1999). According to Ruthledge (1992), here in the United States, Vietnamese students 
have to learn English because that language is the only tool for communication with the 
mainstream society and the language of public education in other academic subjects. The 
students all echoed these sentiments in their narratives. 
Pursuit of higher education. All participants in this study firmly believed that 
gaining further higher education was very important for their future. They believed that a 
college education would lead to economic security and individual independence. In the 
following passage, Van, an Amerasian who came to the United States six years ago, saw 
second language learning as being extremely important: 
“Khi em den Welltown, ngtfei ban canhnhanoi voi emrang em khong co 
can ban hoc van 6 ben Viet Nam thfem chi nen di tim viec lam trong bep 
6 nha hang... Co ay con noi rang lam nghe rua chen hay lam thu ky thi 
ciing chang kha;c nhau may ve lu'ong bong. Co ay con nbi rang hoc tieng 
Anh thi kho lam. Em rat phan van... Em nghi den truong h6p me em chi 7 
hoc den lop nam ... Me em phai lam vide trong ti^m bahh tu sang sbm den 
toi mit de nuoi em va hai em cua em. Me em rat vat va. Con em phli thoi 
hop luc miiOi hai tubi de phu voi me trong tiem banh de cho hai dua em 
dude di_hoc. Luc do em moi hoc xong lop bon. Em hoc rat cham. Em 
biet rang con gai chi lam viec trong pham vi gia dinh chi con trai moi (tube 
di hoc nhieu. Em khong biet gi ve cha em. Me em nbi voi em la cha em 
la mbt nguoi linh M)Ttrong chidn tranh Viet nam vjTong da've niioc khi 
em moi vha hai tubi. Cha sau cua em cung mat va de lai hai em trai la" 
ganh nang cho me era. Em khong muon giong nhu me em... khong du~ 
can ban hoc thuctle vao'dai hoc. Em hieu rang ndoc My la ndi co cd hoi. 
Do do, em can thong thao tieng Anh'de vao dai hoc.” 
(See Appendix E, p.2 ? 0) 
(When I came to Welltown, my neighbor told me that I did not have good 
report cards in Vietnamese school, therefore, it was better to work in a 
kitchen.... She said being a dishwasher or being a secretary, there was no 
difference, because the salary was not too different. She also told me that 
[English is not easy to learn...] I felt confused.... I thought about my 
mother who did not have an education. She dropped out of school in fifth 
grade... She had to work in a bakery from early in the morning until late 
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evening to raise me and my two brothers... She worked very hard to 
support us. Then, I left the school at the age of twelve to work with her at 
the same bakery to help my brothers so that... they could stay in school]. 
At that time, I just finished grade four. I was very slow in learning. But I 
understood that the female job in Viet Nam mostly was working inside the 
family and education is a privilege for boys. I did not know my father. 
My mother said that he was an American who came to the Viet Nam War 
and returned to his country when I was only two years old. My step-father 
passed away and left my half brothers as a burden to my mother. I did not 
want to take the same position like my mother., not enough educational 
background to go to college. I understand that the United States is the 
place of opportunity. Therefore, I needed to be [proficient in English] to 
go to college.) 
It is clear from this excerpt that Van decided to learn English and go to college so 
that she would have a better life than the one her mother lead. 
Thuy, a boat person, described her goal for language learning when she was in 
high school. She knew that medical terms were very difficult to remember if students 
were not proficient in English: 
“Em phai chon nganh chuyen mon tren dai hoc khi con hoc lop muoi hai. 
Em thich hoc y ta. Nhi?ng em rat phan van... b’oi vi em s6 tieng Anh cua 
em con kem de hoc nhiing tu ngu ve y khoa. Em nop don vaTdlfdc nhan 
vao chuong trinh y ta 6 tniong LIC. Chtiong trinh y ta rat kho. Moi mua 
hoc, em phai hoc them mon Anh ngu... em khong bo cube. Em phai troL 
thanh y ta. Em muon lam nghe y ta. Em that sii muon nhu vay.^ Em mong 
ddoc tot nghiep sau bon nam hoc de thanh y ta de co viec lam tot.” 
(See Appendix E, p.l%£) 
(During my senior year, I had to pick a major to go to college. I wanted to 
be a nurse. But I was still confused... because I was afraid that my 
English was not good enough to understand the medical terms. I filled out 
an application. I got accepted at LIC in the nursing program. 
The nursing program was very tough. Every semester, I had to take one 
English course... but I did not give up. I had to achieve my goal: 
becoming a nurse. I wanted to be a nurse. That was what I wanted to be. 
I hoped to see myself graduating from a four-year college and become a 
nurse, to get a good job.) 
Thuy continued to have positive hopes for the future, despite the challenges she 
faced from having chosen nursing as her major. 
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Dung, a boat person talked in her narrative that she spent a lot of time learning 
English at school and at home: 
“ Khi gin ten di hpc 6 tnlong trung hop tai Welltown thi ho xep em vao lop 
miioi b6i^yi tieng Anh cua em duoi trinh do lop muoi mot. Em phai hoc 
lai mot so mon hoc. Tuy nhien em van khong hieu nhieu vi tro ngai ngon 
ngu. Luc con o Viet Nam, em khong thich hoc Anh van vi rat kho phat 
am; Vi the em khong bao gio nghfden vao dai hoc tru khi do la mot phep 
nhiem mau. Em co gang het sue de hoc tieng Anh de hoan tat chdong 
trinh trung hoc. Sau do em ghi ten hoc oWTCC. Mua hoc dau tien em 
hoc toan nhdng lop ve tap doc va tap vibt tieng Anh. Em khong cam thay 
chan nan khi chua ddbc nhan vao nganh chuyen mon. Em cung danh thoi 
gio delnghe bai giang ma em thu vao bang olop hoc.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 195) 
(When I came to a high school in Welltown, they placed me in grade ten 
because my English was [below the standard level]. I had to study all the 
subjects again. However, I still did not understand much because of 
problems with language. In Viet Nam, the subject I hated was English due 
to its pronunciation. Therefore, I never thought that I would go to college 
unless there was a miracle. I tried my best to learn English to complete 
the secondary level. Then, I registered at WTCC. In the first semester, I 
took all courses in reading and writing English. I did not feel bored even 
though I couldn’t enter my major. I also used most of my time to listen to 
the lesson that I taped in the classroom.) 
Quyen, a H.O. member family, was very excited about going to the United States 
except for her concern about learning English, which she had never studied before. 
“Luc em duoc muoi bay tuoi, khi sap roi Viet Nam, em co nhung y nghi 
khac nhau. Co mot dieu ma em rat thich la duoc toi mot nuoc ma lanh dao 
la nguoi Cong Hoa vaTDan Chu. Em rat ghet che do doc tai cua chinh phu 
Cong san Viet Nam. Em cung rat phan khoi ve nhung dieu nghe thay ve 
nuoc Myf Mat khac em cung ral lo so rang em kho hoi nhap vao mot x?T 
hoi moi vi'em khong noi dllbc tieng Anh. Cho du hoc tieng Anh klm the 
nao di mla thi em cung rang co gang vi tieng Anh la ngon ngu chinh cua 
nuoc My. 
(See Appendix E, p. 199) 
(Before I left Viet Nam at the age of seventeen, I had many different 
thoughts. For one thing, I was very excited that I would go to a country 
where the government leaders are Republicans and Democrats. I hated the 
dictatorship of Vietnamese communist government. I was also excited 
because I had heard many good things about the United States. On the 
other hand, I was afraid that I wouldn’t adapt into the new society because 
I couldn’t speak English. No matter how difficult English learning was, I 
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decided to try my best because English is the official language in the 
United States.) 
In order to pursue higher education, Lien, a boat person, determined that she had 
to be mainstreamed in English. She said: 
“Em la con Ion trong nhcf Vi the em co trach nhiem giup cha me. Em lam 
phu bep trong nha hang ba buoi toi moi tuan U(tco them tien cho gia dinh. 
Khi nao co thoi gian, em deu chu tarn vao vibe hoc tieiig Anhde chuan bi 
vao dai hoc.” 
• , 
(See Appendix E, p. ($§) 
(I am the eldest child in my family. Therefore, I always thought that I had 
the responsibility to help my parents. I worked three evenings every week 
as a kitchen helper to generate extra income for the whole family. 
Whenever I had time, I focused on learning English to be ready to go to 
college.) 
I also found that age was considered an important factor by some participants who 
started second language learning at a late period of time. They thought that they were 
too old to start their schooling in the United States and felt discouraged to be at the same 
grade with younger students. Xuyen, an Amerasian, said: 
“Em thhong than v<ii me em laem cam thay mac co vi tuoi em lb'n ma 
V" ) \ ’ V' v 
phai hoc chung voi ban tre hon.” 
(See Appendix E, p.20.7) 
(I usually complained to my mother that I felt ashamed to be in the same 
grade with younger students.) 
Through these participants’ narratives, I found that they learned English in order 
to attain general education and to achieve academic goals. Besides this personal 
willingness to learn a second language, all participants in this study needed to meet the 
requirement of English proficiency to be mainstreamed in their school. 
Upward economic mobility. For the sixteen women of this study, all chose what 
could be considered as traditional Vietnamese female careers inspite of their different 
refugee status. Five chose nursing for their future career. Of these five, three were boat 
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people, one an H. O. group member and one was Amerasian. Of the five participants 
who majored in business at college, two were boat people, two were H. O. group 
members, and one Amerasian. Of the four paticipants who chose various areas of 
cosmetology, one was a boat people, one H. O. group member and two Amerasians and 
two participants completed the computer information systems program, one H. O. group 
member and one Amerasian. 
What made them chose these future careers and why did they choose their majors 
at college? How they envisioned their lives? The following excerpts conveyed the issues 
expressed by the sixteen participants. 
In the following passage, Trang, a H.O. group member talked about why she 
thought nursing was a good job in this community: 
“Theo em, tim mdt viec lam hdp vbi nang khieu va kha nang Anh ngu cua 
minh khong phai lcTde.'-Bac biet la o xa hoi nay, trong moi noi lam vie°c 
deu co that nghiep. Theo em thi nghe y ta rat phu hbp v6i bin chat nguoi 
phu nu, nhat laTphu mi Vick Nam. Ngiioi phu nu Vi St Nam phai co' traSh 
nhiem va nghe ldi gia dinh. Khi em con nho^ me em bat em phai don dep 
do ch3i cua em va cua anh em vao thung sau khi an toi, me em chang bao 
gib sai anh em lam chuyen do. Y ta la nghe cua phu mC'd&c biet trong gia 
dinh em, hangngay'duoc nhac nhcknhung gi cho con trai vanhdng giYho 
con g^i.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 19§) 
(To me, finding a job that fitted my skill and my English was not good 
enough. Particularly in this society, unemployment could happen in any 
area of work. The reason I said that nursing is suitable for female because 
patience is part of the female nature, especially for Vietnamese women. 
Vietnamese women are taught to be responsible and obedient in the 
family. I still remember when I was a little girl, my mother asked me to 
put my toys and my brother’s toys in the box after dinner. She never 
asked my brother to do that job. Nursing is seen as a women’s job, 
particularly in my family life, there are daily reminders of what is for 
males and what is for females.) 
Lieu, an Amerasian who was a senior in the nursing program, emphasized how 
nursing was one of the fields that seldomly had a high unemployment rate. She said: 
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“Em chiia tot nghiep, nhung era thay trong nganh y ta co nhieu cholam 
hon la nhung nganh khac. Tile that nghiep ve nganh nay thi thap so voi 
nhung nganh khac. Co dieu era thay nganh y ta khong thich hop lam doi 
voi dan ba A! dong G phai lamjigoai gioan dinh, nhafla ban dim. Tuy 
nhien day khong phai la xu cua minh thi minh phai theo van ho'a cua ho. 
E>an ong vaTdah ba phai di lam va chia x^trach nhiem trong gia dinh. Neu 
em phai lam ban dem thi chong em se coi soc em be... Em nghi la trong 
tuong lai khi em lap gia dinh....” 
(See Appendix E, p. 209) 
(I did not graduate yet, but I thought that many more different positions in 
the nursing area opened up than in other areas. The percentage of 
unemployment in nursing is lowest in comparison with other areas. The 
only thing is, nursing requires a lot of extra hours, especially at night time. 
This was not convenient to Asian women, the time schedule. However, 
here is not our home country, we have to adjust to the host culture. Men 
and women have to work and have to share the responsibility in the 
family. If I have to work at night, my husband will take care of the 
baby... I mean in the future ....) 
The narratives of Trang and Lieu expressed their vision of a better future for 
themselves as well as a pragmatic orientation towards both employment and gender roles. 
The five participants who chose nursing as their major have now been in the 
United States seven to ten years. They have spent a lot of time learning and improving 
their English. They said that English proficiency is crucial in their field. Five other 
participants selected jobs in business and accounting. Although students completed this 
program in two and a half years, a certain level of proficiency is required. These 
participants have been in the United States six to eleven years. They also faced many 
challenges in learning English. After graduating, Lien, a boat person, talked about the 
possibility of finding a position in the field of business: 
“Sau khi tot nghiep trung hoc, em chpn mon thbong rnai 6 mot truongdai 
hoc cong dong khong xa nha cua ba em. Em van tiep tuc lam vai_ngay o 
chd de co them l6i tuc giup ba em. Gia dinh em can de danh tien de bao 
tr6 me va cat em qua doan tu. Nhung nam hoc 6 dai hoc cong dong that laT 
nhung thuthach. Em hqc tieng Anh va nhung mon ve thu6ng mai de khi 
tot nghiep em co the chon nhieu viec lam trong nganh nay. Em thich hoc 
ve ngan hang de lam viec d nha bang de em c6 the giup nguoi Viet Nam 
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hieu ve gia tri luanhiu cua^ong tien. Neu em khong xin duoc viec lam o7 
nha bang thi em se xin lam 8 nhung cong ty thuong mai khac.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 18g) 
(After finishing high school, I chose business as my major at a community 
college not too far from my father’s apartment. I still continue my part 
time job at the super market to have an income to help my father. We 
need to save money to sponsor my mother and my sister so they can be 
reunited with us. The years I spent at the community college were full of 
trials. I learned English and different fields in business area. Then, when 
I graduate, I will have many options to choose a job from this area. I like 
to study about banking and want to work at the bank so that I can help the 
Vietnamese community to have a knowledge about the value of circulation 
of money. If I could not have a job at the bank, I will apply at other 
companies.) 
Her immediate goal was family reunification. At the same time, she too saw how 
the future could offer her a better chance to compete for employment. 
Quyen and True of the H.O. group were two graduates of community college. 
Their major was accounting and they both believed this major would offer them many 
opportunities to find a job. True shared her experience in looking for job: 
“Em hy vong kiem duoc viec lam s6m trong nganh nay. Em nop don rat 
nhieu noi. Sau cung, em duoc nhan lain nguoi thau tien 6 nha bang dla 
phhbng.” 
(See Appendix E, p.'2 0J) 
(I hoped to get a job in this field. I submitted my application at many 
places. Eventually, I got a job as a teller at a local bank.) 
Her response revealed how she preferred to accept lower pay as a teller rather 
than to face unemployment. 
The rest of the participants selected cosmetology as their major at college and 
planned to work in beauty salons. All of them claimed that this field did not require 
much knowledge of English terminology; they did not need to memorize as much 
information as they would if they had studied in other fields. Yet they had to practice and 
become proficient in their skills as cosmetologists. Dung, Van, Nam, and Nhung 
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revealed that their previous educational background in Viet Nam was limited. They 
mentioned how old they were in comparison to other students in the same grade. They 
felt ashamed about their low level of English proficiency. Therefore, they decided to take 
cosmetology as their major at college. Let’s listen to Nhung’s narrative: 
“Em danh het thbi gian 6 tniong va o' nha de hoc tieng Anh, vi em hieu 
rang rieii em khong noi dd^c tieng Anh thfem khSng the co mot doi so'ng 
khi. dddc. Em co khieu ve lam dep. Vi the em chon nganh hoc ve chain 
soc sac dep o cfai hoc. Em Chilean hoc mot namjthfducfc chung chi." Sau 
do em lam nguoi gioi thieu san pham 6 mot tham my vien. Boi khi em 
phai ra dau de noi <^huyen voi nhung nguoi khong noi tieng Anh hay tieng 
Viet. Em phai gidi thidu san pham cho ho vaTphai thuyet phuc ho mua thu. 
Khong phai de maTioi cho ngiidi ta nghe. Thuong thi em phai thu vao tay 
hay mat de ho cam thay thich san pham cua mirih. Em thay rang hoc tiehg 
Anh khong nhung d tniong ma con o noi lam viec neu muon duy tri cong 
viec cang ngay caiig tot hdn. Tieng Anh luon luon 6 trong doi song.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 2 |f) 
(Most of my time at school and at home was spent for English, because I 
understood that if I did not speak English, I could not make our life better. 
I also had some skill in make up. So, I thought about taking cosmetology 
as my major at college. It took me one year to get a license in that field. 
Then I worked as a sale person at a beauty salon. Sometimes I had to use 
sign language to communicate with other ethnic people who do not speak 
either English or Vietnamese. I had to talk and to explain the product, 
then try to convince people to buy it or to try it. It was not easy to get 
people agree with what I said. Usually, I had to put a little bit of the 
sample on their hands or on their face so they could feel the product. 
Now, I realize that we not only learned English when we were at school, 
but also need to learn English when we work if we want to improve our 
job and maintain it. English is always in my life.) 
To me, she was a resourceful person because she used what she knew to 
compensate for what she didn’t know. Ngan, another participant of the Amerasian 
category, talked about her decision to pursue higher education in order not to feel the 
stigma of being in low paying job: 
“Me em lain viec 6 mot kh^ch san. Mofkhi gap ba o cho Urn, em thay me 
em rat so set nhung nguoi khach... boi vi viec lafnjiay vi la nguoi khac 
chung toe, em khong roT.... Chi co didu em biet ehae la em phai vao dai 
hoc de co/ viec lam kha hon de khong cam thay thap kern nhu me em.” ‘ 
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(See Appendix E, p. 212) 
(• • • My mom worked at a motel. Whenever I had to see her at work, I felt 
that she was intimidated by the motel guests.. .because of her job or her 
ethnicity, I didn’t know... The only thing I was sure that I had to go to 
college to get a better job in order not to feel as insecure as my mom.) 
From participants’ narratives, their purpose for language learning was to strive for 
upward economic mobility. It appears that they wanted to escape unemployment rather 
than to consider a career choice appropriate to their interests. They also related English 
ability to their career choices. Yet they seemed to be unaware of possibilities to pursue 
their personal interests and higher salaried careers while improving their language 
ability. They seem to cut short their dreams and instead look for immediate employment 
based on their present situation. 
Social identity construction. In this section, I looked at how Vietnamese women 
immigrants came to understand their position as women in the new society, when and if 
they began to think about gender. All participants in this study were asked the same 
question: “What does it mean to be a Vietnamese American woman?” Vinh, a boat 
person answered: 
‘*Doi vbi cai nhin cua nguoi phu nu trong xa hoi nay thi em rat dong y ve 
su congbang giuahai phai nam va nii. Ai cung co the hoc nhifng mon hoc 
giong nhau va ai cung co cd hoi thamgia nhdng sinh hoat cua trdong hoc 
cung nhu cua cong dong. Ve van hoa thi minh phai dung hoa anh huong 
cua hai nen van hoa de co sd quan binh trong cuoc song.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 191) 
(From the woman’s view in this society, I agreed on the equality between 
men and women. Everybody can learn the same subjects and participate 
in school activites as well as community activites. We also needed to 
balance two cultures in our lives.) 
Nguyen, a boat person, also had the view of being a Vietnamese American as she 
said: 
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“Em thay kho traloi caujioi nay. Em nhan dien minh tuy theo loi song, 
Me an em thich va nhtjng gia tri em tintii6ng.~ Ngon ngiTem noi la tieng 
Anh nhung each dien ta la cua Viet nguT” 
(See Appendix E, p. Ityfy 
(It’s hard for me to answer this question. How I identify myself depends 
on the way I live, the food I like, and the value I believe. The language I 
speak is English but the way I express myself is Vietnamese.) 
Half of the interviewees revealed their frustration when anyone asked them: “Are 
you Chinese?” They created a clear boundary between ethnicity and race. A Chinese 
person is an Asian, but not all Asians are Chinese. Vietnamese are also Asians. Lan was 
upset when her American friends at college heard her speaking Vietnamese and said it 
was “funny and sounds like Chinese.’ 
z'1'. .. i , ^ , 5. , T./V, „ _ ,,/v ^ , a' r ^ 
“Em rat hanh dien laTnguoi Viet Nam. Em khong cam thay xau ho du em 
noi tieng Anh khong luu loat. Tuy nhien em rat biic khi Linda, nguoi ban 
My cung lefp noi rang nghe tieng Viet buon cuoi g ng nhu tieng Tau.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 191) 
(I am proud to be Vietnamese. I do not feel bad because my English is not 
fluent. However, I was very frustrated when Linda, my American 
classmate told me that my language sounds funny like Chinese.) 
For Xuyen, an Amerasian, ethnicity was very central to her identity. She was 
concerned about keeping her cultural legacy alive through future generations and about 
how to pass it on: 
“Em co the nhan dien rang em vua la Viet va viia la My. Em noi tieng 
Viet o nha voi con trai cua em, nhung no lai tra loi em bang tieng Anh. 
Em lo rang it nam nda ban chat Viet Nam tii td mat di trong con nguoi no. 
©01 voi em, trong tarn cua ca nhan em la Viet Nam. Nhung lop ben ngoai 
tuy la My nhdng trong chieu sau cua tarn hori em van la Viet nam.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 207) 
(I can say that I have a very strong Vietnamese American identity. I speak 
Vietnamese at home with my little boy. However, he answers me in 
English. I am worried that in a few years, the Vietnamese part in his 
identity will fade away. For me, the core of my identity is profoundly 
Vietnamese. External American layers can be added, but at the deepest 
place of identity, I still feel Vietnamese.) 
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Lieu, the youngest participant of the Amerasian category, expressed how she saw 
herself: 
Tuoi moi Ion la thoi gian kho khan nhat doi v6i em. ^Em muon giong nhu 
nhung ngdoikhdc, ma chung quanh em thf nhieu ngiidi My bon la'Viet. 
Tubi mb|i ldii la luc hieubiet v€canhan cuaminh. Emnhan thay co hai su 
mau thuan trong tarn hbn em, mot la gid tri cua hoc duong vaLua gia dinh, 
hai la gida X dong va My. Trong thuc te,' em la~My^Lai, c6 nghirla'nua^ 
Viet nua My, nhung em khong biet gi ve van hoa Mp:a.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 209) 
(Adolescence was a hard time for me. I wanted to be just like everyone 
else; but there were more white than Vietnamese around me. Adolescence 
was a time of learning more about identity. I realized a double conflict in 
my mind, one between school and home values, and the other between 
Asian and American. In reality, I am an Amerasian, that means half is 
Asian and half is American; but I do not experience any American culture 
in my mind.) 
From what she said, it sounded to me that, in order to make her own way, she 
recognized her new status of being a hybrid. She hesitated to define what “being Asian 
American” meant to her. She recognized her identity as lying somewhere in between. 
This feeling of duality was also revealed by Trang, the youngest H.O. group member 
when she said: 
“Em nhan thay co di8u cang thang gida ca nhan ma em muon la va ca' 
nhan ma ba me em muon em la. Gida nhdng gi maTtruyen thong Viet Nam 
doi hoi va7nhdng_gi ma chinh ban than em muon trd thanh. Rieng em, em 
khong ro langiidi Viqt Nam thi the nao. Em ndi tieng Anh vbi anh chi em 
6 nha, nhuhg gfem tin tuong, nhuhg gi^em m3 ubc lai khong khab nhuhg 
nguoi ban My^cua em. Cci le chi vifofe cua em den va~da cua em vang thP 
em la nguSi Viet Nam.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 198) 
(What I noticed was the tension between who I really am as an individual 
and who my parents wanted me to be (pause) between what the 
Vietnamese tradition expected of me and what I want to make my identity 
of my life. To me, I have very little real understanding of what being 
Vietnamese means. My language (I speak English with my brothers and 
my sister at home), my values, my dreams are not different from those of 
my white peers. It is only my black hair, and my yellow skin that make me 
Vietnamese.) 
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Here as an adolescent raised in the United States, Trang clearly seemed to identify 
with her white peers. She saw her racial phenotype as the only marker of ethnicity. This 
contrasts with the others who mentioned nationality. Yet this was typical of those whose 
early socialization occurred mostly in the dominant culture in the United States. As she 
seems to minimize her difference from her white peers, she may be beginning to 
internalize racism. It appears that Lieu and Trang are orienting to their white peers 
values and see less connection with their Vietnamese background. From the literature 
review in Chapter Two, Chou (1998) said that social identity is built on with what people 
feel comfortable with in their community and what old habits they have to eliminate. It 
changes according to the growing social relationships in which people are included. 
Most of participants expressed ideas about their identity changing. Lien, a boat person. 
described her identity: 
“Dieu em nhan dien minh giong nhu nhung vong tron ci? tiep tuc Ion ra. 
Em bat dau giong nhu 8 trung tarn vong tron nho^roi tu do em noi rong ra 
thanh voiig tron lorn hdn. Vong tron thu fiai la'gia dihh, khi di hoc thi em f 
la) bi?oc qua vong troTi Ion hdn nua do la^vong tron cong dong. Em cu tiep 
tuc phat trien 6 nhung vong tron cang ngay cang lbn. JTrong moi vong 
tron, em chap nhan nhung gi em chon liia va nhung gi em tii choi de tao 
nen ca nhan minh.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 18g) 
(My identity could be described as a series of concentric circles that 
moved outward. I began as [an inner self] in the smallest circle. That was 
an individual circle. Then, I moved outward to a bigger circle. That was a 
family circle. I became a member in that family circle. Then, I went to 
school and become a member in a community circle. To be constructed in 
more and more circles, I recognized what I chose and what I rejected to 
accumulate as my identity.) 
Identity is not fixed. It changes with people’s perception and environment. 
Nhung talked about her identity and wondered herself “Who am I?”: 
“Em nghUa con lai thfmot nua la ngubi Myva mot nua laUiguoi Viet ^ 
Nam. Tuy nhien caTiai phong tuc em 3eu mb ho va^khong biet minh anh 
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hiiong nhieu ve ben nao. That ra em Ion len 6 xahoi Viet Nam thi em 
phai chiu anh huong nhieu ve van hda Viet Nam, nhiing xa hoi Viet Nam 
da bo"em ra ngoai vaTkhong chap nhan em la mot thanh vien, thflam sao 
em bao dan tii nhan minh la ngiioi Vibt ?” 
(See Appendix E, p. 215) 
(I thought an Amerasian is half Vietnamese and half American. However, 
both cultures were vague to me, I did not know what culture influenced 
me more. I grew up in Viet Nam, therefore, I should be influenced by 
Vietnamese culture. Unfortunately, I was not accepted by the Vietnamese 
society. How could I identify myself as a Vietnamese?) 
Through these bicultural experiences, most young Vietnamese women in this 
study developed their identities as they were enculturated into their surroundings. Then, 
depending on their positive and negative interactions and how much the new language 
skills and cultural beliefs they had practiced, they were able to construct their identities 
with the new society to become bicultural. For some participants, especially Amerasians, 
they felt as much Vietnamese as American because they could not determine which was 
more influential. 
These participants constructed their social identities by renegotiating how they 
identified before and what they wanted to be. Through their narratives, I found their 
social identities depend on which particular group setting they recognized themselves to 
be in, as McNamara (1997) stated that minority students experience a complex 
renegotiating of their social identity in the host country. In this study, some participants 
revealed their identities as complex because of many things that they underwent from 
their home land to the transition camps and to this host country. Others could not decide 
and wanted to have both Vietnamese and American identities. A few of them wanted to 
be American in environments outside of home but Vietnamese at home. Some expressed 
their identities as “multiple” (Pierce, 1995), Xuyen, an Amerasian said: 
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“Vua lam bon phan ngifci me, nguoi vO, 
kho khan!” 
a- 
nguoi hoc tro thi that la ca mot su 
(See Appendix E, p. 20?) 
(To fulfill the three roles: a mother, a wife, and a student is a challenge!) 
Others expressed their identities as “contradictory” (Pierce, 1995), Nhung, an 
Amerasian said: 
“Bay gib em dang song giuaxahoi My; quehdong cuanguoi cha sinhra 
em, thi em lai thay nghen ngao vi khong ref ly lich cua minh. Cuoc'dm 
that la trd treu va mail thuan!” 
(See Appendix E, p. 21.5) 
(Now, I am living in American society, the country of my father who gave 
me a birth, I feel choked by tears not knowing my father. Life is a conflict 
and an irony!) 
Factors of Success 
Reviewing the participants’ responses from the interviews, I found five concepts 
that emerged and defined their educational success: their literacy and language 
background, parental involvement, effective teachers, peer collaboration, and individual 
expectations. 
Literacy language background. In addressing the problems of providing education 
for refugees throughout the world, Jobs (1994) suggested that once the refugees’ most 
pressing needs for food, shelter, health care, sanitation, and clothing have been met, many 
long for education. To many middle class Vietnamese, education has always been 
extremely important. Educated people have traditionally been held in high esteem and 
given an honored rank in the society (Ruthledge, 1992). 
However, in order to achieve academic success in another language, most 
participants in this study determined that native language background was an advantage. 
Older participants faced a type of marginalization. Xuyen, an Amerasian talked about 
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concern for her age and her native language background when she enrolled in the 
American school system. 
“La My lai 6 Viet namthi rat khon kho! Ngiibi ta khinh miet mirih. Em 
rat xauho. Ban bekhong chdi v6i em vf em khong giong Viet nam. Tdc 
eml9lianA'^a em sam. Em rat co doc ... H<3n nila nha em lai ngheo, me 
chi du tien de cho em trai khac cha di hoc ma thoi. Sau khi lain xong giay 
t6 thi em theo me va em trai cua em'di My. Liic do em hai mdoi turn. Em 
phai hoc lop mdSi mot. Vi the^m chycKoc hop hai nam blrung hoc. Chi 
trong hai nam em da co gang rat nhieu de hoc tieng Anh. Sau hai naan em 
dllbc bang trung hoc ve'song ngiT Bbi vftuoi em Ion nen em khong hoc 
them ddoc^d trung hoc mia . . . pm ghi ten vao dqi hoc cong dong delioc 
suot rriot nam ve tieng Anh tnloc khi chon ngafih chuyen mon." 
(See Appendix E,p. 206) 
(Being an Amerasian in Viet Nam is awful! People looked down at me. I 
felt ashamed. When I wanted to play with my friends, they ignored me 
because I am not like other Vietnamese. My hair is curly. My skin is 
dark. I felt alone. After all the paper work was done, I followed my 
mother and my brother to the United States. I was twenty years old at that 
time. They placed me in grade eleven, history. After two years, I received 
my high school degree in transitional bilingual program. Because of my 
age, I could not stay any longer in the secondary level. . . I registered in a 
community college to leam a whole year in English before I could choose 
my major.) 
Thuy, Trang, Vinh, and Lieu recognized that they were very fortunate not to have 
skipped any school years before coming to the United States. Vinh acknowledged that 
her educational background was a crucial factor for her academic success. 
“ Th6i gian Sixai chuyen tiep rat huu ich. Em hoc tieng Anh va chuan bi 
mot dSi song til la|p truoc khi dinh cu 6 dat ntioc thiVba. Bat niioc thu ba 
nay la nbi em biet la em stf coi nhu laem phai sinh ton cho don het cube 
dt)i. . Em ghi ten vao trung hoc oWelltown em khong bi mat lop nao caT 
Em bat dau l3p chin va hoc tron bon nam. Hai nam dau em hoc khoa hoc 
vaxahoi hop bang chiiong trinh song ngb^ Sau do em choySn qua chiiong 
trinh thiiong. Em rat til tin vfem nhan thay rang nhung gi em da hoc diloc 
la nen mong viing ch^c cho nhung gf em dang thu thap.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 189) 
(The time I spent in the transitional refugee camp was useful. I learned 
English and prepared an independent life before resettling in a third 
country. Here I understood that I had to survive and live for good ... I 
enrolled in a high school in Welltown, I did not miss any grades. I started 
grade nine and spent four years in high school. The first two years, I had 
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to take science and social studies in the bilingual program. Then I 
transferred to the mainstream classes. I felt confident because I realized 
that what I had learned before was a stable foundation for what I was 
going to acquire.) 
All Amerasians in this study felt that it was hard for them to acquire knowledge 
because they did not have any native language background. Nhung was very honest 
talking about her graduation. 
“Lu c con di hoc, em khong phai la^dua con gai luoi bieng. _Em thuc khuya 
de hoc. Tuy nhien^ em khong nho noi nhiing gfhoc 6'tnlbng. Vi the em 
chon nganh^san soc sac dep lam mon chinh 6 daijiqc. Khi ddoc keu len 
san khau lanh bang nhu la"can sd nhil nhiing nguoi tot nghiep hai nam, em 
thay mmh khong xiing dang lac^n sii. Neu em c 6 can ban hoc o Viet Nam 
tthem sechon nganh kh^c. Du sao em nghi la sd hoc khong gioi han, Em 
moi co hai miioi bon tuoi. Em co gang di lam mby nam deco tien truo’c, 
roi em se di hoc lai voi nganh kh^c, ngarih dien toaii.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 215) 
(I was not a lazy girl when I was in school. I stayed up late every night to 
study. However, I could not memorize what I had learned. Therefore, I 
chose cosmetology as my major at college. When I was called to go to the 
stage to get my degree as a graduate, I was not proud to be a technician. If 
I had a better education background in Viet Nam, I would have chosen 
another major. Anyway, to me learning in not limited. I am now twenty- 
four years old. I will try to work a few years to improve my current 
economic situation first, then I will come back to college as a part time 
student with another major, computer science.) 
For the participants from the H.O. group, an educational background appeared to 
be very important in acquiring further knowledge. The schooling gap made it difficult 
for them to understand academic concepts. Nam felt so unhappy when she had to drop 
out of the school: 
“Ba em la mqt tu nhqn cai tao. Gia dinh em phai r6i thanh pho Ion de ve 
vuhg kinh te mb'i. 6 dd em phai giup me em lam viec ngoai dong mong. 
That la vat va vTgia dinh em khong co kinh nghiem cay cay va trongjau. 
Chi co em trai em la M6c di hoc. Em phai nghi'hopjbon^nam... Trolai^ 
dbi song hoc sinh la mbt sd nhiem mau; S6ng ^Mycung lamot su^nhiem 
mau. (Neu chiAh phu My khong cho ph^p nhun^nguoi tu chinh trj nhu ba 
em dddc qua My).... ViThe em phai co gang de hoc.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 205) 
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(My father was in the Communist reeducation camp. My family had to 
leave the big city and moved to the “Kinh te moi” (New economic zone). 
There, I had to help my mother to work on the field. It was a very hard 
time for our whole family because we did not have any experience in 
planting rice and other kinds of vegetables. Only my brother could go to 
school. As for me, I missed four years of schooling... returning the 
school life for me was a miracle and living in the United States is another 
miracle! (If the American government did not sign the agreement for 
allowing the Vietnamese political detainees, which included my father, to 
go to the United States)... Therefore, I had to struggle by myself to 
acquire academic knowledge.) 
Through participants’ narratives, I saw that all of them recognized that their 
literacy background was important for learning a second language. They also valued the 
bilingual education and the importance of using native language in school. These 
Vietnamese young women in my study said that they felt comfortable and confident 
when they could use Vietnamese in class. As Huynh (1989) stated that a well-developed 
first language will facilitate the learning of a second language. Cummins (1986) also 
suggested that second language acquisition is influenced considerably by the extent to 
which the first language has been developed. Among these three groups, Amerasians 
were those who endured the insufficient schooling in Viet Nam and were challenged to 
learning second language and academic subject matter. 
Parent involvement. Ferguson (1995) in his survey of successful Vietnamese 
refugees, found that success is attributed to background factors such as personality, 
family education, culture, hard work, and family cooperation. Mayhom (1989) agreed 
with this view by stating that parental involvement was an important element in the 
success of students. He felt that students absolutely need to have support from family. In 
a survey conducted among 5,266 Vietnamese students in California and Florida, parent 
socioeconomic status, length of U.S. residence, and hours spent on homework were the 
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factors that significantly affected the students’ academic performance (Portes and 
MacLeod, 1996). 
In an article entitled “The Guiding Lights of a New Immigrant”, published in the 
special Fall issue (November 1999) by the Association of Veterans Vietnamese Air Force 
in Northern California, Dr. Nguyen Xuan Vinh, a former Vietnamese professor of 
Aerospace Engineering at the University of Michigan mentioned several contributions of 
Vietnamese immigrants to science, technology, education, and the arts in the past twenty 
four years, while they endured obstacles of hardship in this country. He said, “The 
success in our resettlement, especially in encouraging our children to receive an 
education and be trained as professionals is in part due to an excellent family tradition of 
togetherness.” Drs. Kaplan, Choy, and Whitmore from the University of Michigan 
published an article in the February 1992 issued Scientific American claiming that the 
scholastic success of the Indo-Chinese children was credited to the support from their 
parents. They explain that Asian parents expect their children to succeed as a matter of 
family honor and they see their support as a primary responsibility. 
Confirming these prior studies, most participants in this study talked about 
parental involvement in their educational lives. They appreciated their parents, especially 
their mothers as having the most influential role in their pursuit of higher education. 
They also expressed high expectations of going to college to have career selection and to 
avoid parent generation’s difficulty in working conditions. The following passages 
described the role of parents and their involvement in the academic achievement of the 
participants. Thuy’s reason for not giving up on the nursing program was because of her 
parents’ support: 
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“Hai nam diu 6 dm hoc that la kho, kho vo cuffg. Nhu’ng tu viing ve c<?the' 
hoc rat la kho nho. Tieng Anh da'kho, them tii vtlng ve y khoa. Em gan 
nht3 la_bo cuoc... Em gan nhu la het con kha nang sinh ton. Nhung mot 
lan ve nha,_em khong khoc ma em than rang “Em muon bo!” Me em noi 
rang day la co hoi. Bayern cung noi day la co hoi vaphai_nam lay co hoi. 
Thoi thi em danh co gang vi day khong phai la doan dudng cune Va em 
khong bo cuoc....” 
(See Appendix E, p. 
(The first two years at college were really, really tough. That anatomy 
stuff was not easy to remember. English was difficult on top of this, 
medical terminology. I almost gave up... I almost did not survive. But 
whenever I came home, I did not cry, but I [yelled out] loud “I want to 
quit!”. My mom said that it is my opportunity. My dad also said that is 
my opportunity. He told me do not quit, grasp it and do it. OK, you 
know, this is not the end of the world. So I stayed...) 
Lien, a boat person, revealed her memories from growing up in a poor family 
where her parents struggled to make ends meet in their host country without formal 
education or job skills. Lien reflected on the motivation to strive for academic success 
that she received from her father: 
“Ba em tuy khong giup em ddoc v^tieng Anh, nhilng ong luon luon 
khuyen ^khicli em co gang theo duoi moil hoc nay vi ba em cung thich em 
noi chi ong lam ve thiiong mai.” 
(See Appendix E, p. lgg) 
(My father could not help me in English, but he always encouraged me to 
take this subject because he wanted me to follow him to work in business.) 
Trang, True, and Lan described their parents’ concerns about what they needed to 
prepare themselves for college. Their parents asked them to study very hard so they 
would achieve high enough SAT scores to get admitted. True explained her parents’ role 
in her academic achievement: 
“Ba me em luon luon khuyen khich em phai hoc giol de co diem^SAT cao 
de dttbc nhan vab nhung trubng dai hoc noi tierig. Ba me em cung noi 
rang silhoc se giup em co tu’ong lai tot.... Ba em giup em lam bai d”nha ve 
toan, nhung em nghi rang me em cung giup em duJchong ve bai vd nhung 
me em day em ky luat va khuyen bao em nhiing gi nen lam nhung gi dung 
dan.... Em mang oh ba me em nhieu lam.” 
(See Appendix E, p.201) 
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(My parents always encouraged me to study well to get high scores on the 
SAT to be admitted in competitive colleges. They also told me that what I 
learn now will help me in the future... My dad helped me on my 
homework [in Math], but I think my mom also helped me, even not in 
academic subject, she taught me morals and explained how to do the right 
thing... I owe them a lot.) 
Ngan and Van, both Amerasians described their mothers and grandmothers’ 
influence in their educational success. Van emphasized her strong mother figure: 
“Em song voi me vaba ngoai til khi em hieu gia dinh la giT Em khong biet 
ba em la ai. Me em noi rang ba em la nguoi My va bo~me em khi ong het 
phuc vu trong tran chien Viet Nam. Me em buon ban o mot ch3 nha Em 
thiidng 6 nha v3i ba ngoai.Em khong biet me em hoc den dau nhung me 
em luon luon noi rang ngdoi nao khong cti hoc thi khong co tu&ng lai. Vi 
the nha triiong rat quan trong doi v3i em, quan trong h6n ca su thieu cha.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 210) 
(I have lived with my mother and my grandmother from the time I 
understand about family. I did not know who was my father. My mother 
told me he was an American and he left my mother when his service in the 
Viet Nam War terminated. My mother worked at a small market. I spent 
most of my time with my grandmother. I did not know how much 
education she had... but she always said that anyone that does not go to 
school has no future. Therefore, school was very important to me, more 
important than the absence of my father.) 
In the following passage, Dung, a boat person talked about her adopted mother’s 
sacrifice for her educational life. Throughout the interviews, she felt very proud to have 
such a wonderful adopted mother: 
“Me em lam viec sau ngay mot tuano vien du3ng lao. Thoi gian lam viet 
cua me em rat kbit khao. Ngoai gi3 lam viec, me em con nau niiong cho 
ca nha. Me em khong bat em phai giiip ba frong cong viec bep nuc. Tuy^ 
nhien, me em van sap xep diidc th6i gian de hoi han co ^iab song ngu^cua 
em ve sb hoc hanh cua em 3 trilbng. Neu em can mua sach Vo vi truong 
khong cung cap thi me em san sang mua cho em.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 195) 
(My mother worked six days a week at a nursing home. Her schedule was 
very tight. Besides the work hours, she had to cook for the whole family. 
She never asked me to help her in the kitchen. However, she still arranged 
some time to talk with my bilingual teacher to understand what I needed to 
improve to my achievement. If I needed any materials that the school 
could not provide, she never complained and obtained them for me.) 
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Like other participants, Lieu, an Amerasian, talked about her mother’s influence 
in her education. She saw the relationship between mother and daughter very important. 
She described her mother sometimes as her best friend: 
“Me em langdoi ban than nhat cuq em. Khi em can co van thfme em o'" 
ngay ben canh^ KLii em co van de, me em san sang giup diT Neu me em 
thay em co kha nang lam gi thi me em co gang lo cho em mac du me em 
khong thich.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 209) 
(My mom is my best friend. When I need counseling, she is there. When 
I had problem, she was ready to give me her hand. If she saw that I could 
succeed in something that I wanted, she tried to help me, even if she was 
against it.) 
Most Amerasians in this study grew up in a woman centered household and had 
very little guidance from male figures. In Viet Nam, many Amerasians have mothers 
who were employed in such places as bars, motels, which are low status positions. For 
Amerasian young women in the United States to overcome these social barriers through 
education is a major accomplishment. Both mothers and grandmothers influenced into 
their sense of how important it was for women to be independent and the role of 
education played in that independence. However, the mother’s influence was also 
important in other participants’ narratives. Nam a H. O. group member, said: 
... “Me em n6i rang vao dai hoc la dibu quan trong hon tat ca. Vao dai 
hoc de co vi&c lam tot sau nay va khong phai nhb c&y vao tien bac cua 
chong.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 205) 
(... My mother told me that it was important, above all else, I had to go to 
college. Going to college was a way to have a better job and not to 
depend economically on the husband.) 
Lan, an H.O. member, recognized parental involvement as a strong role in her 
education. She also emphasized that family was the foundation in any society. The 
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foundation should be stable in order to develop and maintain society. Lan appreciated 
eastern values about family as a support. She said: 
“Y niein tay phd6ng ve gm dinh thfkhac voi dong phuong. yfthe ca nhSn 
o xa hpi nay khong (d6c ho tro cua gia dinh nhi&i nhu o'nuoc chau A7. 
Khi nao em co trb ngai em thuong ve vdi gia dinh de ddoc an ui va giup 
dd. Emxem ba me em nhii la “khuon thtioc” dedo biioc thanh cong cung 
nhu that bai. Ky thuat co the cho chung ta nhieu tien nghi nhdng khong 
thay the ddoc nhuiig ioi khuyen bao cua ba me.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 2 (H) 
(The western family relationships are not as close as the eastern family 
relationships. Therefore, individuals in this society do not get as much 
support from family as they do in Asian countries. Whenever I felt 
troubled, I always came back to my family to get comfort and support. I 
look at my parents and see them as “a ruler’' to measure our steps of 
success as well as our failure. Technology can give us convenience, but it 
can not replace the advice of parents.) 
Through this study, most participants recognized their parents’ care and support 
during their schooling. I found that although parents had limited educational 
backgrounds, they were still be able to support their children in other ways. To research 
parental involvement and its impact on learners, Keenan, Willett, and Solskeen (1993) 
described the process of bringing parents into the classroom activities to enhance the 
multicultural curriculum and decrease the cultural conflict between school and home. 
They found that parental involvement is a factor in their children’s achievement. Yet 
how to carry out this process if parents’ schedule conflict with school time still remains a 
question for many educators. I will discuss this point in the last chapter. 
Effective teachers. For most participants in this study, school was like a second home 
and effective teachers are like parents who guide them to success. They described 
effective teachers as those who understood their culture and cared for their future. They 
expressed their confidence when they saw a Vietnamese teacher on their first school 
day. Trang said: 
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“Em rat lo sb vftrdSng rat 16n va hoc sinh thfkhac nhau ve sac toe. Thinh 
linhemnghemot giongnoiJVietNam... Em rat sung suong. Ba ay la'giao 
vien song ngii se'day em ve khoa hoc va xahoi hoc.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 197) 
(I was so nervous because the school was very big and the students were 
from varied nationalities. Suddenly, I heard a Vietnamese voice. ..[Iam 
very happy...] She was the bilingual teacher who was going to teach me 
science and social studies.) 
As in the Amerasians’ situation, the bilingual teacher played an important role in 
their educational lives. Xuyen, Lieu, Van, and Ngan emphasized that they felt confident 
having a Vietnamese teacher. Lieu told me a story when I was her bilingual teacher: 
“Co giab song ngd la~Mrs. Tr. Co noi tieng Viet va co hieu nhung khor 
khan cua em. Cb lan co giai thich vdi giao vien hoi hoa (gia6 vien My) la 
khong phai em vo phd^khi khong nhin tharig vao co ay. „(©ieu do me em 
day em khi em con nho laTkhoVig ddoc nhin vao ngiibi Ion khi noi chuyen). 
(See Appendix E, p. 20f?) 
(The only thing that helped me succeed from a lot of things was my 
bilingual teacher, Mrs. Tr., she spoke Vietnamese and she understood my 
problem. Once, she had to explain to my art teacher [an American lady] 
that I was not impolite when I did not look at her... That was what my 
mother taught me to do ever since I was a very little girl, not to look at the 
adult in conversation.) 
em 
When asked to define an effective teacher, Vu said the following: 
“Doi vbi em cung nhii nhdng hoc sinh thieu so,' em nghi rang can co co 
giao ngdbi Viet de cal nghia bang tieng Viet va tieng Anh. Sau dc> khi i 
qua lop thdong, bat cu’thay co nao tot va tan tinh cung deu anil hdong den 
ket qua hoc tap cua em. Thay cS doi vbi hoc sinh giong nhh cha me trong 
gia dinh. Co co nghi la nha trudng la^mbt gia dinh thd hai khong?” 
(See Appendix E, p. 192) 
(For me, like other minority students, I needed a Vietnamese teacher who 
could explain to me in Vietnamese and in English. Then, when I was 
mainstreamed, any teacher who was nice and positive could be effective in 
my academic achievement. He or she should be involved with students 
like a father or mother in the family. You know [school is the second 
family].) 
Vinh talked about the teaching technique as an inspiration: 
“Thay giao huu hieu khong day nhung gi lam cho hoc tro chan nan va phai 
co kha nang goi hung hoc tap cho hoc sinh. Em thich co giao ESL. Co la 
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hoa si khi co ve nhung dai luc va chfcho em Viet Nam ocho nab tren ban 
do. Co la ngiloi Puerto Rico nhdng co biet nhieu ve nhung nude khac.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 190) 
(The effective teacher.. .does not teach anything boring, and has to inspire 
the students ability to discover. I liked my ESL teacher who was also an 
artist. She drew the continents and showed me where Viet Nam was. She 
was from Puerto Rico, but she knew a lot about other countries.) 
I agreed with Vinh that teachers who were able to inspire their students could 
often motivate students to learn more. However, through observing, I also saw students’ 
motivation expressed by their participation in classroom discussion. Therefore, learning 
motivation depends on other factors, such as environment and instructional materials, not 
only on teaching technique. I will discuss this point in the classroom observation section. 
Trueba, Jacobs, and Kirton (1990) proposed that the role of the teacher is 
to facilitate and motivate students to learn: 
“Under the guidance of the teacher as representative of American social 
institutions, students are guided toward an understanding, acceptance and 
internalization of specific cultural values which constitute the very 
foundations for academic learning (p.16). 
For Lien, an effective teacher was one who could best motivate students in 
school by taking into consideration their individual problems. She also described a good 
teacher as one who could listen to his or her students and understood him or her: 
“Co Smith la co giao ma em thich nhat va anh huong manh den su hoc cua 
em. Co rat thong cam vbi hoc sinh. Codang nghe hoc sinh va biei khi nao 
can can thiep... Co giup db'em rat nhieu. Khi em co tro ngai, em thu6ng 
tim co. Vai tro co khong nhilng chi day hoc macon nhieu hon nua. Co 
luon luon chi "dan cho chifng enrde hoc tdp dude de clang. Co san so^ 
chuhg em nhu ba me.” 
(Mrs. Smith was my favorite teacher and strongly influenced my academic 
achievement. She knew how to communicate with students. She listened 
to students and knew when to step in and help out... She was very 
supportive to me. When I had problems, I would go to her. She was more 
than a teacher. She always gave us the easiest way to learn. She cared for 
us like a mother.) 
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Nhung was very close to her bilingual teacher. Her narratives focused on the 
significance of effective teachers as strong motivators to keep her in school. Through the 
interviews, Mrs. Tr. was shown as her teacher, her mother, and her advisor: 
“Em la dua con lai va mo coi. . . Em khong muon den tnfong noi ma em 
phai duong^dau vb'i su dot nat cua miiih. Em rat that vong. Co Tr. noi voi 
em la truong hoc la nbi de hoc hqi va sd hoc thfvo cung. Co noi em can 
phai bat dau. Co noi sil hieu biet va sd co gang la hai yeu to c£n ban dec 
thanh cong. Co noi dung... Va em da ti?tin frtng co co luon giup dd em. 
Co la mot thay doi loh trong doi em. Moi khi co co thoi gian ranh co day 
em ve lich su Vidt Nam va tieng Viet. Bay gib em khong (jam thay xau hb 
ve qua khu cuamirih. Em co diem hoc tot. Nha truong doi vd! em lambt 
gia dirih nda va co giao la'baTme thu bai.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 2'i4) 
(I am an Amerasian and an orphan ... I did not want to go to school 
where I had to face my uneducated background. I was so depressed. Mrs. 
Tr. told me that school was a place to learn and learning was undefinite. 
She told me that I needed to start. She said that understanding and effort 
are two crucial factors to succeed. She was right... And I was confident 
that she was always there for me. [S]he has had a big impact in my life. 
Whenever she had free time, she taught me about Vietnamese history and 
Vietnamese language. Now I do not feel ashamed about my background. 
I have good report cards from my school. School to me is another home 
and my teacher became another mother.) 
Nhung’s narrative was very touching to me. She was bom in Go Cai. Go Cai is a 
small town in South Viet Nam where people supported the communist guerrillas before 
1975. Her mother suffered a lot to raise her. People in that area did not like her because 
she was an Amerasian. Therefore, she grew up in discrimination and in isolation. She 
told me she did not have any friends in her childhood. The first day she came to my 
class, she did not say anything to me and to the other students. I tried to understand her 
by coming to her apartment to help her study. Day by day, our relationship became 
closer and closer. I felt the role of the teacher is not only teaching but also caring. I was 
happy with how successful she became in her academic achievements. 
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Most participants expressed that the main element in their successful academic 
achievement was the support of the teacher. They said they still had contact with their 
bilingual teacher even though they mainstreamed. Lien mentioned her relationship with 
her bilingual teacher: 
“Nam cuoi cung,^em chuyen qualdp thuong, nhung em van lien lac vdi co 
Tr. Co thuBng hoi tham cac thay co khac ve sd hoc cua em va cetc hoc 
sinh chuyen qua lop thdong. Co rat tan tinh voi hoc sinh.” 
(The last year in high school, I moved to the mainstream classes, but I 
always kept in touch with Mrs. Tr.. She used to contact with my other 
teachers to see how I and other students were doing. She cared of students 
very much.) 
From participants’ narratives, I found that while students’ interactions with 
teachers and peers were positive, their interactions with school administrators were 
sometimes negative. Huynh (1997) said that not all schools are places where children 
feel comfortable learning and to be accepted as members of the school community. I 
still remember fourteen years ago, when I started to teach at Peony High School, I had to 
share the classroom with another bilingual teacher who taught Khmer to Cambodian 
students. My students complained about the classroom because they could not focus on 
what I explained. They also felt not comfortable because their classroom was isolated in 
the basement. Then, we moved to the second floor the following year, but still shared 
the classroom with an ESL class. There, we stayed for four years. What I want to 
emphasize here is that the learning environment plays an important role in learners’ 
achievement. This point will be discussed further in detail in the classroom observation 
section. 
Peer collaboration. In Vietnamese, we have a saying, “One tree cannot be 
considered as a mount, but three trees can be seen as a high mountain.” Therefore, 
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cooperation is the main factor for succeeding. Most participants in this study recognized 
peer collaboration as one of chief elements in their academic achievement. Vinh talked 
about her friends both American and Vietnamese, who helped her to complete four years 
at high school. According to Vinh, she received support from friends, not from family: 
“Em khong co cha me 6 day nen em khong chide sii giup do tnfc tiep cua 
gia dinh. Trai lai, em con phai lam them de co tien ^ulfve gia dinh 6 Viet 
Nam (ngoai tien tro cap). Em 6 chung v6i hai ban cung lop. Chung em 
cung nhau lam bai v6.' Ban Huyen giu^) em ve toan. Em rat cham ve " 
nhiirig con so! Em co mot ban My co ay thidh an thiic an A; dong. Moi khi 
co ddn nha em,em nau thiic an Viet Nam cho co ay va'co ay giai thich 
nhilrig bai khoa hoc 6 tniong ma em chiia hieu ro." 
(See Appendix E, p. 13$) 
(I was a boat person who came here without parents. Therefore, I did not 
have any direct support from family. On the contrary, I had to work to 
have some extra money [besides the grant from the Welfare Department] 
to send to my family in Viet Nam. I shared the appartment with two other 
classmates. We always did the school projects together. My friend Huyen 
helped me in math. I was very slow in learning number concepts. I had 
an American friend who liked my oriental food. Whenever she came to 
my apartment, I cooked Vietnamese food for her, and she explained what I 
did not understand in science lessons.) 
Thuy, Nguyen, and Trang stated that college life was a challenge especially for 
the nursing students. They also appreciated peer collaboration and felt comfortable 
working together to attain success. In the following narrative, Trang told us about her 
best friend at college: 
“Khi vao dai hoc, em rat phan van. Ban cungphong v6i em lamot nguoi 
Tau. Co ay hoc chuong trinh y ta tryoc em ipot nam. Vi the co ay gup 
em rat nhieuv Tieiig Anh cua em rat keln tie hieiTnhung tu vung ky thuat. 
Em muon doi mon hoc mac du em rat thich hoc y ta. Em rat that vong. 
Bap em ja'Shinfen het she thuyet phuc em de em freo diioi muc dich bang 
each viet nhung chdlcho va treo len thong. Co ay con sao nhung baT noi 
ve phu nii de 'khich d^ng em. Sau mot nam, em thi d<£u va cam thay tu tin 
vao mon hoc nay.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 19g) 
(When I was freshman at college, I felt very confused. My roommate was 
Chinese. She had been in the nursing program one year before me. 
Therefore, she helped me a lot. My English was not enough proficient to 
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handle all the technical terminology. I wanted to switch to another major 
even though I still wanted to be a nurse. I was so desperate ... My friend 
Shinfen tried to convince me to keep my goal by writing all the words that 
I could not memorize and by hanging them on the wall. She also copied 
some research articles written about women to motivate me. After that 
year, I passed the final exam and felt more confident in my major.) 
Peer collaboration was one of the students’ success factors, especially at college 
where the professors’ role was not as close to students as high school teachers. Nguyen 
credited peer collaboration 
“Em can lain quen nhieu ban tot de diloc giup da Em khong cam thay 
chan nan vi co ban de chia xa Em thich choi voi ban Ion hdn de co su tin 
ca^. Mac du khong co chiiong trinh song ngu, nhu*ng"hqc sinh thieu so' 
van duoc su giup dd cuzTban be hqc tren lop, Vftlie, em khong thay trcf 
ngai nhieu.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 192) 
(I needed to communicate with different types of friends to get support. 
Therefore, I did not have any stress that lasted long in my mind. I liked to 
talk to people who were older than me because I trusted them. Although 
there was no bilingual program at college, but minority language students 
were still assisted by tutors. Therefore, I did not feel any problems in my 
college studies.) 
In my research, I found peer collaboration is an important factor in the 
participants’ academic achievement. This rings true with what Sullivan (1996) concluded 
after her study on Vietnamese classroom interactional style; when students work together, 
they can share experiences and develop socially. 
Individual expectations. When asked about their individual expectations after 
completing high school, all participants said that they wanted to pursue higher education 
at college. The sixteen young women in my study ranged in age from twenty-three to 
twenty-eight. They were the first generation in the United States, and were either 
pursuing or have finished two-year or four-year college degrees. Getting higher 
education at college seemed to be the fundamental goal of all the participants regardless 
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of their socioeconomic status and family educational background. The Amerasian 
participants, whose mothers did not have educational experience, revealed their struggle 
to enter college. As a group, the Amerasians asked themselves “What should I study at 
college?”. They self evaluated their English ability in their choice of fields. Van talked 
about persuading her mother to allow Van to continue her higher education: 
“Khi em hoc xong trung hoc, me em muon em di lam o xuong cua me em. 
Me em noi rang bang trung hoc doi voi phu nil la'dudc roi. Me em muon 
em di lam va lap,gia dinh.Me em muon em co cuoc dfii nhu me vay.... 
Em phan van qua... hoi vi tieng Anh cua em khong kha lam. Em cung 
muon kjm vui long met nguoi da cue kho nuoi em khon Ion. Tuy nhien, em 
nghi den tdtm^ lai. Em can co mdt nghe khong can la chuyen mon. Sau 
cung em quyet dTnh vao dai hoc valioc nganh san soc sac dep, mot bd 
mbn tfiong doi khong kho. Em nghi^rang neu minh h<pc cham thi miiih co 
gang bo nhieu thoi gian de hoc. Vi the em khong thoi lui.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 2 II) 
(When I graduated from high school, my mother wanted me to work at the 
same factory with her. She said that the high school diploma was enough 
for women. She wanted me to make money and to get married. She 
wanted me [to look at her life] and follow her... I was very confused... 
because my English was not poor. I also wanted to please my mother who 
did work hard to raise me. However, I thought about my future. I needed 
a career even if it were not professional. Finally, I decided to go to 
college and tried the easiest major, cosmetology. I always talked to myself 
that if I am slow in learning, I will spend more time to study. So I didn’t 
give up.) 
In the following excerpt, Lan talked about her aspirations for the future: 
“Sau khi tot nghiep chiiong trinh dfen toan, em dildc nhan vao lain 6 mot 
cong ty bao hiem ldn 6 western Massachusetts. Em ghi ten hoc them buoi 
foi de tiep tuc chu’ong trinh bon nam ve dfen toan. ( Hy vong cua em la se 
dildc chuyen nganh khi co difkinh nghiem va kien thud ve dten to&n.” 
(See Appendix E, p.j?^) 
(After graduating the two-year program in compute, I worked in a big 
insurance company in western Massachusetts. I took one course in the 
evening to finish the four-year program. I hoped that I would work in 
other area when I complete the degree,) 
For Vinh, Nguyen, and Lan, their aspirations to go to college began with their 
understanding of what they needed to do when they were in high school. In Nguyen s 
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narrative, she showed her knowledge of the exam system to enter college, which was the 
goal for her future: 
“Em dil dinh vao dai hoc khi em da hocjcong lop mubi. Em thi thu SAT 
va thynhieu Ian de co diem cao. Hoc o'cfai hoc thi kho nhung khong phai 
la khong hop dilbc. Vi the, em chuan bi va nuoi duong giac mb dai hoc 
khi em con o trung hoc.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 192) 
(I planned to go to college when I finished grade ten. I took the pre SAT 
and tried many times until I got the highest score for SAT. College was 
hard, but it was not unreachable. Therefore, I had to prepare and nurture 
my college dream when I was in high school.) 
The young women in this study believed that their aspiration for a college 
education would help them to be independent in their future marital situations. They did 
not want to continue with the expectations for women that were so limiting in their 
mother’s generation. They believed that post-secondary education could help them to 
have a better life. Xuyen described her decision to go to college in the following way: 
“Sau khi tot nghiep trung hoc, em dl lain 6 mot xuong. Em nghi rang neu 
em no| dilbc tieng Anh troi chay thi em sebo luong kha. Nhung em sai 
lam vi em can co kinh nghiem va kien thiic tren biic trung hoc. -Bat niioc 
nay la dat niioc co' co hoi. Hdn ndaem can co nghe nghiep d&ddocUbc 
lap vbi chong em sau nay. Em khong muon song cube song nhd cua me 
em phai di?a vao dong lubng cua ba ghe. Me em chiia bao gib duck c^uyet 
3inh. Me em lam viec ede nhqc nhung khong ai thong cam dilbc voi su* 
cut nhoc db, viec lam khong cd ldbng.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 207) 
(After I got my high school diploma, I went to work in a factory. I 
thought that if I spoke English fluently, I would get good salary. But I 
was wrong, I needed experience and knowledge beyond high school. This 
country is a country of opportunity. Moreover, I needed a career to be 
independent with my husband [in the future]. I did not want to live the 
same life as my mother, who depended on the income of my step-father. 
My mother never made any decisions. She worked very hard, but nobody 
recognized all her work, [her unpaid job].) 
Five elements have been identified as similarities across three refugee status 
categories that influenced the educational success of the participants. First of all, they 
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believed educational background was considered a primary factor in their academic 
achievement. Second, family involvement played an important role in motivating school 
attendance. Third, teacher guidance increased their hope in being able to succeed. 
Fourth, peer collaboration was a strategy to overcome barriers and contributed to then- 
success. Finally, they claimed that individual expectation was necessary to reach then- 
goals. However, there were some themes that I have found were different for individuals 
and these will be analyzed in the following section. 
Themes that were Different for Individuals 
This section presents the different topics discussed by participants from three 
refugee status categories and were considered to be hindrances in their pursuit of higher 
education or identity construction. First, one boat person talked about the traumatic 
memories from the escape. Second, boat people and H.O. members revealed family 
conflicts. Third, participants from the three groups expressed their desire for school 
guidance and curriculum improvement to benefit minority language students. 
Traumatic Memories from Sea Escape 
It takes time to adapt to a new situation after moving from one place to another. 
Resettling in a host country due to political oppression is not simple. For the boat people, 
leaving their country, enduring food shortages, risky situations on an unsafe boat, and 
living in the transitional camps before resettling in the United States was a hardship that 
only time can realistically heal. Nguyen revealed her traumatic memory of being raped 
by Thai pirates. She said: 
... “Em khong the nao quen ditoc ngay em bi^hai tac Thai ham hiep.. .Em 
rat nhuc nha va muon nhay xuoi\g bien tu tu. E)oi voi truyen thong Viet 
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Nam d° la m°? v®t Hho cho £ia dinh- Vi the'em co mac cam ve than 
the cua minh.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 1§3) 
(• • • I can t forget the day I was raped by Thai pirates... I was very 
disgraced and I wanted to jump into the ocean at that moment. In 
Vietnamese tradition, this is a stigma for the family. Therefore, I feel I 
have an inferior background.) 
In the case of Vinh, she followed her uncle’s family to a fishing village and tried 
three times to escape Viet Nam. She was imprisoned for one month. Her narrative 
included the following: 
(See Appendix E, p. 19 T) 
(To me, one month in the jail seemed like a year. I had only one meal 
during the whole day just a bowl of rice and some blades of vegetables. I 
was not allowed to take a shower everyday ... only once a week! Thank 
God, I was able to survive.) 
Vinh was still more fortunate than I was. I failed seven times to escape Viet Nam 
with my four children. Nobody could imagine how risky it is for sixty-eight people in a 
twenty-five foot boat drifting more than a week on the ocean! That was how I escaped. 
Many boat people shared the similar frightful feelings: imprisonment, death, and rape. 
However, boat people envision being able to have a better future despite any risky 
situation. Thuy recalled her parents’ decision to escape. She said: 
“Me em rat buon bafva im lang. Ba em cung im lang. Nuoc mih ba em 
tuon ra... ©A la lan tfau tien em thay ba em khoc. Em hieurang ba me em 
lo lang cho em, cl^khongphai lo cho em trai cu^em vi em lacon g^i...” 
(See Appendix E, p. 1$4) 
(My mother was very sad and quiet. My father was is quiet too. Tears 
welled up in his eyes... That was the first time I saw him cry. I understood 
that my parents worried for me, not for my brother, because I am a girl ...) 
These sufferings are very unique and very touching that many boat people can 
share and understand. Therefore, boat people value and appreciate being in the United 
States in a way that is different from the people from the other two categories. 
Family Conflicts 
Most Americans are immigrants or the children or grandchildren of immigrants. 
People usually overlook the differences between immigrants and refugees. Immigrants 
choose to move to another country for a new life, whereas refugees are forced to escape 
and resettle to another country. In general, Vietnamese refugees left their old lives due to 
their political affiliation (Freeman, 1989). Therefore, they faced what Rumbaut calls a 
“double crisis”, the first is shared by all immigrants, a need to survive, and the second is 
the past losses’ suffering (Freeman, 1989). In the following excerpt, Nam, a H.O. group 
member talked about the difficulty to communicate with her parents’ “past losses”: 
“Ba em la melt ci?u si quan trong quan doi Viet nam. Ba em bi tfrcdng san 
mu£i mot nam. Gia dinh em may man duc?c qua My. Khi den My ba em 
ch3a bao gio vui ve vi nhung mat mat ve dia vi xa ho'i, cua cai vat chM. 
S3 yem the ve tarn ly da^ aiih h36ng den su’hoc hanh cua con chi. Ba em 
khong de y den thanh rich bieu cua em. Hoi do em con qua nhtTnen khong 
hieu dude ijhung dacan cua con, cai trong mot gia dinh quyen the vaTgiau 
co. Vi the em nghi rang neu cu song voi qua khd thi khong ich loi gi vi^ 
qua khu da qua roi.” 
(See Appendix E, p.2.05) 
(My father was a former officer in the Vietnamese army. He was in the 
Communist reeducation camp for eleven years. We were lucky to be 
accepted as refugees due to my father’s political detainee status. When he 
came to the United Sates, he never felt happy because of his losses: social 
status, material possessions, and meaningful source of identity. His 
[psychological distress] has influenced his children’s school achievement. 
He did not pay attention to my report card. As for me, I was too young at 
that time to understand the benefit of being a child of a wealthy and 
powerful family. Therefore, I believe [it is unreasonable] to live with the 
past when the past is no longer in the present.) 
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Another H. O. group member, Trang said in her excerpt: 
Co dieu la cha me khong thong cam voi con cai khi chon nganh chuyen 
monVcTai hoc. Em nhan thay co dieu cahg thang giuaca nhan em muon 
la va ca nhan ml ba me em muon em la. Giua nhung gi ma truyen thong 
Viet Nam dbi hoi va nhung gfma chinh ban than em muon tro thanh.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 190) 
“Parents rarely understood children when children needed to choose a 
major at college. I saw some conflicts between what I wanted to be and 
what my parents wanted me to be. I also felt a tension between the 
Vietnamese tradition requirements and what my individual needed.” 
The H.O. group members’ school attendance was a problem due to their economic 
status was a problem. They said that they did not feel comfortable attending school while 
their parents had to work two jobs. True recalled her mother’s hardship in rearing her, 
and in buying food and medicine for her father in the reeducation camp. True said: 
“Thieu thon ve vat chat la mot trong nhung tro ngaida lain cho hoc sinh 
Viet Nam khong hoc cao dude. Nhu nhdng con cai cua gia dinh tu nhan 
chinh tri, emJchong muon vao dai hoc khi tro caj3 chinh phu cat di. Sau 
nhieu nam S trai cai tao, ba em khong corululsuc kfroe de ai lain 6 Kaftg 
xiiong, va me em cung da vat va nhieu He nuoi nang con cai, em that tinh 
khong muon ba me em phai Hi lam dHay. Tuy nhien, em la con Ion trong 
gia dinh, neu em bcThoc thi ede em cua em se l^at chuoc em... Vi the,’ em 
co gang hoc xong chub’ng trinih hai nam ve ke toan dedi lam^va'giup dd ba 
me. Em khong tra6h nhung hoc sinh Viet Nam dabohoc 6 trung hoc vi 
ho thieu dieu kien tai chanh.” 
/ 
(See Appendix E, p.5 04) 
(Financial need is one of the problems that impedes Vietnamese students 
from pursuing higher education. Like most children from the political 
detainee families, I did not want to go to college when the grant from 
AFDC was cut. After many years in the reeducation camp, my father was 
not healthy enough to work in a factory, and my mother, she endured a lot 
to support us. I really did not want them to work here. However, I was 
the eldest child in the family. If I [dropped out from school] all my sisters 
and brothers would follow me... Therefore, I tried to complete my two- 
year program in accounting and to get a job to help my parents. I did not 
blame the other Vietnamese students who dropped out from high school 
due to the lack of financial resources.) 
Van, an Amerasian of the third group had to negotiate with her mother to 
complete high school and two more years at college to get her license in cosmetology. 
She said: 
“Me^emcoth'echdahoc^njgtiSuhoc. Me em fat sd gia'o due. Me em 
chang bao gi& noi chuySn v&i erp ve dai hoc hayjihung gfdinh liu den dai 
hoc. Ba khong dong y_yoi ai tiej3_tuc efi hoc mia sau khi hoc xong trung 
hoc. Ba^noi voi em rang minh can nghi"den hoan canh kiphte hie^n tai di 
kiem viec lam cang som cang tot de co tien lo nhung thu can thiet hang 
ngtry” 
(See Appendix E, p. 2 f I) 
(... My mother might not finish elementary level. She was afraid of 
education. She had never talked to me about college or anything like that. 
She did not agree with anybody who saw the need of postsecondary 
education. She told me that we needed to think of our current socio¬ 
economic situation and get a job as soon as possible to meet our daily 
necessities.) 
Lan, an H. O. group member, was successful at getting a job that matched her 
skill. However, when talking about family tension, she revealed: 
“Van hoa Viet Nam chii trong ve gia dinh, chd khong phai ca nhan. Chi 
em cung nhu em deu drfoc day rhng cha me cho di hoc thi con cai phai 
. \ m /(J # is .•_ v’ A 
dem vinh du den cho gia dinh. E)oi khi nhung gi ma ba me em mong 
muon va nhung gi em mong muon cung giong nhau thoi. Lam sao em co 
the hieu ddoc c^i nao do em va cii nao do ba me?” 
(See Appendix E, p.2Q4) 
(The Vietnamese culture is family-centered, not child-centered. My sister 
and I were told that a good education is not just something parents give to 
the children, but it is the way children have to repay their parents by 
bringing honor to the family. Sometimes my parents’ expectation and my 
own expectation were not separable. How could I understand this for 
myself or for my parents?) 
In all the participants’ stories, parents are seen by the young women as crucial 
motivators in their children’s educational achievement. They credit their parents with 
providing support such as financial need, moral guidance, and giving care. 
While family relationship is loose, conflicts often occur that can endanger the 
academic progress of these young women. Such conflicts have raised as their 
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acceptance the dominant community, as their desire to forget the past sufferings, and as 
their valuing independence from the traditional family tie. Especially when parents 
maintain the home culture and children embrace their new community cultures. 
School Guidance and Curriculum Reform for Minority Language Students 
All participants in the Amerasian group talked about their experiences as 
language minority students in the dominant language school system. They also talked 
about how they benefited from the bilingual and ESL program as well as the challenges 
they faced when they integrated into the mainstream classroom after an assessment of 
their language proficiency. According to Lieu, she developed her English speaking skill 
slower than other students who have native English ESL teachers. She stayed only one 
year in the bilingual program and graduated high school with high honors. She said: 
“Khi em hoc lop chin, em o chuong trinh song ngd. Nghia la em hoc khoa 
hoc va xa hoi hoc voi giao vien VietNam.(Em dilbc biet la theo chuong 
71 A, chhong trinh songjigu) vamoi ngay mot tiet ESL. Giab vien day 
ESL khong phai larngboi My^vi the em khong theo dung cabh phdt am.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 208) 
(When I entered grade nine, I was placed in the bilingual program. That 
means I had to study all science and social study subjects with a 
Vietnamese teacher, [through chapter 71 A, TBE program] and one period 
a day in the ESL class. The teacher who taught ESL was not a native 
English speaker, therefore, I could not pronounce correctly.) 
This indicated that all teacher’s influence was the greatest. In the case of the 
Amerasians, they talked about their difficulties by exiting early from the bilingual 
program. This following excerpt is how Nhung described it: 
“Sau ba narn trong chdong trinh song ngu, em phai chuyen qua chuong ^ 
trinh thhong... that lahhung khidp... Co khi em chang hieu fray giao noi 
gftrong l8p. Em khdng da(n hoi va cu’ini lafrg cho xong gib hoc de hoi 
Co Tr. hay hoi may ngiibi ban Viet Nam.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 2i^) 
(After three years in the bilingual program, I had to switch to the 
mainstream program... It was awful.. .Sometimes I did not understand 
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what the teacher said in the classroom. I dared not to ask them, and I kept 
quiet and asked Mrs. Tr. or my Vietnamese friends after school.) 
Even staying in the bilingual program, Vietnamese students were obliged to learn 
the same materials as students in the mainstream classes. This was one reason why some 
had to withdraw from college due to the immature development of academic concepts in 
high school. Dung talked about her interest in science but she could not pursue her goal 
because the science subjects that she took in high school were only at a basic level. 
Therefore, she had to change her major: 
“Luc 3 trung hoc, em thich hoc khoa hoc va mong rang em selioc mon 
nay o dai hoc. Chang may tren dai hoc khong co nguoi Viet day kem. 
Hen o trung hoc, em hoc sinh vat va hoa hoc giongjihd hoc sinh chilong 
trinh thuong, nhiing ho thi hoc dude nhieu.^CoTi o* chuong trinh song ngu *" 
thi co giao phai cat nghia tifng chu nen thoi gian khong du de hoc nhieu.” 
(See Appendix E, p. \96) 
(When I was in high school, I loved science and hoped that I could focus 
on this subject as my major at college. Unfortunately, there was no 
Vietnamese tutor in my college. The time I spent in studying biology and 
chemistry is the same as the mainstream students [in high school], but they 
learned a lot. In bilingual class, the teacher had to explain word by word, 
and time was limited.) 
Most participants appreciated the ESL and bilingual programs. They talked about 
the importance of these programs and its impact on their own academic achievement. 
However, they mentioned that bilingual and ESI... teachers needed to work collaboratively 
to give students the proper guidance both in academic achievement and in preparing 
major for college. Trang described her ESL teacher’s misunderstanding about her 
homework: 
“Co giao song ngu cua em thuong giup em lam bai ESL. Co giang ve van 
pham va day em viet van, nhung em tu lam bai mot rpinh^ Co R.^hong tin 
em nen cho em diem C- thay vf em duftc B+. Em rat buon bile va co gang 
nbi cho co hieu. Co lai khong nghe em giai thich.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 197) 
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(My bilingual teacher always helped me to do the ESL homework. She 
explained grammar and taught me how to do the writing, but I did my 
homework by myself. Mrs. R. did not believe me and gave me C- instead 
of B+. I felt very upset and I tried to explain to her. She did not listen to 
me and leaves me alone.) 
The above mentioned problems will be addressed to bilingual and ESL teachers in 
informal conversations and will be discussed in the section of teachers’ conversations in 
this chapter. 
Prejudice and Discrimination Against Minority Students 
Some participants brought up the issue of discrimination when asked about their 
relationships with peers at school. Ngan classified her peers as either Vietnamese or 
Americans and other ethnic students. She talked about parents who were prejudiced: 
“Nhung ban Viet Nam va ban lyfcua em rat tot voi em. Vi the em choi 
vbi moi ngtioi... Nhung co may cha me co tfiahh_kien. Ho khong thich em 
den nha ho de lam nhung bai nghien ciiu o truong vbi con gai cua ho. Ho 
cA thanh kien voi con lai. Ho cho rang con lai thuoc gioi ha cap; 6 Vik 
Nam va khong cA gia dihh ding hoang tu te^’ 
(See Appendix E, p. 2 {$) 
(My Vietnamese and American friends were nice to me. Therefore, I got 
along with everybody... But some parents were prejudiced. They did not 
like me to come to their house to do school projects with their daughters. 
They were prejudiced against Amerasians. They said Amerasians 
belonged to low class in Viet Nam and had bad family background.) 
Other participants expressed frustration about their experience of facing prejudice 
from school staff and counselors. In the first interview, Nam shared a story with me 
about her schedule: 
“Trtibng trung hoc em hoc b Welltown la tnlAng trung hoc duy nhat co 
chdong trinh song ngu cho hoc sinh Viet Nam. Trudng thi tot... vi co 
nhieu chdong trinh hoc. Tuy nhien,_co van cua em b^it em hoc ijihiihg mon 
maem khong hoc noi trong nam dau. Em khong biet nhieu tieng Anh'de 
noi cho ba ay hiiu duoc. Em phai nAi vbi co^gido song n^u^de co ay noi 
lai cho co van. Sau cung em van phai hoc mon sinh vat A \8v chin va em 
bi rbi Em rai buon..^Co gi/o song ngd cung co gulp em hoc nhung^co^ 
b^n nhieu viec o;truong co con nhieu hoc sinh khac ngoai em ra. Vi the 
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em phai hoc l^j mon nay b lop mAoi. Nhu vay thi em phithoi gian, thay vf 
cho em hoc them tjeng Anh co van bat em hoc sinh vat khi tieng Anh cua 
em con kem roi bat em thi thi khong cong bang.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 2 0) 
(The high school that I enrolled when I came to Welltown was the only 
one that offered the TBE program for Vietnamese students. It was a good 
school... because of varied programs. However, my counselor forced me 
to take some subjects that I could not handle in my first year. I did not 
speak English well enough to explain this to her. So I asked my bilingual 
teacher to interpret what I wanted to tell her. Finally, I still had to take 
biology for my ninth grade and I failed. I was really hurt by that... My 
bilingual teacher tried to help me, but she had a lot of things to do at 
school, and she had other students not only me. Therefore, I had to take 
biology again at the tenth grade. I think that they wasted my time. Instead 
of taking more in English to be proficient in second language, they forced 
me to take biology when my English was not ready, to fail me. It was not 
fair, I think.) 
Trang and other participants were aware of racist attitudes toward Asian people in 
the United States, and the stereotypes this society had about them. As Trang explained in 
the following excerpt, she was aware that the only way to get rid of from these 
stereotypes was to be successful in school: 
“Mot so gido vien trong trdong khong hieu duoc sd co gang cua chung em. 
Ho coi ngdbi A chau phii la phifng ngiioi 6 nhdng nubc ngheb vaHiieu mo" 
mang. Khi^em ndi voi ba co van la em thich nop "don vao truong Green 
College thi ba ay mim cuoi nhu la chuyen do khong the c6 dubc... vaTba~ 
kyb&o em ghi ten hoc 6 dai hoc cong dong. Em chap nhan em languoi A/ 
chau va nu6c em la mot trong nhdng ni^oc ngheo nhat tren the gioi. Tuy 
nhieh em nghi rang neu em co gang het minh thi em sethanh cong vaTdat 
ddoc udc nguyen. Sau khi hoc xong lbp mtibi hai, em dilbc JaThoc sinh 
xuat sac va"duhic hoc bong cua Mass Mutual. Em ddbc chap thudn hoc 3 ~ 
Green College, ©ieu nay lam em tti tin v£m^nh dan nhan dien minh trong 
cube song. Nhuhg em cung khong the lay so it 'be nbi cho da so? Ti le cua" 
hoc sinh mi Viet Nam vao dai hoc thi rat thap so vdi so hpc sinh di hoc 6 
vung nay.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 197) 
(Some teachers in my school did not value our struggle. They saw Asian 
people as people of poor and undeveloped countries. When I told my 
counselor that I wanted to apply to Green College, she smiled [as if] it is 
impossible for me... and she recommended me to register at a community 
college. I did not deny that I am an Asian and my native country is one of 
the poorest place in the world. However, I always thought that if I tried to 
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do my best, I would be successful and bring my dream to reality. After 
my senior year, I graduated with high honors and received a scholarship 
from Mass Mutual. The acceptance at Green College gave me more 
confidence and strength to construct my identity. But how can I take a 
small part to represent for the whole majority? The percentage of 
Vietnamese female students at college is still very low in comparison with 
the Vietnamese population in this area.) 
In a work setting, True, a participant of the H.O. group, expressed her frustration 
about her supervisor’s discrimination. In her story, she described herself as a scapegoat 
for unresolved feeling about the Viet Nam War. She said: 
Khi em lain viec o nha bang, em khong biet rang chong cua ba giam thi 
er^c°~^J^n gia vao^tran chien Viet Nam hai miioi nam truoc. Luc ong ty 
tro ye My laTuc chien tranh dang hoi cao diem. Vo ong co mang may 
thang sau khi ho doan tu. Dua con dau long cua ho la mot dua be trai binh 
thiiong luc moi sanh. Chang may den nam cau ay milch chin turn thi bi 
t>enh. Bacjii khafm phajang cau ay bi doc to cam (orange poison), loai 
chat dpc anh hdong^cuabom nguyen txT. Cau ay ... chet.... vTchatd3c 
larntnp tron^ co ther Bagiam thijbiet em languoi Viet...(Tu d6 baay'doi 
xu voi em rat te. Em van nghe loi ba va co'gang trahh tiep xuc voi ba^cho 
den ngay em chiuyen qua chi nhahh khalc. Sau cuiig em biet duoc rang ba 
ay^khong thjch nhin thay em moi ngay bdi vi em la ngifoiJ)'cai nuoc mang 
den dteu bat hanh cho con trai baT Em khong the mji rang ba ay dung hay 
sai... Nhilng em cam thay t6i nghiep ba vfba la mot con ngiidT... thTlam 
sao ba chiu dung dtdc si2 matVdt to ldn nhu vay?” 
(See Appendix E, p.2 02) 
(When I started to work at the bank, I did not know that my supervisor’s 
husband involved in the Viet Nam War twenty years ago. The year he 
came back from Viet Nam was the peak of the war. His wife became 
pregnant a few months after they reunited. Their first son was bom as a 
regular baby. Unfortunately, he got sick when he was nineteen years old. 
Doctors found out that [he got] “orange poison”, one toxicity caused from 
the nuclear bomb influence. He ... died... because the poison spread all 
over his body. My supervisor knew that I was a Vietnamese.... Then she 
treated me very bad. I always listened to her, and tried to avoid much 
conversation with her until the day she moved to another branch. Finally, 
I understood that she did not want to see me everyday because I was from 
the country that brought the misfortune to her son. I could not say she was 
right or she was wrong... But I felt sorry for her because she was a human 
being ... how could she hold such a great loss?) 
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The interviews also brought up talk about American prejudice regarding the rising 
number of immigrants in the United States, Xuyen said: 
“Em khongdongj rang su gia tang so nguoi di dan vao nuoc My lain thiet 
thoi den niloc My. ^Nhung ngdoi nay deu lain vi£c het'long va~con lafn 
nhung viec ma nghoi My khong muon lam. Nhu vay thi ho laAihSng 
nghoi giiip cho kinhte1 cuaniioc nay.” 
(See Appendix E, p. 206) 
(I did not agree that the rising number of immigrants in the United States 
hurt the nation. These people worked hard at their jobs and did jobs that 
many Americans wouldn’t want to do. That helped the nation economy.) 
She recognized that refugees and immigrants were perceived as threatening to 
dominant groups. This discourse is used to against refugees and immigrants. 
Those above mentioned excerpts revealed prejudice and discrimination against 
minority students from Vietnamese community were considered as current problems and 
will be discussed in the last chapter for educators and researchers who see the importance 
of immigrant education. 
Parents’ Informal Conversations and Questionnaires 
I conducted informal conversations with twenty four parents who had children in 
the bilingual program at the secondary level: eleven participants’ parents and thirteen 
parents of other students who did not participate in this study. These data were supported 
to indicate family awareness of the participants’ experiences. From the survey on the 
attitude of second language learning, bilingual program, and maintenance of native 
language, questionnaires were sent to thirty three Vietnamese parents who had their 
children enrolled in the TBE programs in Welltown, Massachusetts. Parents’ 
participation was voluntary. I received twenty eight responses. I categorized the data in 
parents’ conversations and questionnaires in six themes: (1) refugee experience, (2) 
importance of education, (3) parents’ awareness of second language learning and their 
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attitude to bilingualism, (4) maintenance of native language, (5) relevance of higher 
education and career choice, and (6) expectations for children’s future. 
Refugee experience. Some parents recalled their experiences of not being 
finished their schooling. Mr. Ly, Thuy’s father said: 
“0 Viet nam, phai hoc thuoc long thi moi co the truiig tuyen nhung ky thi. 
Do do, rat kho ma vao dai hoc. Gia dinh €oi o thon que nen cung khong de 
gi len tinh de di hoc.” 
(It was very tough to have higher education in Viet Nam. Usually students 
had to learn by heart to pass the exam. I lived in the suburban area, so it 
was hard for me to move to the big city where there were opportunities to 
go to college.) 
Another parent worked more than a job to send money to his wife and children 
who still are in Viet Nam. Mr. Luy, Lien’s father said: 
“Toi phai lam nhieu gio de co dii tien gui ve cho vd va cac con con o Viet 
Nam. -Dieu nay cung gioiig nhu nhtang nguoi ty nan khac. Ai cung muon 
di lam nhieu gio de co tien gui ve giupba con ben Viet Nam.” 
(I had to work many hours in order to have money to send to my wife and 
my children in Viet Nam. Most refugees still had relatives and families in 
Viet Nam who needed financial support.) 
Mr. Luy also revealed his willingness to be resettled in the United States for the 
sake of providing good education for his daughter. He said: 
“6 trai ty nan, toi khon^ ccl uu tien dinh cd 6 My, nhung toi khong chiu di 
cac niidc khac vi toi biet rang neu cac nude khac khong nhan thi sau cung 
nfibc My se chap nhan nen toi cb jgang cho dbi 0 trai ty nan, mac du toi 
biet dbi song o trai ty nan rat khi O 99 cue. 
(I did not have any priority to be resettled in the United States, however, I 
did not sign up to resettle in other countries. I accepted to live in the 
transition camp to wait for the U. S. acceptance although I understood that 
living in the camp was terrible.) 
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They also said that they needed to tell their children forget the trauma of escaping 
from Viet Nam, shortage of schooling while living in refugee camp, and little prior 
knowledge of English. Mr. Ly, Thuy’s father said: 
Toi bao con toi la dung ijighi den nhu'n^sii khung khiep cua chuyen vuot 
bien va su kem coi ve tieng Anh ma phai co gang hoc hoi 6 tinting.” 
(I told my children not to think about the trauma of escaping from Viet 
Nam and little knowledge in English. Try their best at school.) 
The above mentioned experiences from parents in informal conversations 
emphasized their positive willingness for their children’s academic achievements. 
Importance of education. Parents also revealed the importance of education for 
both boys and girls. They appreciated free education in the United States. Mr. Luan, 
Nam’s father said: 
“Toi rat biet on sft giao due mien phi o nuoc nay. Nhung chuong trinh o 
dai hoc da giujp cho sinh vien ngheo va thieu sc/ddoc hoc cao hon. Toi 
khang dinh rang trach nhiem gia dinh la chung cho trai va gki. Giao due 
deuquantrong cho cahai.” 
(I appreciated free public education in this country and many programs 
offered at college to assist poor and minority students to go further 
education. I determined that there is no difference between boys and girls 
in terms of family responsibility. Education was important for both.) 
Mr. Trung, True’s father, thought that education was a way of upward economic 
mobility. He said: 
nhaj “Giao due thi quan trong cho moi nguoi de co mot doi song y nghia, 
la cho nguoi ty nan vi ho can phai xay difng cuoc song 6 n6i quoc pa. moi. 
Chinh toi rat muon di hoc lai nhilng phai lam viec o'hai n6i thTmoi du" 
cung cap cho gia dinh. Toi khong hop ddoc nhieu va tieng Anh cua toi 
cung khong kha de tim viec toi” 
(Education is very important to everybody who wants to have a 
meaningful life, especially for the refugees who need to rebuild their life 
in the host country. I myself wanted to go back to school very much, but I 
had to work more than one job to support my family. I did not have good 
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education, and my English was not good enough [to get a better job]. I 
talked to my children that higher education could help people better jobs.) 
In discussing the importance of education, Mrs. Loc, Lieu’s mother hoped his 
children be effective citizen: 
Mac du toi^khong co trinh do hoc thuc, toi biet su cjuan trong cua giao 
due va toijat quan tarn den sil hoc van cua con toi de sau nay chung lam 
ddoc nhiing dieu huu ich cho xa hoi.” 
(Although I had limited educational background, I was aware of the 
importance of education and I strongly concern that my children get a 
good education in order to make something different to the host country.) 
On the other hand, Mrs. Quy, Van’s mother saw the importance of parental 
support and expressed that family tie is a strong influence for children in the United 
States. She said: 
“La cha me chung ta can ho trd con cai ve mat dao due cung nhu ve mat 
tafchanh de chun^ nh hoan tat muc tieu cfe trd 'thanh nhrfng cong dan tot' 
cho que hdong moi nay.” 
(As parents, we need to provide our children the moral and financial 
support so that they could achieve their goal of becoming contributing 
citizens in their new country.) 
Those excerpts revealed strongly parents’ concerns on their children’s educational 
and moral development. 
Parents’ awareness of second language learning and bilingual program. I 
discussed this section by using data from the questionnaires: parents’ responses towards 
the second language learning and their attitudes on the bilingual program that their 
children enrolled in high school. Twenty five parents strongly agreed that their children 
needed to be in the bilingual program when they enrolled in this new educational system. 
However, their children were able to participate in other mainstream classes in which 
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they did not need much English instruction. These following statements were included in 
the questionnaires (See Appendix C, page 180) 
“When my children move to a district offering TBE program, their 
language ability is evaluated and a decision is made as to the student is 
eligible for the bilingual program.” 
“The TBE program is usually staffed with bilingual teachers and ESL 
teachers.” 
“In the TBE program, my children can participate in the mainstream 
classes, such as art, music, gym, and in other general school activities.” 
“My children seem at ease in the bilingual environment, and converse 
comfortably with their teachers and their peers.” 
“The TBE program is helpful to my children to establish confidence in 
English learning.” 
“More and more English is added to my children’s curriculum as they 
acquire the language.” 
“Once, my children are proficient in English, they are mainstreamed ” 
“The decision to place my children in a mainstream class is based on my 
opinion, my children’s progress, and testing guidelines established by each 
district.” 
Mr. Luy, Lien’s father expressed his positive opinion on ESL and bilingual 
program and saw that was a helpful combination of teaching for the second language 
learners. He said: 
“Theo toi nghi thi hai chiiong trinh ESL va bilingual ket hop voi nhau de 
giup hqc sinh moi hoc tieng Anh diioc tien bQ. Bbi vi triidc khi tap Joe va 
tap danh van mot chu nao thi ho.c sinh can biet nghia cua chu do de khoi 
laiTlon nhu hai chu “be va bee”.” 
% 
(I think that ESL and bilingual programs are combined to help second 
language learners to make progress. Students need to understand the 
meaning of a word before pronouncing that word in order not to be 
confused, for example “be and bee”.) 
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However, three responses revealed disagreement with the bilingual program. 
They thought their children did not need a bilingual program because they had an ESL 
program. Their responses were strongly in agreement with these statements which were 
included in the questionnaires (See Appendix C, page 180). 
“My children do not need to enroll in the bilingual program if they have 
ESL teachers.” 
“I still have the opinion to put my children in the mainstream English 
program.” 
Perhaps they were unaware that their children did not have to give up one 
language to learn the other. They may not know that how a strong knowledge of 
Vietnamese would help their children learn English. They, too, may join the majority of 
the parents who supported bilingual education. 
Either agreement or disagreement about bilingual program, parents’ responses 
were expressed their concerns on their children’s second language learning. All of them 
saw second language learning is the importance for their children’s academic 
achievement. 
Maintenance of native language. From this point, parents believed the native 
language was also important in their children’s development English and they wanted 
their children’ school maintain to preserve Vietnamese. Twenty five responses returned 
to me by strong agreement with these following statements that were included in the 
questionnaires (See Appendix C, page 180). 
“Having strong abilities in Vietnamese helps my children to develop 
English.” 
“English learning will be more effective if my children practice 
Vietnamese at home.” 
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“It is important for my children to be able to speak English and 
Vietnamese.” 
“I want my children’s school maintain the Vietnamese language.” 
Mr. Trung, True’s father, appreciated the bilingual education program and had a 
strong willingness about the maintenance of native language. He said: 
“Chifong trinh song ngu rat tot vi toi thay con toi hoc tiSiig Anh bang each 
dung kien thuc san co thi du nhil nokhdng hieuchu “square” nhung no 
biet each tim dien tich va chu vi cua hinh vuong. Khi co giao giang square 
la hinh vuong thi no co san nhiing y niem ve hinh vuong ma nov daTioc. 
Do do, toi thay nha truong nen duy tri Viet ngu 5e giup hoc sinh Viet Nam 
phdt trien nang khieu hoc ngoai ngu.” 
(The bilingual education program is very helpful because I saw my 
daughter applied her literacy language skills in second language learning. 
For example, she did not understand the meaning of “square”, but she 
knew how to calculate the area and the perimeter of the square. When the 
teacher explained that square meant “hinh vuong”, she could figure 
immediately the area and the perimeter of the square. Therefore, I think 
the school needs to maintain Vietnamese for Vietnamese students to 
develop their second language skills.) 
Mr. Tuan, a politial detainee, whose daughter was in the bilingual program, 
valued bilingualism. He said: 
“Toi khong c6 trinh d^ ve'Anh ngu nen khong giup con toi ve bai lam o’ ~ 
nha. Do do, toi nghi rang chuftng trinh song ngu rat can cho hoc sinh moi 
hoc tieng Anh.” 
(I did not have enough English proficiency to help my daughter’s 
homework. Therefore, bilingual education programs are very helpful to 
the second language learners.) 
Through these excerpts, parents expressed their willingness of native language 
maintenance. They believed Vietnamese is a benefit for their children not only to 
develop a second language, but also to value bilingualism. 
Relevance to higher education and career choice. In informal conversations with 
parents, I found most of them recognized higher education and saw it as a path to career 
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choice. They spoke pointedly of how great opportunities opened to their children in the 
United States. Mr. Loc, Lan’ father recalled how he faced obstacles and struggled when 
he was a young man. He said: 
“6 Vie) Nam cha me phai lo dcmg tien hoc cho con odai hoc. Khong phai 
gia dinh nao cung dil sue nuoi con o dai hoc. Vfthe toi thdbng bao con toi 
rang nuoc My lanbi cS hoi hoc tap. Cac con phai co gang len dai hoc de' 
sau nay co nghe nghiep tot.” 
(In Viet Nam, parents had to pay tuition for children at college. Not too 
many families could give their children financial support. Therefore, I 
usually told my children that the United States is a country of 
opportunities. Try to do the best to have college education to get a good 
job.) 
Although many parents revealed their problem of lack of education and of English 
proficiency; they set standards and goals for their children’s evening schedule and 
facilitated their children’s studies by practical consideration. They saw higher education 
should be nurtured when children were in high schools. Mr. Thuc, a political detainee 
whose children were in the bilingual program saw the family responsibilty also rested on 
siblings when he said: 
“Moi buoi toi sau khi an xong, toi thiibng nhac cac con toi phai cung nhau 
hoc ya chi bao cho nhau de cfila nhcf cb duoc huong dan cua anh chi ma 
chuan bi de'vao cT^i hoc de"co co hoi tot trong nghe nghiep tutmg lai.” 
(Every evening, after dinner time, I usually reminded my children to study 
together. The older sister or brother could take an opportunity to help and 
to guide his or her younger siblings to prepare the way to college. I think 
that after college education, children may have much chances to get good 
jobs.) 
From the questionnaires, I received thirty three responses strongly agreed that 
proficiency in English would help students to get good job in the future. This meant 
everybody who participated in the survey recognized higher education would lead their 
children to have many more options in career choice. 
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Expectations for children’s future. Parents in informal conversations talked 
about their efforts as a trade-off for their children’s opportunities to advance through 
education. Mr. Tam, Trang’ father expressed his sacrifice for his children’s future: 
Toi bao con toi rang the he cha me da hy sinh cho the he cac con sau nay. 
Chung toi co nhung u6c mb'nhdng chu’ng toi dakhong thdc hien ddbc. 
Bay gid chung toi phai dua giac mb do qua con cai chung toi va giujydo" 
chuhg thuc hien dddc.” 
* * t 
(I told my children that our generation had to sacrifice for the next 
generation. We had our dream, but we could not make it true. Now, we 
have to pass our dream to our children and help them to make it.) 
In conversing with parents, I asked about their view on discipline. They said they 
had no consistent way to guide their expectations for their daughters. Mrs. Nguyet, 
Quyen’s mother said: 
“Boi khi cung tuy vao tarn tinh cua cha me va con cAi. Toi khong muon 
cdc con toi phai ram rap nghe loi khi toi can ban cai voi chung.” 
(... It depends on the situation, the parent’s mood and the child’s mood. I 
did not expect my children to obey blindly when I negotiated with them.) 
I also wanted to know which values parents hoped their children would possess 
and how they learned these values. Mrs. Cue, Lan’s mother said: 
... “Toi mong cac con toi cfiloc th lap VBmat xahoi cung nhu ve mat ly 
luan, khong chap nhan mot each mu quang quan diem cua nguoi khac. 
Toi nghmang nhung gia tri ma chung tin tiidng mot phan do td chiing va 
mot phan do anh hilbng vao hoah canh ben ngo'ai.” 
i 
(I hope my children would be independent sociable and critical, not 
accepting blindly of other’s view. I thought that the values they believed 
were partly bom with specific personality and were partly influenced by 
their environment.) 
From the informal conversations, I found a neutral position when parents showed 
sincerely how they taught and expected their children. Mr. Tam, Trang’s father said: 
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Toi day con toi phaWang loi cha me nhuhg toi cung nghe chung phat 
bieu y kien. Toi hieu rang nuoc My thfrat khac Viet Nam va con toi lai 
hieu rove My"hon toivi chuhg diioc hoc %> o triiong. Tuy nhien, toi 
mong con toi hieu rang truyen thong Viet Nam la can ban va muon chung 
song dieu hoa.” 
(I taught my children to obey and respect their parents, but I also listened 
to their opinions. I understood that America is very different from Viet 
Nam and my children would understand America more than me because 
they got educated at school. However, I hoped my children understand 
that Vietnamese traditions were our roots and I expected them would 
modify accordingly.) 
Some parents did not conceal their limited understanding of the educational 
system in the United States and their lack of English proficiency. When they were asked 
to engage in the school activities, Mr. Loc, Lan’s father, reported that: 
“Toi it khi di hop o tnlong vakhong giup diloc con cai lam bai tap 6 nha 
boi vi toi khong noi thong thao tieng Anh.” 
(I rarely attended school meetings and did not assist my children with 
homework because I did not speak English fluently.) 
In discussing about American culture, Mr. Toan, a political detainee, did not like 
his daughter adopt American beliefs. He said: 
‘-^Di&u duy nhat toi khong thich ve su'giao du 
tron. Thieu nien chua diTtnibng thanh de xu 
voi con toi va doi khi toi phai bo"di.” 
(The only thing I did not like is too much freedom in American cultural 
education. Young people were not enough mature to use feedom. 
Sometimes I fought with my daughter and sometimes I gave up.) 
Through informal conversations with parents, I found out that they saw the 
society in the United States did not support their right to discipline children as they had 
when they were in their home country. The absence of support for parental rights has 
dramatically led the situations where school or police officials directly intervene in 
conflicts between children and their parents. As Mr. Tran, Trang’ father reported: 
c van hoa My"la si? til do qua 
Sung su tu do. -Bdi khi toi cai 
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“Su can thiep cua nhanjden canh satkhong nhting lamjnat quyen han cua 
cha me, ma con lam mat niem tin cua chuiig toi. Quyen toi cao cua cha 
me d£n dan mat cli vfluat phap va van hJa cua xalioi nay.” 
(Police intervention does not only undermine the legitimacy of the 
parents’ authority, but also represents a true loss of faith for us. The 
supreme authority of parents is gradually decreased because of legal and 
cultural context of life in this society.) 
Mrs. Hoang, Nhung’s aunt, saw education as a central investment to most 
Vietnamese people. However she did not like some aspects of the American culture, she 
said: 
“Toi bao chafu toi khong nen bat chu'oc I61 song cua nguoi My mot each 
tuyet doi boi vi sd lien he de dang giifaciah ong va dan ba^ vas3 lien he 
giua con cai va cha me ldiong tldoc chat che lain. Toi nghi rang lien he 
giifa ci nhan 6 xa'hoi My thi'khong dffoc sau sac va^tinh cam nhu trong 
van hoa Viet nam.’ 
(I told my niece do not follow too much of the American way of living 
because of the open relationship between men and women, and of the 
loose relationship between parents and children. I think that relationships 
among individuals are not as deep and sentimental as in Vietnamese 
culture.) 
Most parents emphasized education in Vietnamese in the conversations. They 
always expected that school would be the only place to educate their children, and 
teachers would be the only people who have the responsibility in students’ educational 
achievement. However, some parents said they should adapt to the new educational 
system by taking responsibility in their children’ academic achievement. They believed 
their role as not only a traditional child-rearing responsibility, but also as a mentor and a 
supporter in their children’s entire development. 
Parents also expressed their participation in school and saw it as a strong vehicle 
for their children to achieve successfully. They always wanted the best for their 
children. But most of them worked second shift and could not attend school meetings. 
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However, it was very crucial for school programs to maintain positive communication 
with parents to help them understand the school system and engage in school activities 
despite their individual difficulties. 
Teachers’ Informal Conversations and Classroom Observations 
I analyzed the data from teachers’ conversations to find issues that would explain 
teachers’ perception of how to help Vietnamese students in academic achievement. I also 
analyzed my fieldnotes from classroom observations to see the classroom interaction of 
teacher and students and of students and students to implicate my teacher role after the 
study. I found three issues of teacher recognition of teaching Vietnamese students in the 
bilingual and ESL program. These three categories were: (1) students’ literacy 
background, (2) subject content, and (2) assessment for bilingual students. 
In my conversation with Mrs. Chung, an ESL teacher, she said she was very 
sure that native language assisted the acquisition of second language. She also said that 
educational background helped students acquire language learning not only in language 
arts but also with other academic concepts. She said: 
“My Vietnamese students were hard working and behaved. Students who 
had strong educational background participated much in the class 
discussion, and students who didn’t have good enough educational 
background listened and took notes.” 
Talking to another ESL teacher, Mrs. Yvonne revealed some difficulties in 
teaching Vietnamese students such as English pronunciation, especially for older 
students. She said: 
“I have difficulty in teaching English pronunciation, especially for older 
students. I think it is the integration of their native language sounds. It’s 
hard for me to provide the service to these students because of time 
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constraint. Another reason is the variety of student components. I had 
Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Turkish, Vietnamese, and Haitian stydents.” 
Mrs. Chung also raised two more difficulties that she tried to handle. She 
reported: 
“In teaching English pronunciation to the Vietnamese, I saw the 
Vietnamese alphabet is similar to the English, but the sound system is 
different. Therefore, it was difficult to me to help them to pronounce 
correctly because of the first language interference. However, it took a 
little while for them to understand and use the new language. Another 
problem impeded students to do the homework is their new internet 
interest. Most students spent much time with internet and video games.” 
Talking about the TBE program, Ms. Loan complained about the complicated 
responsibility of being a bilingual teacher. She said: 
“We had the same responsibilities that the monolingual teachers did, 
however, we had other responsibilities specifically for bilingual students 
such as helping them to complete school documents, to communicate with 
counselors, and to participate in after school activities.” 
Ms. Loan also said that she did not have complimentary materials to use to teach. 
Therefore, she felt bad for bilingual students who had to learn the same text books in 
which subject content was not designed for bilingual learners. She said: 
“I think the bilingual department needs to look at the text books and make 
some changes in order to fit the level of second language learners. I 
understand that the role of bilingual teacher is to help the second language 
learners to acquire gradually English to be mainstream. However, they 
can not start at the same time of learning English as beginners and 
studying other academic subjects as the dominant language students.” 
Mr. Tung, a bilingual teacher talked about problems resulting from early “exit” of 
bilingual program and said that there is a need of appropriate assessment: 
“I had a couple of students whose fathers request to mainstream. These 
parents told me that mainstreaming as soon as possible is the best chance 
for their children to learn English. They determined that language 
learning should be taken in the atmosphere in which everybody speak that 
language. Then after a few weeks, their children returned because they 
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did not have enough English proficiency to capture the academic contents 
and got lost...” 
Again, parents weren’t aware of the unrealistic expectation they had for their 
children to learn subject matter in a language the children did not understand. Parents 
only viewed these classes as language learning environments rather than challenges to 
learn subject matter. 
Mr. Tung also raised a psychological issue when he mentioned that the text books 
used in teaching were too old, they were written about more than ten years ago. He 
hoped that the school department needs to pay attention on text books for bilingual 
students to inspire their interest in reading. 
Besides the conversations with these four teachers, I had their permission to be in 
their classrooms to obverve. They allowed me to attend their classes about twenty 
minutes in each period. In the first ESL class, students came from different nationalities 
such as Chinese, Vietnamese, Hispanic, Russian, and Haitian. Hispanic is the biggest 
group in this class. The topic lesson of this period class was “People around the world”. 
The teacher used pictures in most explanations because she wanted students to see 
clothes, houses, food from different people around the world. Then, she asked students 
use pair dialogues to practice the new vocabulary. In the second ESL class, students 
were Vietnamese except one Chinese girl. The topic lesson of this period class was “The 
plural rule of nouns”. The teacher explained the rule for plural nouns and emphasized 
some irregular cases. She also gave a list of nouns that do not belong to the rule and 
asked students to learn by heart. Then, students had to do some practices in making 
sentences. In this ESL class, the teacher focused on writing. In the first ESL class, I saw 
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Hispanic students speak out frequently while Vietnamese students seemed more reserved. 
I thought my presence might be have been a factor in making them uncomfortable. 
However, in the bilingual classes, I found students more engaged in the classroom 
activities. They took notes and raised their hands for questions. In the first bilingual 
class, the teacher spoke half Vietnamese and half English. The topic of this period class 
was “Plant structure”. After explaining the different components of plant structure, the 
teacher showed many pictures about plants, especially particular kinds of plants that grow 
in this State. He also directed students in a discussion on plant growing. Students used 
both Vietnamese and English. In the second bilingual class, the teacher used more 
Vietnamese than English. The topic lesson of this period class was “Three branches in 
the U. S. government”. This was a hard social studies lesson. Therefore, the teacher 
used more Vietnamese especially when she related with the U.S. latest president election. 
However, I saw students discussed a lot even they used Vietnamese. They expressed 
their awareness in the U. S. politics when they made some questions such as the role of 
different parties in three branches of the U. S. government. The last observation that 
provided data for this study was my own classroom. The topic lesson I taught was 
“Nutrition”. It was an interesting biology topic. Students were very enthusiastic when 
they discussed about the food and what choice of food is good for their health. Then I 
divided students in three different groups to make a week schedule of food. 
From these five classroom observations, I noted three striking issues: student 
learning style, influential relationship of teacher on students, and student ethnic 
identification collaboration. In Vietnamese tradition, schools are characterized as 
reception-based and teacher-centered. That is, students are supposed to sit quietly and 
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listen while the teacher talks, presents, shows, and explains. But in the United States, the 
tendency is toward more student-centered and students’ expression. Therefore, I saw 
different student learning styles in these classrooms. Some students tended to be oriented 
to spoken words than to written words, and others still valued silence and taking notes 
rather than participating in the discussion. The interaction of teachers and students in 
three bilingual classes were clearly seen when students expressed their ideas without 
teachers’ assign. This data confirmed parents’ responses when they strongly agreed 
that their children felt comfortable in using Vietnamese in the classroom. The last issue 
expressed student ethnic identification collaboration when I saw Vietnamese students 
clustered together when the teacher assigned group discussion. 
Summary 
In this chapter, I presented the experiences shared by the participants as they 
learned a second language in order to pursue higher education or to get a better job as 
well as to construct their identities at school, home, and the work. In attaining this goal, 
they mentioned factors of success needed to achieve academic performance as well as the 
problems still affecting them in their daily life. What I have learned from their narratives 
is a demonstration of how the new generation of Vietnamese young women are 
struggling to overcome the language barriers and the limits of their traditional 
backgrounds to commit themselves to achieve their goals. They are struggling to remove 
the constraints and crossing the boundaries. They could be proud of what their 
generation has accomplished and contributed to their host country. 
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However, all of the theories and the concepts I used to build a model to 
understand the data and to explain the success of the Vietnamese young women from the 
third wave immigration cannot be applied to all participants. Because of the different 
types of refugee categories, various theories explained part of data and the others could 
not. As for second language learning, Huynh stated that Vietnamese refugees usually 
came to school without adequate previous schooling in their native language. Therefore, 
Cummins argued that they might not see benefits of well-developed minority language 
that leads to the learning of the second language. The Cummins’ theory and the Huynh’s 
concept were relevant for H.O. members because most of them had to skip grades when 
they entered the American school system. They tried very hard to do their best to fill the 
gap. For the Amerasians, Collier and Thomas’s theory was very accurate in determining 
that students suffer negative effects in developing the second language because the 
development in their native language stopped too early. The educational background of 
these young women was limited in only reading and writing Vietnamese, and a few 
principles of arithmetic. For the boat people, their escape was prepared and paid, even 
though illegal and risky. Therefore, no matter how difficult language learning was, they 
came with cultural capital to achieve their goals. 
Second language learning also takes place in a social context through Spolsky’s 
theory. Yet, when racism exists, Vietnamese refugee women have diverse experiences. 
For the Amerasian participants, they see remaining discrimination within their 
community instead of a mutual relationship between community and education as Duong 
(1999) reflected in her research on Vietnamese community. Those whose heritage 
included African American ancestory faced perhaps greater racism in the Vietnamese 
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community in the United States. Other Vietnamese young women seem to be learning to 
internalize the racism by wanting to erase their differences or by comparing themselves 
to others. Still others like Xuyen and Ngan saw “American nationality” as a strong part 
of their identities. 
As for factors of successful performance, Smith-Hefner, and Keenan, Willett and 
Solsken argued that the importance of parent involvement increased student motivation 
and academic achievement. Although less than half of the participants in this study live 
with both parents, four participants live with mothers, five participants do not have any 
parent in the United States, and some participants live with relatives, they still have 
strong ties to their extended family. Therefore, family involvement was a crucial factor 
in the participants’ academic achievement. 
As for identity construction. Wright and Taylor stated that when minority students 
engage in the target language they will accommodate themselves into the mainstream 
society. This theory of accommodation was revealed through all three types of 
participants in this study when they expressed they were happy to learn English to be 
mainstream (Thuy, Nguyen, Vinh, Trang, Quyen, True, Xuyen, Lieu, and Van). 
Ruthledge recognizes that economic accommodation leads Vietnamese young refugees 
pursuing their higher education to get a better career. The concept of accommodation 
represented all three types of refugee experiences in this study (Thuy, Lien, 
Nguyen,Trang, Quyen, Lieu, Van, and Ngan). However, in the case of cultural 
accommodation, Hamers stated that minority people could accept both cultures to some 
degree. This concept held true because some participants revealed that they were able to 
mix easily the principles and practices of their homes with those of the school and the 
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dominant culture (Thuy, Lien,Xuyen,and Lieu), while others found themselves at the 
margins (Nhung, and Lan). For the Amerasian participants, this cultural accommodation 
may be a good opportunity to build a new identity separate from the one that was denied 
by their community'. Yet for several participants who actively cultivated both 
Vietnamese and American cultural identities, there was active resistance to assimilation 
to being solely “American”. This contrasts with Chou who saw most Asian American 
women tried to reconcile and incorporate their new resources into the framework of 
traditional kinship relations. This concept was confirmed by my data on the participants 
who identified themselves as both Vietnamese and American (Vinh, Nguyen,Trang, and 
Xuyen). Far from being homogeneous, these participants revealed how much their 
relationships and social connections in institutions influenced their language learning and 
school achievement. 
In light of methodological consideration, I think that most participants’ 
information overlapped rather than gradually emerged through the three interviews. In 
the last of three interviews, I tried to find how they established their identites as they 
learned English and how they negotiated to make their lives and to get an indication of 
their investments in learning English. Nonetheless I did not see the relationship between 
their ideas of self and their presentation of self. Most participants demonstrated their 
desires to enhance their social positions through English in choosing stable and gender 
related careers even though they were lower paying jobs. The participants’ close 
relationships with me may have influenced their desire to emphasize their English 
language learning. 
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In informal conversations with parents and teachers, collected data confirmed 
what participants valued on parental support and effective teachers. Parents’ awareness 
of second language learning and parents’ expectations for their children’s consideration 
of the new culture and future careers in the conversations confirmed that participants 
determined parental support as their academic success factor. Bilingual and ESL teachers 
demonstrated their close relationship with minority language students in the 
conversations and confirmed that participants appreciated effective teachers as their 
language learning achievement factor. 
However, in classroom observations and in the parents’survey, I did not collect as 
much data that I planned to. I believe triangulation is the best way to collect data in this 
study, but it needs to be improved to make it better such as more questions in the survey 
and more observations in regular classes besides bilingual and ESL. 
It seems that the language barrier was not insurmountable if the learner had 
completed a solid preparation in her native language educational background. Academic 
achievement was not a long tunnel if the learner has the support of trusting and caring 
teachers and active involvement of parents. College education was not merely a dream if 
the learner built a social network of peer collaborations and sustained expectations to 
graduate. However, their perspectives about immigration issues, school organization, 
including the programs for minorities, and the prejudice of stereotypes reflected 
throughout the interviews will be examined in the last chapter. The last chapter will 
emphasize the implications that this data has for educators, researchers, parents. What 
does this mean for the school district in their approach to providing programs and 
services for refugee students? What further research is needed for the education of the 
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second language learners? What do teachers and school administrators can do to 
reinforce the realationship between school and family? What does effect the researcher’s 
role when she is a bilingual teacher? How does she serve the future generation to be 
successful not only in academic achievement but also in career selection? 
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CHAPTER VI 
REFLECTIONS ON THE STUDY 
Introduction 
Sixteen Vietnamese young women participated in this study and shared their 
educational experiences and daily struggles in order to achieve their goal of higher 
education. Their excerpts through this qualitative, in-depth, phenomenological interview 
study provided me with answers to the two sets of research questions mentioned in 
Chapter One. In order to be successful in both academic and social-cultural identity, 
they received support from their family, from the school, and from the community, and 
they were driven by their own expectations. However, many obstacles still exist to lower 
these Vietnamese women refugee students’ success in reaching their goals such as 
family conflicts and lack of school guidance. Also, traumatic memories from sea escapes 
and feeling the sting of prejudice of the majority people and other Vietnamese groups can 
be impediments to their identity construction. From informal conversations among 
parents and teachers, many concerns are presented to help this special group of women to 
reach their goals. Data from the survey and from classroom observations confirmed 
some informations from participants’ interviews and from informal conversations with 
parents and teachers. 
This chapter will discuss the above mentioned issues and based on this research 
make several recommendations for researchers, educators, and parents, so that together 
they understand the challenge of educating second language students. I will also discuss 
my role as a bilingual teacher in the American educational system. 
Implications for Researchers 
McArthur (1993) stated that one out of every ten children in the American 
elementary and secondary schools now comes from a home where English is not the 
primary language. How to best serve the needs of these language minority students 
continues to be discussed among researchers, educators, and others who care about their 
educational success. I believe that the work of bilingual education researchers as social 
scientists can help language minority students. Research findings may guide classroom 
teachers to change their teaching practices, and provide language policy makers insights 
for discussions on educational issues. 
In Chapter Two, I presented a model of language learning and identity construction 
that included six factors that influenced second language learners in building their social 
identities. Family support and effective teachers were seen as the two most crucial and 
relevant to this population. However what I found from data sources were limited and 
did not completely support what I expected to find. For example, for Amerasians, the 
community was not significant factor as they frequently experienced discrimination from 
others in the Vietnamese community. For most participants, religion and politics were 
not factors of importance or of interest. Also, the idea of linking personal and family 
economic improvement was a new concept for all participants. 
My recommendation to researchers is to study a wider range of issues influencing 
educational attainment of marginalized minority groups, for example, how is the 
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economic situation influencing the educational life and career choice for minority 
groups? My study is limited because I did not study how the fluctuation of the economy 
affected the types of careers that were open to refugees of the third wave of immigration. 
Nor was I able to identify whether or not larger discriminatory social practices 
influenced their career choices. If these women are indeed to be considered successful 
in the larger social context, they deserve to have access to education that will prepare 
them to negotiate a full range of career options. Theoretically, second language learning 
involves learning to negotiate identity. My study probed how these young women 
related their experiences of learning a language to their career choices. A logical 
extension would be to study closely a few women in depth in order to leam the 
connection between their perceptions and their self identity in the work place. 
The results from interviews may have been different if researchers other than 
myself had done this study. I felt the participants were more at ease in revealing their 
stories to me because I spoke their language and, having been their teacher, I could 
communicate with them more effectively. Moreover, if other researchers use different 
methods to collect data to confirm the beliefs that second language learning is an 
important vehicle to pursue higher education and to construct identity for refugee 
students, I believe findings might be more mixed. 
Implications for Educators 
All immigrants face enormous changes to adapt themselves to new influences and 
ways of thinking in their host country. It depends on their past knowledge and skills and 
the degree of the acceptance of the new society. 
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This research reports that even among the Vietnamese refugee children, there 
were still great differences in the socio-economic and educational backgrounds. From 
this study, I’ve learned that those who came in the first wave of refugees in 1975 were 
generally better equipped to adjust to the new life in the United States. Children who 
entered the United States in subsequent waves can generally be expected to have had 
fewer academic opportunities, and to have had little exposure to the English language and 
American culture. Many of them had traumatic experiences during their escapes and in 
refugee camps. Many of them were also illiterate in their own language. For this reason, 
my first recommendation for educators is not to regard all Vietnamese students as 
belonging to a homogeneous group for purposes of planning instructional programs. 
Strategies that work with the children of the first wave may not be appropriate for 
children who arrived later. Most participants, particularly in this study, expressed the 
importance of their backgrounds such as their prior schooling and their refugee status. 
Boat people endured a tremendous amount of suffering due to their perilous escapes, and 
they suffered from a similar lack of continuous schooling as political detainees’ children. 
Amerasians were discriminated against within their own community, but did not mention 
facing discrimination from the dominant social group. 
For boat people who endured unfortunate experiences from their escapes, I would 
recommend their classrom teachers refer them to a counseling agency for appropriate 
psychological and psychiatric care. For refugee students who suffered from lack of 
continuous schooling and did not have enough time to progress in the transitional 
bilingual programs available in their schools, I would like to refer them to local 
institutions such as some community colleges that offer tutorial programs. In the short 
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term, in order to reduce the discrimination that Amerasians faced within their own 
community, I think classroom teachers can find other places for students to meet with 
their friends. For the health of their community, teachers should build students’ families’ 
awareness of their own racism and of how damaging it is to their community. Teachers 
can also contact the Parent Teacher Organization and the school district to organize some 
workshops for parents in which they include in the agenda a part entitled “Bridging the 
gap” or “Amerasian tolerance” to encourage and promote parents’ understanding of 
Amerasians. Teachers can introduce Amerasians to the workshop as role models. 
Therefore, Amerasians do not feel any gap between the status of their families and their 
peers. 
Another significant point I’ve learned from the study is the relationship among 
social groups, such as family, community, and cultural organizations to which 
participants belong to construct their identities. Each social group integrates words, 
actions, values, feelings, attitudes, thinking and criticism in a specific and distinctive 
way. Through understanding students’ social context, teachers need to learn to accept 
them and teach minority students using their strengths. For example, teachers can ask 
students to talk about how they celebrate Teacher’s Day, Mother’s Day, New Year, Mid- 
Autumn festival, and other holidays in their native country and compare with holidays in 
the United States. In this way, students can contribute to their community and develop a 
sense of accomplishment. 
I believe students in each community acquire literacy in the process of becoming 
socialized into the norms and values of that community. By involving themselves in new 
social practices, especially in the case of these Vietnamese young women who passed 
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from traditional restraints to western freedoms, students easily become aware of these 
sets of values and norms. They are acquiring a different perspective of potential 
identities, that at some point may conflict with their initial identity formation. Therefore, 
I think language teachers can not only focus on second language acquisition, teaching 
methods, and linguistics, but also must consider the successful integration of these 
students in social, economic, and cultural practices that allow them time to critically 
consider their options and directions and that provide support. For example, ESL 
teachers can investigate and later role play students as teachers, investment bankers, 
dotors, or lawyers, as well as vocations. 
Suggestions for TBE and ESL Programs 
Language education included in the TBE and ESL programs, based on the 
findings of this study can be improved to serve the second language learners effectively 
and successfully from this group. First, (1) there is a need for reorganization of language 
assessment to verify minority language students’ level when entering school, and their 
English proficiency when moving into the mainstream. This suggestion, I think, is 
needed to eliminate misplacing minority language students into academic subjects, and to 
avoid pushing them into regular classes prematurely, such as in Nam’s situation, she had 
to take biology at her ninth grade and failed because of her limited English, and in 
Nhung’s case , she was very afraid to be mainstreamed. Second, (2) a review of the 
course content of all academic subjects that are assigned for minority language students 
needs to be carried out. School system specialists have to make the content of these 
courses available and accessible in order to ensure bilingual students receive high quality 
preparation. Third, (3) there should be opportunities provided to have meaningful and 
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relevant collaboration between mainstream and bilingual students in social and academic 
activities during the school day. When students are guided and have a chance to work 
together, they learn to overcome language barriers and cultural stereotypes to 
communicate and to develop a more supportive multicultural learning environment for 
all. 
A model ESL curriculum development is formulated based on the learners’ 
language needs. During the two past decades, Cummins (1994) stated that North 
American literacy and ESL educators have developed an alternative approach to the ESL 
curriculum based on enabling learners to shape their realities and get involved in their 
lived experience. Learners, then, go on to apply what they have learned in the classroom 
to situations outside the classroom. Skillful educators will need to seek ways to build 
ESL programs in ways that open up possibilities to students to learn about a variety of 
careers, not solely vocations. Therefore, not only language needs but career options 
should be taken into consideration. 
Career Orientation 
This transition from school to work confused most participants when they had to 
choose their major at college concerns my last recommendation for educators. I think all 
counselors who advise ESL students should be sure they do not confuse language ability 
with ability to learn about or decide a career. Through this study, all participants chose 
careers that were considered to be “female” types of employment. Most of them made 
their career choice based on language ability not on interest. They understood that 
language ability is an important factor in career choice, but they did not realize that 
additional skills would also be required. They also did not differentiate finding a job 
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versus having a carrer. In the case of the participants who chose cosmetology, they did 
not realize that cosmetologists must talk and socialize to build their clientele. They also 
need literacy skills to promote their business. Career orientation is very important 
especially for language minority students because they are new to this technological 
society. While one-third of these Vietnamese young women chose nursing as their 
profession, a few did so because they believed a low salary is preferable to 
unemployment. If they had had appropriate career orientation in high school, they may 
have chosen other majors at college that would enable them to move into higher status 
and paying jobs. 
Therefore, the choice of career is not a simple task. From this study, many 
participants did not give enough thought to a decision that had a significant effect on their 
lives, nor did they know to whom to turn for information. They need much better 
guidance to make their career choices. The role of high school guidance counselor is 
cruicial for exposing students to different career programs to help them avoid the mistake 
of waiting until the last minute to make their decisions. 
Implications for Relationships of School to Vietnamese Parents 
Schools know that parents care and support their children, but often the family’s 
support is not visible due to the parents’ work schedules and limited English proficiency. 
Therefore before attributing indifference to parents or families, teachers need to find out 
from their learners, contact a family liaison, and try to communicate to discover parents’ 
concerns. I identified factors that limited parental involvement such as language barriers, 
educational background, and lack of orientation on how to become engaged in their 
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children s education. These will need to be addressed if schools want parents to have an 
active role in their children’s education. Also, school administrators need to reinforce a 
good relationship between families and children. Activities by the school could involve 
parents to ask them to act as judges in art displays, speeches, student performances in 
talent shows or music shows. These and other opportunities should be found to give 
them high status in the school and community. Parents can be asked to identify what 
needs to be changed in the community to help their children succeed. If they are listened 
to, they will feel respected, and empowered. 
Parents in my study appreciated free public education in the United States. They 
wanted to support their children to perform well academically, but they had limited time, 
their work schedule was in conflict with school conferences, and their limited English 
language skills made it difficult for them to participate in school activities. There were 
potential conflicts between parents and children and between parents and school when 
traditional values were not maintained in the schools. Schools should be aware of these 
potential conflicts because by discovering and understanding the problems, they may be 
able to help and to negotiate. These suggestions could be helpful depending on the 
situation: (1) schedule meetings at times convenient to parents (2) work with school 
district liaison, (3) ask students to hold the parents’ conferences at school, or (4) parent 
teacher mailings in their language by using the learners projects in class.. 
Mv Reflections as a Bilingual Teacher 
As a bilingual teacher, I have daily interactions with students that play a 
significant role in creating a positive classroom atmosphere so they may be successful in 
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their academic achievement. Through this study I have learned about my participants’ 
educational and cultural experiences and expectations beyond my class. They 
demonstrated the changes that were possible in the refugees themselves as they became 
self-reliant and contributed to the larger society. Minority language students would 
benefit greatly from learning systems that value them, that are sensitive to their social and 
cultural backgrounds and that help them assume responsibility for their learning. 
Therefore, I believe that the Vietnamese language should be incorporated into the normal 
school curriculum such as geography, history, culture and literature, for Vietnamese 
students, just as Spanish has been for Hispanic students. This would demonstrate to 
students of Asian origin that their bilingualism is valued and appreciated. 
After the study, I do not think that depending on the family liaison is a good way 
to have relationship with parents. In order to make contact with parents, I need to spend 
extra time to build personal relationship with them. I believe that individual contact and 
individual communication are the most successful because I am sure that nobody wants 
to reveal their problems immediately. Rather over time when trust is built through 
informal gatherings such as potluck with parents twice a year, one at the beginning of the 
school year and one at the end of the school year. Often Vietnamese parents do not come 
to an open house at an unfamiliar school. I think inviting them to my house for a “Parent 
Potluck” might be more successful. Parents can bring Vietnamese food and share 
together their ideas about education, themes, cultural awareness, differences, and 
integration into the Vietnamese community or other communities. I can ask my students 
to be involved in preparing invitations, and cooking. I will be the facilitator and will 
think about all their suggestions and their concerns that will bring support to their 
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children and will communicate this to teachers, counselors and administrators. For the 
working parents, I think visiting them at their residence might also work. I believe that 
may be a way to communicate my commitment and get them involved in school. When 
parents think that they are important to school, they will participate in school. 
As a teacher, I would support students exploring what careers are possible and 
how to look in and outside of their community for role models, ways to fund their 
continued education and opportunities to see first hand what professions to exist. I can 
hold a career night for the students and ask parents to indicate which careers they know 
about and what careers they see as acceptable for women. At the career night, I can talk 
to parents and students about my own teaching job. I can share with them of what it took 
me to have this career and what made me enjoyable and see this career meaningful. I will 
inform them of other careers that are attractive to those who, for example, love science to 
broaden their consideration of such careers as dental assistant, lab assistant to dentists, 
doctors and surgeons. 
Moreover, in terms of teaching strategies, I believe that it is better not to be 
focused only on either child-centered approach or teacher-centered approach. This study 
has reflected on my bilingual teacher instructing role. Years ago, I have changed my 
teaching approach from a strict classroom where students learned by role to a new 
concept of child-learning. However, by this approach, I felt that teachers left learning 
decisions to the students. Sometimes the whole class would end up playing and chatting 
rather than working effectively from analttical discussions on an academic topic. 
Therefore, I will use this approach as a vehicle to bring out creativity and 
analytical thinking among students whose intellectual potential has supposedly been 
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crushed by the weight of old-style teaching method where teachers as the key player in 
designing leasons to motivate student participation. Thus, this approach will effectively 
underscore interaction between students and teachers to enhance the construction of 
knowledge and analytical abilities. 
To me, a middle way of balancing the roles of teachers and students in the 
classroom seems to be the proper solution especially in the case of immigrant students 
whose culture are not similar to teachers’ culture. Healthy education needs both imitation 
from good model roles and creativity from construction of new knowledge. 
Summary 
Refugees may maintain as much of their traditional values, beliefs, norms, and 
behavior as is possible, or they may try to become part of the new society. Through this 
study, the experiences of the Vietnamese young women refugees of the third wave of 
immigration not only affect their own and future generations, but also have an impact on 
the older generations, their families and their teachers. Although they can prove they are 
successful in learning English to complete the academic achievement and to get a job to 
survive in a new society, they still face cultural and linguistic barriers in their pursuit of 
higher education. All participants in this study reveal that cultural transformation is not a 
smooth process, but rather, it is filled with tensions and struggles. Many of them still 
miss the homeland they were forced to leave. Again, this is my role as their bilingual 
teacher, I will help them see this city a place for their future by organizing some field 
trips to, for example, City Hall, the police and fire station, or the museum. When 
students have an opportunity to talk with city officials, they will feel a part of the 
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community. I believe that they will see the Connecticut River as they saw the Mekong 
River from their native country, and then they will invest their learning as well as their 
feeling into their future. 
As society evolves, teaching approach and the role of teachers are not only 
vehicles to transmit and improve knowledge for students, but also to help them to adapt 
effectively to different environments. Understanding and acceptance are two key 
conditions that bring the harmony to students in a multicultural atmosphere. 
Nearly a quarter of a century ago we came to this country unprepared to start a 
new life on a new continent. We brought our own traditional customs from our ancestral 
homeland to enrich the wonderful multi-racial culture of this nation, known and respected 
in every place of the world as the United States of America. And here, we are seen as 
Vietnamese Americans. The struggle to pursue higher education for the third wave 
\ 
immigration of Vietnamese young women is contributing to build this society. Though 
they represent only a small section of Massachusetts, I truly feel proud to have them in 
my research. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., once said, “Everybody can be great because 
everybody can serve.” 
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appendix a 
IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW GUIDE QUESTIONS 
A. In the first interview, participants will be asked about their educational and family 
backgrounds in Viet Nam and in the United States. 
1. How did you come to the United States? 
2. How long did you spend in this society? 
3. Tell me about your educational background in Viet Nam: 
Memories of your teachers, friends, and school personnel. 
The role of your parents in your education. 
4. How did you participate in learning English as a Second Language in the 
U.S.? 
What type of program did you enroll in? (ESL, TBE) under what 
circumstance? 
What were the motivation that encouraged you to learn English? 
What relationship did you have with your teachers, peers, and school 
counselor? 
5. What goals did you have to achieve to complete your academic standing? 
6. How did the impact of supporting teachers and significant peers influence on 
you? 
7. How did they see you? How did you feel? 
B. In the second interview, those participants who did complete their programs at 
college will be asked about their job. They will narrate in detail a daily routine. 
1. How and why did you choose that type of job? 
2. Was it your major in college? 
3. Describe your relationship with your supervisor, your boss, and your 
colleagues? Name the ones who give you the most support. 
4. How do they see you? How do you feel about that? 
5. What way does the job itself affect your language learning? 
6. Do you see yourself staying in your job? (If yes/no, why?) 
♦ 
The participants who are still in college will be asked about their college 
experiences. They will tell in detail how they prepare themselves for language 
learning. 
1. How and why did you choose your major? 
2. What is your relationship with professors and significant peers at college? 
How do they see you? 
3. What has been your experience in learning English without the TBE 
program? 
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C. In the third interview, participants will be asked about their reflections on the 
meaning of their experiences as Vietnamese female refugees. 
1. How did you define yourself? (American, Vietnamese, or Vietnamese 
American?) What does that mean to be an American? a Vietnamese? Or a 
Vietnamese American? 
2. What are your future expectation for career? 
3. What questions did you have in other issues related to second language 
acquisition, gender, and ethnicity? 
4. What recommendations could you give to improve the teaching strategies and 
learning conditions? (in high school/college) 
5. What should teachers need to know about helping others similar to you? (in 
high school/college) 
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APPENDIX B 
CONSENT FORM 
May 15, 1998 
Dear 
1 am a doctoral candidate at the University of Massachusetts’ School of 
Education. One of my dissertation parts requires that I conduct a research project. The 
topic of my dissertation is the struggle for continuing education of the third wave 
immigration Vietnamese young women in Welltown, Massachusetts. In order to gather 
the information needed for this research project, I am asking you to participate in this 
project. 
I am interested in learning about what the experience like for Vietnamese female 
immigrants who are attending college or complete college program to work in 
professional or paraprofessional positions that require English skills. 
Your participation will entail three interviews lasting 90 minutes per each, and 
these three interviews are at three day interval. 
First interview: Historical background 
I will ask you to tell as much as possible about your educational experience up to the day 
you come to the United States: “How did you come to the United States?”, “How did 
you acquire the second language?”, “How did you adapt to the new society?”, “How did 
others see you?”. 
Second interview: The present 
I will ask you to tell as much as possible about your experience to pursue higher 
education: “What was your language learning experience at college/work?”, “How do 
others see you?”, “How do you feel at college/ work?”, “How do you identify yourself in 
this community?”. 
Third interview: The meaning of those experiences 
I will ask you to focus on your experiences and discuss what you can relate the past to 
the present: “What do you want to change and envision your future?”. 
In the interview, you can use Vietnamese if you feel it is easier and more helpful in 
reconstructing the details of your experience. I would like you to freely choose to 
participate, and you can withdraw from the process any time. However, it is helpful to 
me that you will inform me your decision after the first interview. 
I will protect both your identity and all the details in your stories as names of 
persons, schools, and cities by giving you pseudonyms. You should understand, 
however, that I will quote directly from our interview but will not use your name in any 
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part of the report. All the audiotapes will be kept in my safe deposit box after my 
presentation. You also have the right to review all materials before dissemination. 
I appreciate your willingness to give your time to this process and help me to learn 
more about your experience. If you have any question, please feel free to call me at (413) 
586-9768 or email to me at htruong@educ.umass.edu 
Thank you 
Hoa Truong 
Participant: 
I have read the above contract and I agree to participate in the interview process. 
Interviewee 
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APPENDIX C 
QUESTIONNAIRES 
PARENTS’ RESPONSES TOWARDS THE SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION & VIETNAMESE 
LANGUAGE 
(For parents who have children enrolled in the TBE and ESL programs at 
secondary level) 
TBE = Transitional Bilingual Education 
ESL = English as a second language 
Please use one number to check the appropriate answer. 
1. strongly disagree 
2. disagree 
3. undecided 
4. agree 
5. strongly agree 
_1. When my children move to a district offering TBE program, their 
language ability is evaluated and a decision is made as to whether the student is 
eligible for TBE program. 
_2. The TBE program is usually staffed with bilingual teachers and ESL teach 
_3. In the TBE program, my children can participate in the mainstream 
classes, such as art, music, gym, and in other general school activities. 
_4. I still have the option to put my children in the mainstream English 
program. 
_5. More and more English is added to my children’s curriculum as they 
acquire the language. 
_6. Once, my children are proficient in English, they are mainstreamed. 
_7. The decision to place my children in a mainstream class is based on my 
opinion, my children’s progress, and testing guidelines established by each 
district. 
_8. My children do not need to enroll in the TBE program if they have ESL 
teacher 
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_9. My children seem at ease in the bilingual environment, and converse 
comfortably with their teachers and their peer 
10. The TBE program is helpful to my children to establish confidence in 
English learning. 
_11. Having strong abilities in Vietnamese helps my children to develop 
English. 
12. English learning will be more effective if my children practice 
Vietnamese at home. 
13. Proficiency in English will help my children to get a better job in the 
future. 
14. It is important for my children to be able to speak English and 
Vietnamese. 
15. I want my children’s school maintains to preserve the Vietnamese 
language. 
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APPENDIX D 
BAN CAU HOI ©E THAM^DO Y KIEN PHU HUYNH VE VIEC HOC SINK NGU 
THl} HAI (ANH NGXJ)' VA VIET NGTT ' 
i. 
(Danh cho phu huynh co con em dang theo hoc’chi/ong trinh song ngtf va ESL d 
cac trUdng trung hoc) 
TBE = Chuyen tiep song ngtf 
ESL = Anh ngtf la ngon ngtf thtf hai 
Xin quy v| dung tCr s61 den s6 5 de cho bi£t y ki£n ve vide hoc Anh ngtf va Vi£t 
ngtf. 
1 .Cue life chong doi 2.Khdngd6ngy 3.Khdng co y ki£n 4.Dongy 5.R3td6ngy 
_1 - Con toi dUdc trac nghidm trUdc khi ghi danh v&o chuong trinh chuy€n tiep 
song ngtf. 
„_2 ChUdng trinh chuyen tiep song nguf dUdc hudng dan bdi cac giao vien song 
nguf va cac giao vien ESL. 
_3. CJ chUdng trinh chuyen tiep song ngU, con toi duqc hoc nhtfng mon vl 
nghd thu$t, Sm nhac, th£ dye bang Anh nguf va tham gia nhOng hoat ddng 
cua nha trUdng. 
_4. Tdi co thi cho con tdi hoc chUdng trinh giang d$y bang Anh nguf. 
__5. . Anh nguf dupe them vao chUdng trinh hQC ctfa con toi m6i ngay mOt nhilu 
hdn. 
__6. Khi con tdi co du kha nang ve Anh ngtf thl se dUdc theo hoc Idp hudng dan 
toan bang ti£ng Anh. 
_7. Quy£t djnh dUa con toi ra khoi chUdng trinh chuyen ti£p song ngtf dUa trdn 
<! kien ctfa toi, stf ti£n b$ ctfa con tdi, vasb&i thi trie nghidm theo tieu 
chu^n cua ttfng khu hoc chfnh. 
_8. . Con tdi khdng cin phai hoc chUdng trinh chuyen tiep song ngtf, n£u cd 
chUdng trinh ESL d trUdng. 
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_ 9. Con t6i cam thay thoai mai khi trao doi vdi thay co va chuyen tro vdi ban 
be cf nhtfng l<5p song ngtf.. 
10. Chiicmg trlnh chuyen ti£p song ngtf rat c6 (ch cho con toi de c6 niem tin 
vtfng chac khi hoc ti£ng Anh. 
■v 
11. Kha n5ng Viet ngtf se giup con toi phlt trien Anh ngtf. 
12. Hqc ti£ng Anh se dupe hi£u luc n£u con t6i dung tieng Vi§t d nha. 
13. Con t6i co trinh d6 tieng Anh kha thi de tim vipc lam. 
14. Kha nang noi tieng Anh cung nhu tieng Vi&t dlu quan trong doi vdi con 
t6i. 
15. Toi muon nha trUcfng duy tri tieng Vipt. 
4 
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APPENDIX E 
TRANSCRIPT SUMMARIES 
TRANSCRIPT SUMMARY I - THUY 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me as much as possible from your past up to the time you start to 
work?” 
Interviewee: 
“My name is Thuy. You don’t need to give me a pseudonym, I would like 
to mention my real name because I feel proud to participate in your research. I 
came here in 1989. I was bom in CaoThy, a small town in Viet Nam. I grew up 
there with my family until eight years old. Then my family and I moved to 
BaoLuu [paused]. As a child, actually I did not have a good memory about my 
past up to eight years old. My father was in the military force in Viet Nam. 
Unfortunately, after 1975, he got arrested in the communist camp for about three 
years. That time I did not see my father and have opportunity be around my Dad. 
It was very difficult for my Mom. I have a brother one year younger than me... 
When my father was released from the camp, they asked him to move to the 
suburban area. So, I went to school there. I finished grade nine. The school 
system over there is different from ours here. Umh... due to the fact that my 
father was one of the military officers of the South Viet nam, the Vietcong did not 
like him. And I myself was the victim of the school staff. I could not involve in 
school activities because... of my father’s record. They identified me as one of 
bad persons. So after school, I went home and helped my Mom at the ricefield, 
working with my father and my brother. 
We always dreamed of freedom, but we never initiated our dream. 
Umh... [sniffle] That year, I finished grade nine and I passed the test to go to 
grade ten. From my home to my school was about an hour of walking. My 
parents wanted me stop going to school because they saw me walking to school in 
the rain, in the wind, in the dark... I dropped out and helped my parents in the 
ricefield and do some errand. A few months later, my father thought of escaping 
Viet nam hor his children’s freedom and schooling. However, my mother was 
very sad and quiet. My father was quiet too. His tears were falling... That is the 
first time I saw him cry. I understood that my patents worried for me, not for my 
brother, because I am a girl... 
My uncle who lived in Cambodia asked my father to escape, to go to... to 
find freedom, not exactly to go to the United States, but to find freedom. My 
father decided to go... We left Viet nam from CaoThy, where my grandmother 
lived. We chose an opportunity of the New Year where nobody noticed what was 
going on. We came to another town that was very close to Cambodia. Then we 
stayed in a big boat in the middle of the water. We could not see on both sides. 
Most people on the boats were Cambodians who did some trading between main 
capital Pnompenh to small towns. They were shipping food, supplies, rice, 
anything that can be sold. Only a couple of families liked us, finding freedom... 
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Then, my uncle and my father pretended to be fishermen, so nobody 
notice us. The boat was decorated with net and equipments to fish. But we were 
no experience (laughed). Then, still no food, still dirty, still fishy, still sticky with 
salt water. We got to the navy base at Thailand. My father spoke to them in 
English. We stayed there for one month and were transferred to another camp. 
After the paper work was done, we moved to the Philippines and stayed in the 
refugee camp called Bataan to wait for the refugee process to be resettled in the 
third country. My brother and I went to school at nighborhood ten. They taught 
us English, math, and culture orientation. After school, we had some little 
activities of the youth such as climbing to the mountain, going to the stream, and 
having good time there. After five months, we took the direct flight to Seattle and 
stopped a few hours in Chicago before coming to Welltown. 
We came here in September 1989. It was so cold because I had regular 
sandals, a pair of thin socks, pants and sweater. I went to high school and my 
brother to junior high. My parents went to skilled center (MCDI). In Viet nam, I 
was at grade ten in two months. I did not miss any grade. I studied in the 
bilingual program. The best teacher I had was Mrs. Tr. (smiled). She taught 
social studies, science and math. My ESL teacher was a Puerto Rican. During 
my senior year, I had to pick up my major to go to college. I wanted to be a 
nurse. But was still confused... because I was afraid that my English was not 
good enough to understand the medical terms. I filled out an application. I got 
accepted at LIC in the nursing program. The nursing program was very tough. 
Every semester, I had to take one English course... but I did not give up. I had to 
achieve my goal: becoming a nurse. I wanted to be a nurse. That’s what I wanted 
to be. I hoped to see myself graduating from a four-year college and become a 
nurse, to get a good job.... 
The first two year at college were really, really tough. Anatomy stuff was 
not easy to remember. English was not easy plus medical terminology. I almost 
gave up... I almost did not survive. But whenever I came home, I did not cry, but 
I [yelled out] “I want to quit!”. My Mom said that it is my opportunity. My Dad 
also said that is my opportunity. He told me do not quit, grasp it and do it. OK, 
you know, this is not the end of the world. So, I stayed. 
In the nursing program, I learned a lot of... ways to be assertive to become 
independent, to become.... To have critical thinking and that’s what I.... had 
been doing. Before graduating, I did clinical rotation to apply what were learning 
in school. I also did the internship training at the hospital plus community 
visiting nurse. The time I practiced at Baystate clinic helped me a lot in dealing 
with patients. Then I passed the board to be a registered nurse. 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me about your experience at work?” 
Interviewee: 
“Well, right now I have my license as a registered nurse. Let me review 
after I got my nursing board, I was very happy and my parents were proud of it. 
Everybody in my family and my friends cheered for me and celebrated for me and 
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next step was to find a job. I applied may places/clinics, rehab centers.... Finally, 
I worked at the Rehab Center in Welltown. I worked at that job full time and 
went to school part time. I had a lot of trouble concentrating at the same time and 
I decided to cut down my hours at work and I got a promotion from... staff 
builder which is at home town... agency to be a visiting nurse which is my job 
right now. Therefore my time now is flexible.” 
% 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me about your reflections on the meaning of your experiences as a 
Vietnamese female refugee?” 
Interviewee: 
“I work at DACA. It’s a Vietnamese community agency. There are some 
programs to help Vietnamese and Cambodians in this community. I do the 
presentation once a week and teach the community to monitor blood pressure. I 
use Vietnamese because the elderly people do not speak English. I do the paper 
work included interpreting whenever necessary for the people who came to the 
office. Last June, I was accepted to the University of Massachusetts Medical 
Center in Worcester. Before going to school to take some more courses to 
' prepare for the MCAT^I had a chance to return to Vietnam. There I went to the 
hospital and spent one day with the medical student residents. 
* As women, I think we can do whatever we want to do. We do not 
conclude ourselves just in one area, so many areas that we can do as men. It’s up 
to a person’ choice. To me, I like science and I want to pursue a career in 
medicine. When I prepared the test of MCAT, I had a chance to participate some 
discussions with the MD students. I did not feel minority but I feel less 
experienced. The reason to me to picture myself to become a doctor [paused] I 
am so eager to go to medical school if I pass the test. I loved the role of seeing, 
looking of the entire human body instead of taking order from them. When you 
take care, you have the power to be able to have the control. Ten years from now, 
I will be a doctor [smiled] I will have my own clinic where I practice medicine 
and give some free care to the poor and unfortunate patients.... That’s how I see 
me ten years from now. That keeps me going day by day to have a path [paused]. 
We have only twenty four hours a day. Time flies so fast. If we do not catch the 
opportunity and plan for the future, then we loose it and we waste it... like our 
body, cells are dying every minute... I always think ahead of time. I plan daily 
experience and learn from my work place. The more you know, the better you 
are.” 
TRANSCRIPT SUMMARY n • LIEN 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me as much as possible from your past up to the time you go to 
college?” 
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Interviewee: 
v , I “?° cho ™ no; tieAg Viet thfde hon vfc<$ nhieu churem khong biet'dierT 
ta the nao cho dung voi y em, thua co co duoc khong?” 
(Please let me speak in Vietnamese, because there are some words I could 
not express my ideas exactly what I want to express.) 
Interviewer: 
“Neiiem muon noi bang tieng Viet thi co nghfcung khong tro ngai givinhuvay 
co moi hieu duoc em nhieu hon.” ' 
Interviewee: 
“Eni ten Id Lien em vuot bienjqua My voi cha em nam 1991. Trong cuoc 
phong van nay neu^co can, em c6 the'noi chuyen voi co nhieu hon 90 philt vi em 
muon co co day diTchi tiet ve nhung kinh nghiem hoc hoi cua em de co viet bal 
nghien cuu. Em nghi ring bai nghien cuu cua co se rat b<Mch cho nhung nha giao 
due co thien chi voi nhung hoc sinh phai hoc Anh ngu nhu la'ngon ngillhu tai. 
Em la con Ion trong nha. Vi"the'em co trach nhiem giup cha me. 6 Viet 
Nam, gia dinh em song 6 mot thanh pho Ion. Em co ba’anh em trai va hai chi em 
gai. Truoc ngay 30 thahg 4 nam 1975 thi em ciing duoc di hoc voi cac anh chi em 
trong nha,jihung sau do em phai 6 nha giup me em phu cua hang tap hoa de cho 
hai anh cua ern di hoc. Ben Viet Nam phai dong tien hoc de co sach vd hoc. Ba 
em lam viec 6 mot cong ty xuat nhap cang. Vi the em thich coi nhung giay to~ 
mua bah dat hang cua ba em khi em co thi gio ranh. Nho co jtien danh dum nen ba 
em to chuc vilot bien bang chiec tau cua nguoi ba con o' inien bien Nam Viet, 
nhung khong dutien dehhi phi cho ca gia dinh nen chi co em diioc hi voi ba em 
thoi. . ^ t 
E)i vuot bien thi rat kho ma noi duoc ket qua nhu the nao, Co nguoi may 
man thi chi mot lan la den nuoc tu do, co nguoi khong may bi bat hay bi lua gat. 
Co nguoi khong may niia thi bi chim tau khi gap bao hay bi hai tac danh pha va 
bat dem di o’ noi nao do". Tuy nhien vi hoan canh gia dinh ba em danh chiu nhung 
su nguy hiem do de" dem em di va mong duoc den noi binh yen. Em that su khong 
mu6n roi xa que huong du la'cuoc song luc do rat la kho nhoc. Em khong muon/ 
song o noi khac, khac du moi thu. Tu tieng nii, tii thuc an, tu each mi mac, tu loi 
song va tim ban be“... . , _ ' 
May man cho ba em va em la chi di mot lan thi den^MaJLai. Tu do gia^ 
dinh em o^gan mot nam moi duoc cuu xet qua My. -Boi^ song o trai ty nan ratja 
kho so,f thuc an va ve sinh khong duoc tot. Em cung co gang dung thu gio ranh de 
hoc tieng Anh ma nhung cao uy day. Ho la nhung nguoi tinh nguyen gbsp do 
ngildi ty nan de biet tieng Anh truoc khi dat chan vao xu so moi nay. Gia dinh em 
khong co than nhan o My nen ho dua den Massachusetts vi luc do tieu bang nay 
nhan nhung nguoi ty nan khong co than nhan. (Em biet duoc la khi den 
• Welltown, thi van phong ty nan co noi cho gia dinh em nghe) ^ . 
Em dung tuoi* phai hoc trung hoc nen em vao truong Peony la truong co 
chubng trinh song ngu tieng Viet va co giao/vien Viet day trong khi hoc sinh chua 
du kha nang tieng Anh. Chung nao co the chuyen sang lop^birih thuong tin se 
duoc chuyen. Em rat mung vi co co giao Viet de co gilchong hieu, em khong bi 
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tro ngai. Ba em qua toi My thi bi benh nen khong di lam duoc, ong huong tien tro 
cap benh.^ Tuy nhien em la con gai Ion nhat trong nha nen em nghi "rang em co ' 
trach nhiem^giup cha me. Em lam phu bep trong nha hang ba buoi moi tuan de co' 
them tien gui ve Viet nam cho gia dinh. Khi nao co thoi gian, em deu chu tarn 
vao viec hpctieng Anhde chuan bi vab dai hoc. Sau khi tot nghiep trung hoc, em 
chon monthuong mai o motjrubng dai hoc cong dong khong xanha cua ba em. 
Em van tiep tuc lam vai ngay onha hafig de co them loi tuc'giup ba em. Gia dinh 
em can de danh tien de bao trome em va cac em qua doan tu. Nhung nam hoc 6*" 
dai hoc cong dong that la nhung thu thach. Em hoc tieng Anh va nhung mon ve 
thuong mai de khi tot nghiep, em co the chon nhieu viec lam trong nganh nay. 
Em thich hoc ve ngan hang de lain viec ojiha b|ng de em co the giup ngiidi Viet 
Nam hieii ve gia'tri luan luu cua dong tien. Neu em khong xin duoc viec lain o~ 
nha bang thi em se xin lam o’ nhung cong ty thuong mai khac. 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your experience in college?” 
Interviewee: 
“Em da noi la em thich hoc ve thuong mai vi ba em lain nganh nay. Do do 
em cung thiiong xuyen hoi ba em de xem thuong mai giualiai nude co gilchac 
nhau khon^. Tuy nhien o dai hoc thi kh6ng co day song ngu,"nen em luc dau thi_ 
* rat chan nan va muon di lain de co tien ngay. Ba em tuy khong giup em duoc ve 
tieng Anh, nhung ong luon khuyen khich em co gang theo Hiioi mon hoc nay vi ba 
em cung thich em noi chi ong ma lam ve thuong mai. O dai hoc co nhiirig lop 
ESL va nhung sinh vien nam Ion day kem. Vi the em cu tu’tu tiep nhan tieng Anh 
cung nhu mon can ban. Em lam ban voi nhung nguoi Viet hoc tren lop em"de ho 
chfbao them cho em. Luc nao em cung nghi den cac em cua^em o Viet Nam 
khong co duoc co hoi nhu em, nen du co^phai vat yaVua lam vua hoc, thi em cung 
cam thay minh'diioc uu tien trong gia dinL Truong dai hoc cong dong tuy khong 
Ion, nhung cac giao su rat tan tinh va co cam tinh tot voi nguoi ty nan. Bieu can 
ban la tu noi ban than va nhung ude vong va muc 3ich cua ca'nhan miiih <Xe thanh 
* „ . * 1 
cong. 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me about your reflections on the meaning of being a Vietnamese 
female refugee?” 
Interviewee: v - ,... u t . ^,1 
“Theo em nghi rang la nguoi phu nu trong xa hoi moi nay thi em phai song 
theo ne*p song moi, tuy nhien co nhung dieu ma em thay can phai duy tri la nhung 
anh hdong cua van hoa va phong tup tap quan cua Viet Nam. Lam the nao de 
song cho hoa hop voi hai van fyoa va hai phong tuc. J3ieu emghan dien miiih 
giong nhu nhung vong tron cu tiep tuc Ion ra. Em bat dau giorig nhu 0 trung tarn 
vong tron nho nhat, do la ban than em. Roi tu~do em noi ro'ng ra thanh jong tron 
Ion hon, goin co gia dinh, do la vong tron thu hai. Khi di hoc thi em tiep xuc voi 
mot cong dong gom co thay co giao va ban be, do la vong tron Ion hon nua. Em 
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cu tiep tup buoc vao nhbAg vong ton ke tiep nhu’ la' vao Jai hoc thfpha'i tiep xuc 
nhieu hon nen vong ton lairongm. O moi vong ton', em chap nhSn nhurig gfem 
chon lua va nhung ji. em tu choi de tao nen ca nhan mibh. Trong tu'o'ng lai, khi 
em co viecjam thi chac phan la em se thay em khac ho'n li b^y gib.' Su' khac biet 
do neu nhm 1m qua khu tin la.nhuqg hoc hoi, nhung kinh nghiem va'nhuhg dieu 
em da thay doi hay sua doi de thich hop voi cube song 6 noi que huong moi nay." 
TRANSCRIPT SUMMARY m VINH 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me as much as possible from your past up to the time you go to 
college?” 
Interviewee: 
“I was bom in the center of Viet Nam. My father was a sergeant of the 
South Viet Nam army. I am the only child in my family who had formal 
schooling. I went to school until the day I left Viet Nam with my uncle and my 
aunt in-law. My father was held in a communist camp. He told my mother to let 
me follow my uncle who had a boat and had organized an escape. He said if I 
* stayed here, I would not have a chance to go to college because of my father’s 
record. Therefore I had to listen to him to leave my mother and my two younger 
brothers. They were stronger than me, so they had to help my mother in the field 
after my father was arrested by the communists because of his status as a 
sergeant.... 
Em theo cau m3 em di vuot bien va may man duoc den Ma^Lai sau mot 
lan bi bat va bi tu gan b*a thang. Thoi gian o trai chuyen tiep rat huiTich. Ein hoc 
tieng Anh va chuan bi m<k doi song tu lap trhoc khi efinh cu o dat nuoc thu ba. 
-Bat nuoc thu ba nay la noi em biet la em se coi nhu la em phai sinh ton cho (Ten 
het cudc doi. Em den My nam 1991 va song voi cau m3 em 6 New Orleans, vf~ 
cau em lain nghe danh c'a nen mcji di theo ban be den o ‘do^ Sau mot nam, cau * 
em thay rang em se khong co tien bo ve hoc tap neu cu tiep tuc song 3 ctia phuong 
do. HBa so n^uoi Viet o do"chi thich kiem tien bang nghe daAh ca. Ho rat giau co, 
nhung con cai thi khong thich vao dai hoc, chi buon ban de co' nhieu tien. Em 
khong nbi Jiet ca^toan bo ma chi thay qua nhung gia dinh quen voi cau mb em 
thoi. Nho lien lac duoc Voi nguoi ba con xa, nen cau em don den Welltown,. vi 
theo 16i ngiioi ba con nay thi tieu bang Massachusetts rat c3 uu diem ve tniong 
hoc. .. . 
O Welltown, em bat dau hoc lop chin chuong trinh song ngu va hoc tron 
bon nam. Hai nam dau, em hoc khoa hoc va xa hoti hoc bang chuong trinh song 
ngu." Sau do, em chuyen qua chuong trinh thiiong. Em rat tu tin vi em nhan thay 
rang nhung gi em daToc duoc la nen mong viing chac cho nhung gi em dang thu 
thap. 
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O Viet Nam, em rat so khi thay giao hoi den, vi theo nhii phong tuc Viet 
Nam thi hoc tro khong dubc noi chuyenmot each thorn mai voi th£y giao,' nhii the 
se hi coi la hon. Nhieu khi em, thac mac^ em cung chi noi voi ban be'ro'i tu tim 
hoc lay. Nhung o My, em thaygiuajhay tro co su than thien va binh dang,nen 
em moi bao danjion. Emjhiion^ hoi co giao song ngii la nguoi Viet ve bat cu gi 
ma^em khong ro vepach to chuc giao due 6 day. Em nghi rang thay giao huuhieu 
khong day nhung gi lam cho hoc tro chan naSvaphai co kha'nang goi hung hoc tap 
cho hoc sinh. Em thich^co giao ESL. Co la hoa si khi co ve nhung dai luc va chi*" 
cho^em Viet Nam o 9I10 nao tren ban do. Co la nguoi Puerto Rico nhung co biet 
nhieu ve nhung puoc khac. 
A Sau may thang,^ vi co su hieu lam voi mo, em khong muon cau mo vi em 
majchong^co hanh phuc, nen em xin duoc oyoi'bande di hoc. Cau em ra/tot, cau 
^hn gui tien ve cho J^a me em o Viet Nam vi cau noi chiing nao em di lam co tien 
de giup gia di^thfeau se"th6i. Do do, em khong co cha me nen khong duoc su 
giup do true tiep cua gia dmh.^ TrM lai, em con phai larh them de co tien giifve' 
gia dinh oViet Nam (ngoai tien ho cdp). Em6 chung voi hai ban cung lop' 
Chung em cung nhau^lam bai vb. Ban Huyen giup em ve toan. Em rat cham . 
nhung con so. Em co'mpt ban My, co ay thich an thuc an A^Bong, Mbfkhi co 
den nha em, em lam thucan Viet Nam cho co ay va co ay giai thich nhung bai 
khoa hoc 6 truong ma em chua hieu ro?’ 
« 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your experience at college?” 
Interviewee: . 
} “Sau khi tot nghiep chuong tririh trung hoc, em ghi ten vao chuong trinh y 
ta va em dang hoc nam thu hai cua chuong trinh nay, mac du em da\ao dai hoc 
banamNSo di em chon nganh nay vi(em thay thibh ho'p voi tirih tiiih em. Em 
thich san soc nguoi benh va cam thay yeu doykhi giup ngiioi khac yeu doi. Lam y 
ta'thi em co the lam nhieu gib themjie c6 tien bao lanh gia dinh em qua day; Doi 
voi ngiioi My, em muon ho biet rang tuy kTnguoi ty nan, nhiing em rat la co gang 
de theo hoc nganh nay, diTrang no cung rat kho doi v6i hoc sinh MyT Em cam 
thay vui thich khi co dip tham vieng nhung benh vien, em gap mot so benh nhan 
ngiioi Viet dieu tri o' nhung b&nh vien do, ho to ra rat hanh dien yTcb ngiioi Viet 
theo hoc nhung nganh chuyeri mon *nhu nganh nay. Tu^nhien phai noi la'hoc y ta 
rat la kho, it nguoi co the'theo duoi den cung. Em co may ban Viet nam ghi teh 
rol thTho doi nganh kh&c sau nam dau. Thii nhai laVfkhong co chu'ong trinh 
bilingual ddai hoc va thu tiai la ai cung muon di lam them de Idem tien nen khong 
co thfgio de dr thu vien hoc.” 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your experience to be a Vietnamese female refugee?” 
Interviewee: ? ^ ^ ^ _ 
“Mac du em song gan tarn nam b day, nhung em vanthay thieu thon tinh 
cam que nh£. Nhiihg tien nghi ma em ci> so sanh voi ben nha thi'khbng bang. 
Nhat la nhung ngay o hong tiTkhong lam em quen dude. O tu mot thang ma em 
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tuong nhu mot narnMoi ngay chi co mot chen com voi may cong rau. Chi duoc 
t&jn mot tuan mot lan... Cam on tr6i dat, em con co the song con duoc den ngay 
horn nay. ©i vudt bien la chap nha^moi thu thiet thoi neu khong thanh cong. Do 
do, su hien di&i ngay horn nay cua em o xu so tu do nay la ca mot gia that dat ma 
cho dli co'tien cung khon^ mua duoc. Em cung nhd'oh caumo dacho em di, du 
bay gid khong 6 chung voi cau md, em van den tham hoi hang tuaii. , 
Ve nghe nghidp thi em chua ra truong nenem chua biet phai noi givoi co. 
Em hy vong hoc xong se tim duoc viec lam va se co'dieu kien bao lanh gia dinh 
qua. -Boi voi chuong trinlisong ngu thi*em thay co ich cho hoc sinh Viei Nam, 
tuy nhien, neu nhung nguoi soan thao chuong tririh co the sua doi de phu'hop vdi 
kha nang Anh ngu de hoc sinh doc de hieu thi hoc sinh se tien bo nhieu. Nhat la~ 
ve khoa hoc, nhunp mon nhu hoa hocjrat kho cho hoc sinh Viet vi tii ngu.~ 
Con doi vdi cai nhin pua nguoi phu nd trong xa hoi nay thfem rat dong y 
ve su cong bang giua hai phai nam va nu." Ai cung co the "hoc nhung mon hoc 
giong nhau va ai cung co co hoi tham gia nhung sinh hoat cua tnidng hoc curig^ 
nhu cua cong dong. Ve van hoa thi mirih phai dung hoa anh huong cua hai nen 
van hoa de co su quan binh trong cuoc song. Co co nghi nhu em khong? 
TRANSCRIPT SUMMARY IV NGUYEN 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me as much as possible from your past up to the time you go to 
college?” 
Interviewee: 
“I came to the United States seven years ago. I was bom in a small town 
near the seashore in South Viet Nam. I was the second of four children in a 
middle class family. My parents did not have enough money to pay for the escape 
of all four of their children. My mother wanted me to escape from Viet Nam to 
have an opportunity to get asthma treatment. My mother was an experienced 
midwife in that town. She hoped me would become a nurse if I had the 
opportunity to go to college in another country. She knew that in Viet Nam, she 
could not expect her children would be able to go to college. 
The time I spent in the refugee camp was very hard. I did not have money 
to buy stamps and never write a letter to my family. I felt sorry for my mother not 
to receive any mail from me. She knew that I survived by information about 
people who came with me in the same boat. Every day I learned English and 
cultural orientation at the camp and shared the food with other boat people in the 
same unit (unit was a group of five people who lived together from the first day of 
landing on the camp). 
When I came to the United States in 1992,1 still remembered that the day 
I entered the class, one friend of mine asked me that where were my parents. I 
told her that my parents were in Viet Nam. She said without parents like a house 
without a roof. From her saying, I feft bad and tried to study to prove her that I 
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can handle my life even I did not live with my parents. My parents in Viet Nam 
always reminded me to listen to the teachers, especially the bilingual teacher who 
is a Vietnamese. Sometimes I felt that I was mature because I had to make 
decision by myself. I decide education is very important. I learned faster than 
any of my friends at the same age and level with me. What I learned is not only 
in books but also in reality. Not only from abstract theories but also from 
concrete facts. People said that watching T.V. is not good. But to me, I learned 
many things from T. V. I learned history and geography from T. V. I learned how 
to use new products from commercials.... I spent a lot of time to adapt myself 
into the new society. 
The reason I chose nursing is my major because I tried to fulfill my 
mother’s wishes. I had to overcome difficulties to stay in the nursing program, 
including memorization of English and anatomical terminology. My membership 
of High School Honor Society was another reason why I was accepted in the 
nursing program. I planned to go to college when I finished grade ten. I took the 
pre SAT and tried many times until I got the highest score for SAT. College is 
hard, but it is not unreachable. Therefore, I had to prepare and nurture my college 
dream when I was in high school. 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your experience at college?” 
Interviewee: 
“I needed to communicate with different types of friends to get support. 
Therefore, I did not have any stress that lasted long in my mind. I could release 
stress not too much difficult. I liked to talk to people who were older than me 
because I trusted them. Although there is no bilingual at college level, but 
minority language students are still assisted by tutors. Therefore, I did not feel 
anything not convenient for my study at college. As most students at college, I 
worked part time to get some extra money besides the loan. I liked dating to be 
more aware in understanding together before marriage. I did not have specific 
things to mention here. I had the same effort to survive at college as my white 
friends. I also had the same expectations as other boat people before leaving the 
native country to have a better life. 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me about your reflections on the meaning of being Vietnamese 
female refugee?” 
Interviewee: 
“I am happy with my present life. I do not concern about how to be higher 
than other people. I feel enough because if we have more ambitions, we are 
unhappy not to acquire like we are on the high point of the ladder and fall down to 
the ground. From different situations, I learned and am learning. You ask me 
about my identity... It’s hard to answer this question. How I identify myself is 
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depending on the way I live, the food I like, and the value I believe. The language 
I speak is English but the way I express myself is Vietnamese. 
I have never forgotten that my mother sold all her marriage jewels to pay 
for my escape to be resettled in another country to study and to have asthma 
treatment. I hoped that I finish my nursing program and complete the paper work 
necessary to sponsor my parents and my siblings to come the United States. 
However, I also could not forget the day I was raped by Thai pirates.... I was very 
disgraced and I wanted to jump into the ocean at that moment. In Vietnamese 
tradition, this is a stigma for the family. Therefore, I saw inferior complex in my 
identity. 
TRANSCRIPT SUMMARY V VU 
Interviewer: ? 
“Can you tell me as much as possible from your past up to the time you go to 
college?” 
Interviewee: 
v “Eni den Welltowni nam 1992 va khong co than nhan. Su ra dT cua em 
rat la tinh co’. Khi em 6 Viet nam, ba me em bat em phai lap gia dinh vbi mot 
ngiioi dan ong ma em khong quen biet. Em cung khong ronguyen nhan nab 
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que Viet Nam. Em rat kho so khong biet phai lam sao vi chi con mot tuan le la'em 
phai lam dam ciioi. Em so qua nen tron sang nha~nghoi ban gbicTtinh ben canh. 
Cung gap dip may la'chame cua ngiioi ban do co chiec tau va dang chuan bi di 
vuot bien. Em thuat hoan canh cua mirth ya nan ni cha me bap cho em di theo roi 
saii nay em 3i lam se tra^ai tien chi phi. Ong ba bang long cho em di theo va coi^. 
em nhu con gai vay. E)o la mot su nhiem mau dsfcho em co hoi vuot bien de thoat 
dubc hoan canh kho kh&n hieiTtaf va“co dubc co hoi hoc hoi dl cb tubng lai. 
^ Em cung coi cha me ban nhu#cha me minh va luon luon nghe loi day bao 
cua ong ba. Em rat la co don nen doi voi em gia dinh ban Id gia dirih minh vdnhd 
tniong ciing nhu mot gia dinh. Thay co nhat la co giaoj>ong ngu tangubi yiet 
nen em thiiong nhi cb giai quyet nhuhg van de kho khan b tniong. E)oi voi em 
cung nhu voi nhurig hoc sinh thieu so, thi em nghi’rang can co giao vien Viefde 
cat nghia bai hoc bang tieng Viet va tieng Anh. Sau do' khi em qua lop thiiong, 
bat cu thay co giao qao tot va tan tinh cung aeu anh huong den ket qua hoc tap L 
cua em. Thay co doi vbi hoc sinh giong nhu cha me trong gia dinh, Co co nghi la 
nha tniong la mot gia dinh thu haijdiong? ^ f ^ 
Ngoahnhiing gib hoc tap bltrdong, em thiiong den sinh hoat vbi nhom fre 
Viet Nam de co dtp hoc hoi cung nhu giup do nhun|(nguoi tre'tuoi hon em ve bai 
vo b tniong vi du sao em cun^b <|ay lau hbn ho. Neu ho co nhuhg kho khan ve^ 
gia dinh nhu nhuhg mau thuan voi gia dinh thfem cung lay kinh nghiem bah than 
ma giupdb ho. 
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Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your experience at college?” 
Interviewee: 
•'! j "* c|19nvn§^1 thu’ong mai^de hoc o dai hoc vi em nghi rang em co the 
kiem duoc viec lam o nhieu cho. Va lai chiiong trinh chi co hai naim nen em cung 
co the theo hop duoc. Luc dau thi'thay cac ban ru hoc ngafih y ta, em cung thich 
vise kiem duoc nhieu tien hon, nhimg khanang tieng Anh cua em khong gioi do 
do em doi mon hoc nay. Em co nhung ngiioi hoc tren lop day kem nen em cung 
theo duoc mon hoc nay. Mac du khong co gia dinh va su day do true tiep cua cha 
me, nhung em khong theo cac ban di choi vi nghi la minh khong co cha me kem 
che. Em hoc chung voi ban em la ngiioi da cho em co co hoi qua My. Vi the'em 
khong cam thay co ddm Cung may la tinh ban giua chung em rat khan khit n^khi 
nao c6 su mau thuah thi chung em co gang giai ho‘a. 
Thinh thoang em co gi khong hieu ma gap luc truong nghi thi em den nha 
co giao cu 6 trnng hoc de hoi. Em nghiVang kho hay khong la tuy minh muon. 
Neu minh thay kho ma bo cuoc thi khong diioc, phai tifn each de giai quyet. 
Minh khong giai quyet duoc thi hoi ngiioi khac, nhung nguoi nhu thay co giao hay 
ngiioi Ion tuoi co kinh nghiem. Hon niia minh cung nen tiep xuc voi nhung ngiioi 
6 cong ddng khac de mo rong su cam thong va hoa minh vao tap the!” 
• / * « 
Interviewer: 
‘Can you tell me about your reflections on the meaning of being Vietnamese 
female refugee?” 
Interviewee: 
“Em la nan nhan ciia nhung phong tuc tap quan loi thoi ma cha me khong 
nhin thay su thiet dioi cua con cai. Tuy nhien, em khong oan han cha me ve viec^ 
bat ep em 1^ chong bViet Nam. Em van mong hoc xong de'dijam va'co diTdieu 
kien bao lanh cha me cung gia dinh qua day. Em khong ngo rang em dalam mot 
cube each mang cho chinh ban than minh bang su tron tho£it cuoc hon nhan do cha 
me dinh doat. ^ 4( 
(Hien tai, em chi biet co gang trau doi tieng Anh va^bo mon chuyen nghiep 
de kiem dubb viec lam hop vbi nang khieu cua minh. Em thich hoat dong vab_^ 
nhung hoi cfoan de bbt cam thay co dbn va de co co hoi tiep xub vbi moi ngiioi de 
hoc hoi them. Em cung muon trau doi tieng Anjide thain gia vao nhilng sinh hoat 
cua nhung cong dong khac de ho hieu duoc ngiioi Viet vbi nhung net dac biet ve 
lich sii va"van hoa. La dan ba^d My thfrat co nhieu dieu kien de sinh hoatjion 6 
Viet Nam^ Co tham gia nhung sinh hoat thi moi canfthay gia tri cua ngdivdan ba 
khong chi la cong dung ngon hanh nhii theo truyen thong Viet nam. 
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TRANSCRIPT SUMMARY VI DUNG 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me as much as possible from your past up to the time you go to 
college? 
Interviewee: 
- , “Gia dinh 6 Viet Nam khong kha gialaln. NgoSi su kho kha^ ve kinh te 
con co su phiictap ve tinh than mil Ba em ly di me em va^me em phm lath viec 6 
mot nha hang de nuoi em. O Viet nam khong co' su'cong bangcho ngiioi din ba 
khi ly dn Vi the, me em khong dnBc ba em cap dub'iTg tie'nde nudi sbrig. Khi em 
duoc^tam tuoi thi me em mat vaem phai song vdi ba ngoai. Ba_ngoai cimg do cic 
di ya cac cau cua em cap dtiong nen su hoc cua em cung b'i thua kem phhn nab doi 
voi chung ban cung tuoi. May mat cho em la di'em kha gia’nen cho em di vubt 
bien cung vbi chi ho em la con gki cua dil Di"so con gai df di mot minh nen dho 
em di theo. ( . * ‘ 
^ Ca mot quaJehu cuaem laTihung ngay vui l^buon nhieu. Emhocduoi 
nguoi chi ba con nay ba lop va cung di vubt bien voi chi ay. Den trai ty nan thi tat 
• erthuyen nhan duoc chia thanh tuhg nhom de duoc phan phat cho'd^Chung em 
ciihgo ch.ung voi ba.n^dSi dbc thanndldha!c. Moi ngay diuco lop hoc tien^ Anh 
• va van hoa mbi. Tatca moi ngiioi deu phai dijioc ngay canhung ngiioi Ion tuoi^ 
vi ai khongJ!l hoc^se khong dlfoc dinh ci?. Thbi ^ian djtrai ty nan thi chang co gi 
thich thu ca vi thieu dieu kieh vesinh va cuocsong rat phuc tap. Bmvdithanh / 
thiquniennhd chung em thiphaTcan than veWjpao du voi nhUng nguoi cung lua 
tuoi. Tuoi tre de bi sa ngava de fei anh hubng v6i nhung trao lull moi. 
Hoi b Viet Nani, em hoc xong lop miidi mol. Den My'nam 1993. Em ghi 
ten Si hoc trdong trung hoc 6 Welltown_thfho xep em vao lop muoi rpot bolfvr 
tieng Anh cua em ddoi trinh dd lo'p miioi mot. Em phafhoc lai mot so mon hoc. 
Tuy nhien em van khong hieu nhieu vi tro ngai ngon ngd Luc con dViet Nam, 
em khong thich hocAnh van vfrat khb phAt am. Vi the em khong bao gid nghi^ 
den vao dai hoy truldii do laTnot phep nhiem mau. Em co gang het su'c de'hoc 
tieng Anh de hoan tat chubng trinh trung hoc. Sau do em ghi ten hoc b*WTCC.” 
Mo,t nam sau khi den Mythfchi em lay chong va~don ve Texas vi chi 
khong thich di hoc. Do do em chang cobigjtioi nao khuyen khick em ngoai bail 
nang sinh ton va tu chucua minh. Em biet la so em khong may man nhii nhung 
nguoi con co dufeha me. Dusao em cung mang oh di em dacho em dt vdcjt bi£n 
de co' dlldc ngay hom nay. Sau dd em ^ap mot ba ban cu cuame em, blay tha^ 
em ^iong me em nen hoi tham vaTnuon 'nhan em lam con nuoL That la'sung 
siiong em nhah^ba ay lame. BaTay qua My vao ddt di danjhu nhat tuc la~saungay 
Viet cong chiein mien Nam. Em sung siiong co dude ngiidi de'goi la'me. Me em 
lam viec sail ngay mot tuan 6 vien dudng lao., Thoi gian lam viec cua me em ral 
khit khao. Ngoai gib 1am viec, me em conriau niiong cho ca nhaT Me em khong 
bat_em phai ^iup ba trong cong viec bep nuc. Tuy nhien, me em van sap xep duoc 
thoi gian d^hoThan co gia/o song rigubiia em ve s^’hoc hanh cu¥em_o triiong. 
Neu em can mua sach vo vi tniong khong cung cap thi me em san sang mua cho 
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em. D° em nghi con nSuoi Phai c° Sia vfkhong co gia dinh giong nhu cai 
nha khong co mai che. 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your experience at college?” 
Interviewee: _ _ 
“Mila hoc dau tien em hoc toan nhung lop ve tap doc va tap viet tieng 
Anh. Em khong cam thay^chan nanAhi chiia duoc nhan vao nganh chuyen mon. 
Em cung danh thdi gio de nghe giang bai ma em thu vao bang 6lop hoc. Luc o'” 
trung hoc, em rat thich hoc khoa hoc va mong rang em sehoc mon nay oifai hoc. 
Ch3ng may tren dai hoc khong co nguoi Viet day keih. Hoi o trung hoc, em hoc 
sinh vat va hoa hoc giong nhu hoc sinh chiiong trinh thiiong, nhung ho thi hoc 
duoc nfiieu. Con d chuong trinhsong ngu thi co giao phai cat nghia tuhg chu nen 
then gian khong flu de hoc nhieu. Em biet rang tieng Anh cua em chiia diTde theo 
duoLbo mon nay nen em chonjiganh san soc sac dep. Nganh nay thi it can hoc 
nhieu tu vting chuyen mon chi can kheo tay va quen tay. Em uoc mong co dfloc 
chung chi lianh nghe se"mo mot my"vien de phuc vu cho cong dong ngdoi Viet o ~ 
w 4 ft • » 4 * 
vung nay.^ ^ t u _ 
? 0_dai.hoc, em lam quen duoc nhung nguoi hoc tren lop de kem bai vo. Do 
do em co gang chain chide saumot namhoc tieng Anh, em vao bd monchinh. 
Cac giao, su thi cung rat co thien cam voi sinh vien thieu so nen em cung duoc su 
giup d3 cua thay.” 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me about your reflections on the meaning of being Vietnamese 
female refugee?” 
Interviewee: ^ ( w _ ^ ( ^■ i- 
“Luc nab em cung nghi den gia dinh va xem la mot yeu to can ban trong 
su truong thanh. Mac du that su em khong co mot gia dinh nhu moi nguoi vi su 
tan ra giua cha va me. Tu luc ba em ly di me em. thi ,si? lien lac girth ba em va em 
ngay mot thua dail Bay gio thi em dang co gang cho doi ngay tot nghiep di lam 
va co, dip setrd ve Viet Nam tim ba em, mac du" ba em khong nuoi diiong em nen 
ngiidi. Doi vdi em gihdlnh la”noi phat trien tinh thuong va trach nhiem. Tuy em 
khong co gia dinh that su nhung ba ngoai va cac dfcau eta cho em mot gia dinh 
vdi tinh thuong va tradh nhiem. Qua day em lai diioc co me nqpi cho em tinh ^ 
thuong va trach nhiem. Vi the, em phai co gangjtro thanh nguoi cong dan tot, co 
hoc thiic, co nghe nghiep de khoi phu long nhung ngiioi da nuoi diiong em. 
Rieng trong vi tri langdoi phu nuVietNam ty nan, em muon cho moi 
ngiidi o nhung cong dong khac biet rang nguoi phu nil Viet nam tuy bi^ nhimg de^ 
ep trong xa hoi cu ve su bat cong giiia nam va nu nhung khong phai vi the ma bo 
han truyen thong van hoa tot dep de bat chiioc tap quan niioc ngoai. 
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TRANSCRIPT SUMMARY VE TRANG 
Interviewer: 
Can you tell me as much as possible from your past up to the time you go to 
college?” 
Interviwee: 
^ “Em 14 con cua gia dinh tu nhan chinh tri duoc qua My theo dien H. O. 
nam 1991. Luc 6 Viet Nam em chi hoc xong chuong triiih tieu hoc va bat dau vao 
ban trung hoc. Roi sau do erqphai nghi hoc dephu giup me em buon ban. Ba em 
thi .phai di hoc tap nen doi song gia diiih khong diioc sung tuc vfme em phai di 
tiep te cho ba em trong tu. Em con hai em trai va mot em gai, chung no dubc di 
hoc vi con nho"nen khonggiup me du6c. Em khong biet nhieu ve hoan cahh'dat 
nude luc chinh quyenmien nam sup do vi em con nho! Em chidighe me em ke lai 
la gia dinh khong biet nh’o cay vab ai khi ba em di hoc tap. Ong ba thfo.miet que 
nen cung khong giup duoc cho em di hoc. Tuy buon vi bi gian doan sii hoc nhung 
em khong trach oan cha me vi do la hoan canhphung cua tat ca'nhung gia dtnh co 
cha di hqc tap. Khi diioc linh cua chinh quyen de lam giay td thi ba me.em cung 
chua tintilong lam. Ben luc cam ho chieu trong tay thi ca nha deu mung ro vi~ 
cuoc ddi chung em se thay doi. Bieu chac clian la^chung em se ddoc di hoc den 
noi den chon. Ngay nao gia efinh em cung tinh toan ve tuong lai khi ddoc den MyT 
Em chi mong duoc hoc truong co nguoi Viet Nam vi em khong biet mot 
chb Anh nao ca. Nhimg gia dinh nao kha gia thi ho cho con cai di hoc tieng Anh 
deTdii sang My"do phai b6 ngb. Con idia em thi tien khong diTdi cho mua thuc an 
hang ngay, thi lay tien dau ma hoc_tieng Anh? Ngay ca lam thu tuc giay to me em 
cung phai di vay tiep ba con de roi qua My"se"di lam ma tra lai. Vi the,' em rat mo 
ho mdi khi nghi den ngay dat chan len dat My. ^ v 
Ngay gia"^ii thanh pho Saigon, em thay vui va thay lo vi khong biet minh 
se^di hqc nhu the nao khychang biet mot tieng Anh. Di qua My"theo dien nay thL 
khong duoc o trai chuyen tiep nhu dien vuot bien va“dien con lai nen khong diioc 
hoc tieng Anh va van hoa moi. Do do em rat bo ngo va co nhieipsuy nghi. Sau 
khi lam thu tuc nhap hoc nhu khaib sue khoe, thi trac nghiem ve trinh dq hoc Van, 
em dude vao trung hoc mac dii em chiia hoc xong bah trung hqc o Viet Nam. Em 
rat lo so vi truong thi Idn va hoc sinh tip khac nhap ve sac toe. Thinh linh em ^ 
nghe mot giong noi Viet Nam.;.. Em rat sung suong. Cqay^la giao vien song ngu 
se^day em ve khoa hqc va xa hoi hoc. C6 giao song ngu cua em tlmong giup em 
lam nhung bai hoc khac. Co giang ve van pham va day em viet van, nhuftg em tu 
lam bai mdt minh. Co R. khOng tin em pen cho em diem C- thay vi emjdlibc B+. 
Em rat buon buc VcTcb gang noi cho co hieu. Co lai khong nghe em giai thich. 
Motsogia'o vien trong tniong khong hieu dude shco gang cua chung em. 
Ho coi nguoi A chau nhu la nhdng ngiioi 6 nhdng niidcjigheo va thieu mb mang. 
Khi em noi voi ba co van Idem thich nop don vao tniong Elsm CollegeJhi ba ay 
mim ciioi nhu la chuyen do khong the co dubc.. .pa ba ayjpao einphi ten o dai 
hoc edng dong. Em chap nhan em la nguoi A chau va nuoc em la.mot trong . 
nhhng ndoc ngheonhat tren the gidi. Tuy nhien em nghi rang neu eni copang het 
minh thi em sdthanh cong va dat diioc u’oc nguyen. Sau khi hqc xong lop miioi 
• * * 
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hai, em dude la”hoc sinh xuat sac va dude hoc bong cua Mass Mutual. Em dude 
chap thuan hoc blEism College. Dieu nay lam em fu tin ya manh dan nhan dien 
minh trong cuocjsbng. Nhung em cung khong the lay so it de noi cho da sol Ti le 
cua hoc sinh nu Viet Nam vao dai hoc thi rat thap so voi so hoc sinh dT hoc o vung 
nay.” 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your experience at college?” 
Interviewee: , 
“Khi vab dai hoc, em rat phan van. Ban cung phdhg^vbi em la mot nguoi 
Tauv Co ay. hoc chuong triiMi y ta tnioc em mot nam. Vithe, co ay giup em rat' 
nhieu. Tieng Anh cua em rat kem de hieu nhung tu vuhg ky thuat. Em muon doi 
mbn hoc khac mac du em rat thichhoc y ta. Em rat tliat vong... Ban em la" 
Shinfen het sue thuyet phuc em de em theo duoi muc dich bang each viet nhung 
chu khd va treo len tuong. Co ay con sao. nhung bai noi ve phu rnTde khich dong 
em. Sau mot nam, em thi dau va cam thay tu tin vab mon hoc nay. 
t Sau nay, theo em tim mot viec lam hop voi nang khieu va kha nang Anh 
ngu cua minh khong phai la deABac biet la o xa hoi nay,(trong moi noi lam viec 
deu^co that nghiep. Theo em thi nghe y’tarat phu hop voi ban chat'ngdbi phu nu, ^ 
nhat la phu nil Viet nam. Nguoi phu mi Viet Nam phai cd trach nhiem va nghe Id! 
gia dinh. Khi em con nho, me em thdong bat em phai don dep do choi cua em va 
cua anh em vao dning sau khi an toi, me em chang bao gio sai anh em larh chuybn 
do. Y ta la nghe cua phu mi, dac biet trong gia dirih em, hang ngay d'uoc nhac nhb" 
nhung gi cho con trai va nhung gi cho con gai.” 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me about your reflections on the meaning of being Vietnamese 
female refugee?” 
Interviewee: w f , v ^ ^ 
“Vf khong dude di hoc lien tuc nen doi voi em qua My de dfho;c lai la'dleu 
ma em mo uo;c tillau! .Khong phai cho den qua My, nhuhg em van mong cd ngay 
ba me em larh an kha gia de cho era di hoc lai o Viet Napi. Neu triidng hoc ldcan^ 
thiet cho treVm thfco giad laYigubi quan tron^ trong van de traudoi kien thik 0 
My"em khong thay so set khi phStiejixuc vdi thay cd nhu o Viet Nam. Tu do su 
phattrien duoc de bang. Hdn nua, nen giao due o day mb cua cho tat ca moi 
nguoi, khong phan biet trai gai vaTgiau ngheo, mien sao doc long hoc tap la dude. 
Co dieu larcha me khong thong cam vbi con cai khi chon nganh chuybn 
mbn b dai hoc. Em nhan thay co dieu cang thang giua ca nhan sm muon la va^ 
ca nhan maTa me em mubn em la. Giua nhilng gi ma truyen thobg V iet Nam doi^ 
hoi va nhilng gi ma chinh ban than em muon tro thanh. Rieng era, em khong ro la 
ngiibi Viet Nam thibhe nao. Em noi tieng Anh voi anh chi em onha, nhung gfem 
tin thong, nhung gi em mb uoc lai khong khac nhung nguoi ban My cua em. Cd 
lechi vi toe em den va da cua em vahg thi em la ngtlbi Viet Nam? 
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TRANSCRIPT SUMMARY Vm QUYEN 
Interviewer: 
Can you tell me as much as possible from your past up to the time you go to 
college?” 
Interviewee: 
^ t “Em diroc qua My nam 1992 la' do ba em la tu nhan cat tap, do la mot an 
hue Ion lao ma em nghitahg tat ca'nhimg nguoi thuoc dien H.O. deu phai ghi nhd! 
Khi lam thd'tuc thi khong ai tin la do la sd that. Ba em di cat tao lufc em con nho" 
nenem lien he vot me em nhieu hon. Me em'la mot giao vien tieu hoc va bi sa 
thai khi ba em di tu ly do la vi me em la vd cua si quan cai tao. Bieu nay that 
khong con^bang cho nhung ngrioi d che do cut Vi”song Strong lang que, (khi ba 
em di tiTrbi thfrne em phai ve que cua ong ba ngoai) nen moi luat 18 cua lang dan 
chuhg deu phai ton trong. VietNam co cau “Phep vua thua le lang”* Be dude 
song con, me em phai nhd nguoLba con co chuc tilde de xin cho gia dinhdubc dot 
v6 fhanh pho. Ben thanh pho thi me em xin, cho em di hoc. 6 tuoi miidi ba em 
moi bie^ ddoc trddng hoc, lagi. Em rat phan khoi mac du tuoi Ion hdn ban be- 
trong ldp^nhung em khong quan tarn den tuoi tac, mien la em duoc den trudng di 
hoc. Moi ngay em deu phai giup me ban hang ngoai chd sau khi di hoc ve, d'Viet 
* Nam chi hoc co nda ngay chd khong giong ben My. Ngay nao em cung cau xin 
ddc Phat chio ba em duoc ve nha. Thinh thoang me em co diia em di tham ba em. 
Khi em hoc xong ban hung hoc (vi me em day em otiha nen khi di hoc thi em da"' 
biet san nhung mon nhu toah va viet van) thi ba em dude trathdo. Roi lai duoc 
lam giay td sang My. Luc em duoc miioi bay tuoC khi sap rbi Viet Nam, era c.o 
nhungy nghikhacnhau. Co motdieumaemratthich la”duoc toi mot nuderna 
lanh dao la ngudi Cong hoa va Dan chu. Em rat ghet che ho' doc tai cuaTchinh phu^ 
cong san Viet Nam. E(m cung rat phan khofve nhung dieu nghe thay,ve nuoc My. 
Mat khac, em cung rat lo sd rang em khb hoi nhap vao mot xahoi moi vi em 
khdhg noi duoc tierig Anh. ‘ Cho du hoc tieng Anh kho the nao di niiathf em cung 
rang co gang vi tieng Anh la ngon nguchinh cua nuoc My. 
Den My"thi'em tiep tuc hoc o trung hoc va chuan bi de vao dai ho cL Vi di 
true tiep, qua My"nen em khon^ co nhiing chuan bi trong thdi gian 3 trai de thich 
nghi voi'hoan canh moi. Do do duoc may man la khong bi nhung thieu thon ve 
vat phat nhu 6 trai nhung lai khong dude chuan bi ky"cang.de hoi nhap vao xahoi 
moi, mot xa hoi mahau nhu khac han xa'homna em da 16n, len va anh huong. 
Nhung ham o'trung hoc, em hoc chuong trinh song ngu voi giao vien Viet Nam. 
Len dai hoc em chon npnhke toah vi chdongjrinh nay chiefn hai nam. That ra 
em muon di lam degiup do"cha me, me em daVat va rat nhieu khi o Viet Nam.” 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your experience at work? 
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Interviewee: 
“Sau khi .tot nghiep^ofrung hoc, em muon di lain ngay deco tien phu giup 
cho jia dinh. yi the em lam them 6 mot nha hang de co tie'n chi phi've sach voVa 
quan ao. Chuong trinh can sp la hai nain ma em phal hoc toi ba nam. Em thich 
hoc vethuongmai. Em muon vao dai hoc de hoc thiipng mai. Emcokinh 
nghiern ve^lam loi khi em giup me em noi chuyen voi khach hang. Em muon lam 
chu mot co so thuong mai nho... Bo la ly do tai sao em muon vao dai hoc de hoc 
ve jce toan. Khi tot nghiep thi em may man duoc nhan lam vide o mot nha bang 
gan nha. Tuy luong bong khong nhieu nhu o^nhung ndi khac, nhuhg em dubTc o ~ 
nha voi cha me de giup dojiho cha me la dteu ma em mong muon. Bay gio em 
khong lam o^nha hang ndama de thfgid di hoc them cho du'chubng tririh boh 
nam de hy vong trong tuong lai dtioc hang ctp va tang lubhg. Mac du di lam 
cupg co nhiing kho khan nhung luc nab em cung dal van de hoc hoi len hang dau. 
Neu minh cang co nhieu kien thuc va kinh nghiern thi viec lam co kho chang nua 
mihh cung co the giai quyet dude.” 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me about your reflections on the meaning of being Vietnamese 
female refugee?” 
Interviewee: 
“Vao .lu'c kinlyte'kho khan nay thi cho du lam viec gi cung so bi that 
nghiep. Nhat la ngubi ty nan thiiong bi ngiioi da trang cho rang ho mat cong an 
viec lam vi chinh phu phal nang do ngiioi ty nan. Bieu nay lam cho em thay phai 
chung to su"thong cam giuanguoi ty nan va nguoi ban xu bang each tham gia ^ 
nhung sinK hoat cong dong. Vao^nhiiiig dip le truyen thong cua nhung cbng dong 
thi'ngiioi ty nan nen tham gia tie tat ca moi ngiioi deru hieu ve nhung^ sac thai van 
hda khac nhau. Rieng trong lirih vuc giao due, neu nhung ngiioi dieu hanh cung 
hieu velruyen thong van hda cua hoc sinh va chap nhan sac thai rieng biet thi ~ 
cung lam cho hoc sinh them phan tu tin va thong cam voi xalioi mbi de de dang 
h6i nhap. Ngiioi phu nu d xa hoi nay nhieu moi truong thi phai biet chon lua de4 
thich uhg voi hoah canh gia dinH cung nhu nghe nghiep va |ioc van. 
Em se bat chiidc co di hoc de xong chuong trinh bon nam mac du'do la'ca 
mot thit thach lob. Em cung nhan thay la em nen tham gia vabsinh boat ton giao 
de boi dap niem tin va em nghiVang ton giab cung cd anh hiiong den giao due va 
sii nhan dien cua con ngfuoi.” 
TRANSCRIPT SUMMARY IX TRUC 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me as much as possible from your past up to the time you go to 
college?” 
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Interviewee: 
. Em Ion Ien trong mot ga dinh ngheo vi'ba em thi di tu, me em thfnuo'i 
heo, nuot ga de dein ban lay tien sinh song cho caW Gia dl£h em lai dong con 
ma em la con gai Ion nen moi viSc trong nha deu phai giup me nhu’ la s& soc em 
com nuoc. Nha ngheo lai d vungque nen em chang biet dieh la gi'cho den khi 
dupe ra thanh phd de lam giay to di My. Tu nhung dd dung trong nha nhu' tulanh 
nol,com dtenem cung chua tuhg duoc x2 cho den khi qua My? Neu khong co su’ 
nhan lap cua chihh phu Hoa Ky thi nhirng con cai cua gia dinh cua td nhah chihh 
tn se chang bao gio duoc no ■duva dQ2>b di hoc.. Luc nhoLem hoc lofe cuS tre con 
hang xom nen em biet doc va viet chu Viet vdi lai lath b<jh ph^p tinh. Thltong 
ngay em trong coi nha cua'va cho ga heo an. Em thubng tinh ngay thahg de xem 
ga no valieo sinh nen em^hol quen tirih toan. 
Khi qiia My nam 1992 em ddoc vao lop chin majhat ra thi em chi dung 
trinh do lofehai. ,.Em khong cd dubVmot su chuan bi ve tinh than cung nhu Ve' vat 
chat khi phai doi dibnvbi mot hoan" canh song hoan toan khac hannhd b que nha. 
Nhat la ve phuqng dien hoc trap, em nhu ngubi ngoi len tii vut tkam. Nhu vay la" 
em phai co gang d| lam cho khoang each do cang ngay cang gan lai bang each co 
gang hoc tap. Moi lantern hoc diidc dieVgimdi la la~em nho bn chink phuHoa 
Ky daxcho em co cq hoi thay doi cube dbi ngu dot va"ngheo kho. 
j Vao hoc lop cliin trddng trung hoc bWelltown thi ba me em luon luon 
khuyen khich em nhai hnr airvi ftp rtiarn <JAT nin 
triiong dai hoc 
Ba em gidp em bai o nha ve toan, nhung em nghi rang nie em cung giup em du~ 
khong ve bd vVnhung me em day em ky luat va khuyen bao em nhung gfneh 
lam va nhdng gi dung dan... Em mang on ba me em nhieu lam.” 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your experience at college?” 
Interviewee: { ^ _ 
“Thieu thon ve vat chat la" mot trong nhung tro ngai la' lam cho hoc sinh 
Viet Nam khong hoc caoduoc. Nhii'nhdng con cki cua gia dinh tunhan chinh tri, 
em khong muon vao" dai hoc khi trb cap chinh phucat di. Sau nhieu nam 6 trai cai 
tao, ba em khong con du site khoe <3e df lam o hang xhb.ng, va" me em cung daVat 
vavnhieu de nuoi narig con cai, em that tinh khong muon ba me em phai di lain o 
day..,.Tuy nhien, em la con Ion trong giadinh, neu em bo^hoc thi cab em cua em 
se bai chiioc em... Vi the, em co gang hoc xong chdong trinh hai nam v8 ke toan 
dedi lam va'giup do ha me. Em khong trabh nhuhg hoc sinh Viet Nam da bo hoc 
b trung hoc vi ho thieu dieu kien tai chanh. Bay gib thi em da’gah xong chuong 
trinh hai nam ve mon kg toan. Em hy vong kiefndude viec lam so’m trong nganh 
nay. Em nopdbn nhieu ndi, sau cung em dubc nhan lam ngiioi thu tien o’ nha 
bang dia phuong. 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me about your reflections about the meaning of being Vietnamese 
female refugee?” 
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Interviewee: 
Khi em lam viec 6 nha bang, em khong biet rang chpng cua ba giam thi 
emcotfiam gia vao tran chien Viet Nam hai muoi nam trade. Luc ong ay trove~ 
My laluc chipn tranhdang hoicao diem. Vo ongco mang may'thang saukhi ho 
dban tu. ©ua con dau long cua ho lapibt dua be trai binh thuong luc m6i sanh.' 
Chang madden nam cau ay muoi chin tuoi thibi binh. Bac sikhab pha: rang cau 
ay^bi doc to cam (orange poison), loai chat doc anh huong cua bom nguyen tu. 
Cau ay chet... vi chat doc lan tran trong co the.' Ba^giam thi biet em la nguoi 
Viet...11 u do ba ay doi xu voi em rat te. Em van nghe loi ba va co gang tranh tiep 
xub voi ba cho den npay em chuyen qua chi nhanh khac. Sau cung em biet duoc 
rang ba^ay khbng thich nhin thay em moi ngay bdi vi em la nguoi 6 cai niioc mang 
den dieu bat hanh cho con trai ba? Em khong the noi rang ba ay dung hay sai... 
Nhung em cam thay toi nghiep ba ta vi ba la mot con ngudi... thi lam sao ba chiu 
dung duoc su mat mat to Ion nhu vay? v 
'Qua cau chuyen tren, em thay rang chi vi em la~nguoi ty nan tu mot nuoc 
ma ba cam thay khong co thien cam thi lam sao cung lam viec vdi nhau duoc? 
NgUoi ty nan doi khi cung bi rhac cam la"minh o nuoc ngheo doi, chien tranh. 
Lam sao de xoa han nhung mau thuan va nhung ranh gioi giua nguoi ty nan va" 
ngudi da trang? Do la cau hoi cu lam em thac mac va suy nghfmai. 
TRANSCRIPT SUMMARY X LAN 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me as much as possible from your past up to the time you the time 
you go to work?” 
Interviewee: r f u A ^ j 
“Em nho lai luc con d yiet Nam that la hanh phuc vi em duoc may man 
song trong mot dai gia dinh vdi day du ong ba ngoai va ba me cung voi ngudi chi 
ldn hon em mot tuof. Em va chi em dude^di hoc lien tuc mac du sau ngay dat ^ 
niioc bi cong sanchiem va"ba em bi dip tu. Nho me em cd ba can nha cho thue ^ 
nen idi tuc gia dinh khong blanh hiiong do noi^lpa em khong con tai chuc. Ong 6a 
ngoaf em con khoe manh de co the phu giup voi me em de trong coi eda^hang tap 
hoa," Em dfroc su giao due va"tinh thuong cua gia dinh nen em khong thay thieu 
thon va mat mat dieu gftifngay ba em di cal tap. Ngay em tot nghiep trung hoc 
thf cung la ngay ba em duoc pho'ng thich de ve doan tu vdi gia dinh. ©o la ngay 
ma em thay sung sddng dhaf culthdimen thieu. Roi sau d"d thi ba em lam thutuc 
de tv nan qua MyT Cube ddi qua khii cua em giqng nhu giong niipp chay xuoi 
chieu, nhu con thuyen xuoi ben khong bi bao to phong ba — Tnioc khi co linh di 
dan, me em khong dam cho em viiot bien vi ba so nguy hiem den tinh mang em. 
Em thi rat muon di viiot bien ma lai khong dam di mot minh ma Wrong ctygia 
dinh. Tunho"em danghe dng ba ngoai day ranp con gai khong nen ra doi sdm chi 
mang lay kho ma thol. Em chi mang mjng nh7o nhu vay ch3 hoan toan khdng 
hieu vi sao ma ba ngoai lai bao nhu the... 
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Ba me em lam xong moi thu tuc rat nhanh chong vfco tien “chay chot” 
chonhung gta dmh khac thi hpi lau vikhong co tien' dlit lot cho chirih quye'n dia 
phuong. Mot xa hoi cham tien va ftoi ait diidi sU lafit ffao tToc tat cdng san lam 
oho ,em earn thay chan nan cho turn treViet Nam.' Cuhg may'nho'sii nhan dao cua 
chinh phu Hoa Ky nja hang van nguoi thuoc tha'nh phhn'tunhan chinh tri va'di& 
con lai cMoc “dot 3oi”. Boi voi em di theo_dien tu nhan cai tap thfsuong hon h'ai 
dien kia vi khong to nhiing thieii thon o ddi song trai ty nan. Em co co hoi tied 
tuc'hoc tap ngay. 4 • « 
A, Khi deh Welltown ni l 992^em phai hoc lai mfynam cum d trung hoc 
de trau dbi Anh ngu va khong bo ng6 vbi neh gido due moi. Luc coB 6 Viet Nam 
m| ch° em£?c tbem.tieng Anh vi me em bieVrang dud noi nao thi tieng Anh’ 
cuaj;he gioh Chuong trinh hop ngoai ngu 0 Viet Nam dat nahg 
ve phan viet hon ve phan dam thoai neh cho du em da hoc nam nam tieng Arih, 
khi qua day em van khohg nghe duoc nguoi My"'aoi.jifviet Nam em rat say me 
dien toan, cho nen me em co mua may dien toan de em co phiiong tien hoc hoi 
them^ve each xu dung loai truyenjhong nay. Do do ma em chon ngahh dien toan 
de tiepjuc hoc o dai .hoc. Luc o dai hoc, em co nhung Jduc minh vi nhdrig nguoi 
bap My thubng nglii rang^em la ngdoi Tau. Em rat hanh dien langhoi Viet Nam. 
Em khong thayxau ho duem noi tieng Anh khong luu loat/Tuy nhien em ratbuc 
khi. Linda, nguoi ban My cung lop noi rang nghe tieng Viet buon ciloi giong nhu 
tieng Tau. 
* Sau kM tot nj?hiep chuong trinh dien toki, em duoc nMn vao lam b mot 
cong ty bao hiem Ion b^estemJVlassachusetts. Em gh'i ten hoc th&m bu6i tof def 
tiep tuc chubng trinh bon nam ve dTen toah. Hy vopg cua em la^seduoc chuyen 
ngahh khi co dukinh nghiem va kielnfthdc ve dten toan. 
* 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your experience at work?” 
Interviewee: ^ T ^ f 
“Lain o mot cong ty Ion thi cung co nhung dfeu loi va nhung dieu phuc 
tap. Chang han nhu em phai tiep xuc v6i nhung cong ty Ion khac nen van' de xa 
giao em_chiia dude cjuen lam, em can hoc hoi them.__Tuyjihien o cong ty loVthi" 
co nhieu lien he Jot ve nghiep doan cung nhu ve vboi dubng chuy en mon. Em co 
nhieu co hoi de thang tien neii em chiu kho hoc hon Luong bong va quydn lo’i 
cung dudcjiiu tien hon nhung cong ty nhoV NhuBg luc jiao cung phai hoc hoi de 
tiep bd thi mbi sinh ton ddbc, con nhu khonp chiu mb mang thfgiorig nhii con oc 
nam trong_vo, khi gap khd khan chi co nubc chui vao an nu{) ma khong dam 
dupn^dau gial quyet. Em cung mbi di lain nen chua co nhieu kinh nghiem thiic 
te de" ke'cho co nghe.” 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your reflections on the meaning of being Vietnamese female 
refugee?” 
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Interviewee: 
- y=1^' phu mi Viet Nam song trong xa hoi Au My, em cung nhu moi 
nguoi deu nghi rang dude nhieu an hue hon trong xa hoi Viet Nam. Van hoa Viet 
Nam chu trong ; ve gia diiih, cho khong phai ca nhan. Em may man Ion len trong 
mot gia dinh day du tinh thiibng cua cha me ong ba. Do la mot moi tniong tot de "* 
tnlo'rigjharih. Chi em cung nhu em deu dubc day rang cha me cho di hoc thf con 
edi phai dem vinh du den cho gia dinh. Dpi khi nhung gfma ba me em mong 
mudn va nhiing gi ma"em muon cung giong nhau thoi. Lam sao em co the hieu 
ddoc cai nab do em va cai nao do ba me? 
' , V niem tay phuong ve gia dinh thf khac vbi dong phuong; vi'tKe ca nhan 6 * 
xa hen nay khong ddoc ho^trp cua gia dinh nhieu nhu o nude chau A. Khi nab em 
cb trb ngai em thiibng ve voi gia dinh de duoc an ui va giup do." Em xem ba me 
em nhu la khuon thuoc de do biidc thahh cong cung nhu that bai. Ky thuat co the ^ 
cho chuhg ta nhieu tien nghi nhung khong thay the duoc nhiing lbi khuyen bao 
cua ba me.” 
TRANSCRIPT SUMMARY XI NAM 
Interviewer: 
“Em qua My theo dien tu nhan cai tao nghia la' khi diioc chap thuan thi 
ddoc di bang may bay tnic tiep qua My cho khong phai 6 trai ty nan. Em dilbe 
ldn len d mot thahh pho Ion tai mien nam Viet Nam. Moi anh hiiong cua niibc 
ngoai deu vao ndi thahh pho ldn, do do ma dan Ha o day rat thich trau doi sac dep. 
Me em co mot co sb tham my nho de^ san soc sac dep cho phu nii.^Lbi tuc thf kha 
nen du ba em bi di tu thi gia dinh em cung khong bi thieu thon ve vat chat cho , 
lam. Em van dubc di hoc nhiing em khong thich hoc nhiing mon hoc ve kien thuc 
ma chi thich lam' dep. Vi the em thuong la!y cb ra giup me de tranh nhung thoi 
gian buon chan khi phai cam sach de hoc 6 nha. 
Ngay ba em dubc tra'tii do thfba em cung nhu nhung gia dinh tu nhan cai 
tao khac lam thu tuc di My. Mac du ba em khong tin tiibng vao lbi noi cua cong 
san nhiing ca nha (feu dat het niem tin vao su ra di de co mot dbi song tot dep hbn 
la nhiing ngay den toi chang cb tubng lai diibi mot chb do doc tai daiig tri. 
Sau khi phong van va duoc chap nhan di My thi me em sba soan ban ( 
nhung tai san san^cb detain lb phi’leh diibng. Tii Saigon may bay ghe den Thai 
Lan coi nhu la noi chuyen tiep delam thu tuc giay tb de chirih thde dinh cii b Hoa 
Ky. Nhiing ngay o^Thdi Lan tuy khong phai lam gfnhiing lacamot chb doi valo_ 
tu. Ba em thf so cp the bi trove lai Viet Nam. Me em thfsb ho bat o Thai Lan vi 
do la nhiing tin don lub con d Viet Nam. Nhiing sii that chi chi mot tuan sau thi 
gia dinh em du’dc den My. . K\ _ . ^ 
Em den My vao mua dong cua nam 1992. Thoi tiet lanh lam em.so khong 
song nof b day khi thay tuyel dong thahh niibc da. Nhdng hinjiahh tuyet lain em 
nho lai nhhng cau chuyen dtioc dpc qua khi o Viet Nam ma hoido em cd nghi 
rang lam sao thay tuyet duoc, the ma chi cb mot tuan ma em da bay qua ben kia 
nua vong trai dat. Tatcadeulthay doi. Nha cuaVday cung khac vadoi song cung, 
khab. Em nho la cd ldn em che du vftroi hang va em khong muon anh nahg chied 
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mua vao da mat, nhilng nguoi 0 day bao rang dung co che du, vi du dung cho trbi 
ma thoi. Tat ca'deu de em hoc hoi... 
Em hoc bon narn b trung hoc va 6 chuong trinh song ngu. Em thay neu 
hoc sinh Viet Nam qua My ma khong cd trinh do hoc van can bah o Viet Nam thi 
kho ma theo duoc o chuong trinh thuong. Va lai luc 6 Viet Nam ba em la tu nhan 
ca.i tao nen gia* dinh co thoi gian phai roi thanh pho Ion de ve vung kinh te mbi. 0 
do em phai giup me em lam vide ngoai dong ruong. That la vat va vi gia dinh em 
khbng do kinh nghiern cay cay Va trong rau. Chi co em trai em la dude di hoc. 
Em phai nghi hoc bdn.nam.... (mac du khi me em chay chqt vdi phiiong khomde" 
dupe trdlai thanh pho thi'luc do em cung khong muon di hoc niia). Tro' lai dbf 
song hoc sinh la mot nhiem mau. Sdrig b^Mycung la mot su’nhidm mauV (Neu 
chinh phu'Hoa Ky khong cho phep nhung ngudi til chinKtri nhii ba em duoc qua 
My)... Vi the em phai co gang de hoc. Em biet tuoi'minh qua Ion so voi'ban cung 
ldjj nen em co gang hoc tieng Anh de khi vao dai hoc se^chon mot mon nao tiidng 
doi it phai dung tri nhb va doc sach. 
■ 'o*- t '*■£ \ 
Triidng trung hoc em hoc b Wehtown la triiong duy nhait cd chuong trinh 
song ngiicho hoc sinh Viet Nam. Truong thi tot... vied nhieu chudng tririh hoc. 
Tuv nhien, co van cua em bat em hoc nhung mon ma em khong hoc noidrong naih 
dau. Em phai noi voi co giao song ngu de co ay noi lai cho co van. Sau cung em 
van phai hoc mon sinh vat d lop chin va em bi rdt. Em rat budn... Co jgiao song 
ngu cung co giup em nhung cd ban nhieu viec b trubng cd con cd nhieu hoc sinh 
khac ngoai em ra. Vi theem phai hoc lai mon nay dlopmuoi. Nhu vay thfem 
phi^thdi gian, thay vi cho em hoc th6m tieng Anh co vdri bat em hoc sinh vat khi 
tieng Anhcua em con kem roi bat em thi thi khbng edng bang. 
6 nhia thi em cung cd nhung mau thuain trong gia dinh. Ba em la cuu si 
quan trong quan doi Viet Nam. Ba em bi tu edng san mudi mot nam. Gia dinh 
em may man dud’c qua My . Khi deq My ba em chua bao gib vui ve"vi nhiing mat 
ma;t ve dia vi xa hoi, cua cai vat chat. Svi yem the Ve tarn ly da anh hubngden sii 
hoq hanh cua con cai. Ba em khong de y den thanh tich bieu cua em. Hoi do em 
con qua nho nen khdng hieu dude nhung dac ah cua con cai trong mot gia dinh f 
quyen the va giau cd. Vfthe em nghi"rang neti cu song vdi qua khuthf khbng ich 
ldi gi vi qua khii da qua rbi. 
M9 em noi rang vao dai hqc la dieu quan tronghdn tat ca. Vao dai hoc de“ 
cd viec lath tot sau nay va khdng phai nho cay vao tien bac cua chbiig. 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your experience at work?” 
Interviewee: 
4Khi co dude chiirig chi hanh nghe thfem di lam 6 mot vien tham my; 
nhimg y em thi mong ubc co mot cb so rieng giong nhil hoi 6 Viet Nam. Em nghi 
rang tien bac thf can thiet cho phu nu nhuhg sac dep cuhg quan trong nhii vdy. 
Em da^thay cb nhieu gia dinh ma vo chong di d'en cho tan ra vi ngild.i vo khbng ,, 
biet trau doi nhan sac nen chong di lay vo nhof Bieu nay khong mat nhieu thi gio 
Chilean cb su'hie'u biet va^ap dung mbi ngay ma thoi. Hien tai em lain cbng cho 
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mot vien tham my. Em thlionggapnhieu dan ba Viet Nam vi ho thay co em la 
ngdoi Viet lamo do nen de dang de hoi han. Ngoai cong viec lam ra em con gioi 
thieu nhung my pham de khach hang biet nhieu loai my pham khac nhau de lues 
chon thii nao thich hop voi ho. 
... Mac du em lam viec theo khieu tham my cua minh nhung doi khi em cung 
phai dung tieng Anh voi khach ngiioi My hay ngiioi sac toe khac nhu Mien, 
Tau... Do do ma em co co hoi de trau doi^kha nang noi chuyen vafreng Anh. Em 
cung thuong doc them nhdng sach noi ve tham my va nhung phiiong phap moide* 
trau doi sac dep. Bay gio thfem khong con luoi bieng ve phan doc sach nhu hoi o 
trung hoc. Em nghi rang bat cu o nganh nao cung can co su thang tien thi moi 
thanh cohg duoc. 
» 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me about your reflections on the meaning of being Vietnamese 
female refugee?” 
Interviewee: 
“Quan niem ve san soc nhan sac thi rat moi doi vbi ngubi phu mi Viet 
Nam noi ma ho khong co moi truong va' huong dan'.' Em thay rang 6 xa'hoi nay 
bat ed nghe nao cung la mot dong go{) cho xa hoi. Mien sao minh dtihg lanh tro 
cap la dieu hanh dien chq rigdbi ty nan. Co nhieu ngdbi ty nan theo nhd em biet, 
* ho khong chiu di larp cd lanh tro cap mal. Em khong cho rang nhu vay la xau 
nhung minh pjiai co gang song bang sdc lao dong de'do' ganh nang cho xa’hoi, vi 
ho khong biet rang nhung ngubi di lam codoi tdc deu phai dong thue de chinh phu 
tro cap cho ho. -Da tung bi coi thiiong trong xahoi ciTthi qua xalioi moi minh 
phai bieu lo sddoi hoi cong bang giua nam nd bang each di lain giong nhu dan 
ong de co loi tiic do chirih minh dem ve cho gia dinh thi ngiioi chong moi khong 
coi thbbng mirih. Doi voi xa'hoi thi minh cung phai. chung to cho moi ngtibi (T 
nhung cong dong khac biet la“nguoi Viet Nam muon dong gdp vao xa hoi delude 
hdong nhdng dac an cua xa hoi. 
TRANSCRIPT SUMMARY XII XUYEN 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me as much as possible from your past up to the time you go to 
college?” 
iterviewee: „ , t , v ' 
“LaTMy lai o Viet Nam thi rat' khon kho! Ngddi ta khinh mie'i minh. Em 
rat xau hd.^Ban be~khong chdi voi em vi em kho'ng giong Viet Nam. Tod em 
quan, da em thi'sam. Em rat co doc. Hon nda, nha em lai ngheo, me era chi;du^ 
tien de cho em trai khab cha di hoc ma thoi. Moi" ngay em phai thde day sdm de'1 
gitip me em nau xoi dem bail ngoai ch6. 6 Viet Nam hoc tro va ngtidi di lam lao 
dong thiiong an xoi buoi' sang de no lau ma lai reho’n nhiing thii die'm'tarn khac. 
Me em nau xoi rat ngon nen ngay nao cung ban het. 
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_ Khi duoc tin lanhunggia dinh nao co con lai My thi 'seTudc qua My song 
nhu la nguoi ty'nan thi'em rat mung giong nhu ca diiot trd ve cung nuocvay. Sau 
khi lam xong giay to thi em voi ra, cha ghe va em trai qua My! Luc do'em hai 
mii'oi tuoi. Em phaT hoc lop mubi.mot. V.^the em chi dubc (hoc hai nam o trung 
hop. Chi trong hai nam em daco gang ratnhieude hoc tieng Anh. Em thudng 
than voi me em la em cam thay mac co vi tuoi em Ion ma'^phaHioc chung voi ban 
tre hon. Tuy nhien era co co giao song ngu vaTco giao ESL thuong khuyen khich 
em va hq noi rang o xii nay khong quan trong ve tuoftac ma quan trong ve suy ; 
ngjii vafldia'nang hanh dong. Co giao em noi rang sii kho khan khong nhung doi 
voi hoc sinh ma con doi vbi thay co giao trong cuong vi hoc va day. 
0 Viet Nam,, em khong co di hoc triiong ban trung hoc. Em chfbiet lam 
toan, doc va jiet tieng Viet con ve su va dia ly thi'em rat mo ho. Bo laqua trinh 
hoc cua em 6 Viet Nam. Sau hai nam em dude bang trung hoc ve song ngdCBof 
vi tuoi em lcfri nen em khong hoc them dude Strung hoc nu£ Sau khi tot nghiep 
trung hoc, em di lam d mot xborig. Em nghi rang neu em noi dude tieng anh troi 
chay thiemse co dong luHng kha. ^Nhung em sai lam vi em can co kinh nghiem 
va kien thuc_tren bde trung hoc. -E)at niioc nay la dat nude co co hoi. Hon nha em 
can co nghe nghiep de dude doc lap vdi chong em sau nay. Em khong muon sbrtg 
cuoc song nhil cua me;em phai dua vao dong lubng cua ba gheT Me em chiia bao 
gio duoc quyet dmh. Me em lam viec cue nhoc nhung khong ai thong cam dubc 
voi su cue nhoc d5/ viec lam khong co .lubng co dinh. Em ghi ten vao dai hoc 
* cong 'dong de hoc suot m6t nam ve" tieng Anh truoc khi chon ngainh chuyen mod. 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your experience at college?” 
Interviewee: ( ^ v A < j ^ „ .. 
J‘Sau khi quyet dmh di hoc o dai hoc thi em phai co gang nhieu vi ngoai 
thi gio5 di lain o chd va san soc con nhcT(em lay chong sau khi hoc xong trung hoc 
va co mot dufa be trab me em d nha giuno' de em di lam va di hoc them bqdi tdi). 
Sau mot naan hoc tieng Anh, em hoc ve dien toan. Vila lam bon phan nguoi me, 
nguoi v3, ngddi hoc trd thi* that la caTmot.su kho khanL.. Em giong nhu nhiing, 
Ian song cu tiep theo tuhg ldp mot de dap vao bd.T.jCo thay em noi chuyen giong 
“thi si” khong? Em co nhieu mb‘doc va thbong thi nhung rpo'ubc deu thanh sii ^ 
that ci le^cung nh<ftrbi Phat giup ddfEm mat bon nam mdi lay xong bang can su 
va'hien tai em dang tim viec lam kha hon hop v6i kha nang va co them ldi tuc cho 
gia dinh.” 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your reflections on the meaning of being Vietnamese female 
refugee?” 
Interviewee: , A .v- j. . V ....v y 
“Em co the nhan dien rang em vua la Viet yua la My. Em noi tieng Viet o 
nha vbi con trai cua em, nhung nojai tra ldi em bang tieng Anh. Em lo rang it 
nam nha ban chat Viet nam tu tu mat di trong con ngubi no. •©oi vbi em, trong 
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tam cuaca nhan em la Viet Nam. Nhurig lop ben ngoai tuy la My nhu'ng trong 
chieu sau cua tam (ton em van la Viet Nam. Tuy em dung nhung vat dung va" 
each thuc nap mtong giong nhu ngiioi 6 day nhung noi dung cua m6n an van la’ 
Viet Nam (thi dij nhu 6 Viet Nam thi lam viec trong bep thudng ngoi con ben nay 
thi dung... hay la dung may say thay cho phot a6 ngoai sao nhu a Viet Nam) V 
em muon noi ra nhung hjSh thuc de co ketquatuy khac nhu'ng muc tieu thi giong 
nhau du o xa hoi nao cung vay. 
Con doi voi viec lam thi em khong dong y rang su gia tang so ngiioi di dan 
vao mioc^My lam thiet thoi dCnnUoc My. Nhung ngiioi nay deu lam viec het long 
va con lam nhdng viec ma ngiioi My khong muon lam. Nhu vay thf ho laTihimg 
nguoi giup cho kinh te cua niioc nay dlioc phon thinh.” 
TRANSCRIPT SUMMARY XIE .LIEU 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me as much as possible from your past up to the time you go to 
college?” 
Interviewee: 
“I came to Welltown in 1991 with my mother, my two sisters and my 
brother. I am the youngest child in the family. In Viet nam I learned English for 
six months, but I did not have a chance to speak with my friends. In my situation, 
my appearance does not look like American, therefore, I did not have 
discrimination as other Amerasians. However, I felt ashamed to speak English in 
Viet Nam. I did not want to go to America, but being an Amerasian I could give 
my family a chance to go to America. We had to travel to Thai Lan and stayed 
there two weeks. Then, we took the airplane to the Philippines. One thing made 
me totally depressed, I learned English for six months but I could not answer the 
service people on the airplane. I felt so block-headed because I could not 
communicate with people even with daily greetings. We stayed in the Philippines 
to learn English. I was younger than other my siblings, therefore, I learned 
English easier than them. However, I still had a lot of effort in second language 
learning. Because I thought that I had to speak the target language to be able to 
survive in this country. After six months at the camp, we had a list to leave for 
the United States. They gave us some options to choose the destination either 
Illinois or Massachusetts. I really did not know about these States. I asked my 
friends... Finally we chose Massachusetts as our destination. 
When I came here, my sisters and I enrolled in the bilingual program. But 
my sisters dropped out because of the school’s inability to help reduce the gap in 
their educational background. My sisters went to the company where my brother 
worked and were accepted as employees there. I was the only child in the family 
who went to high school and graduated. When I entered grade nine, I was placed 
in the bilingual program. That means I had to study all science and social study 
subjects with a Vietnamese teacher [through chapter 71 A, TBE program] and one 
period a day in the ESL class. The teacher who taught ESL was not a native 
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English speaker, therefore, I could not improve much in my pronunciation. The 
only thing that helped me succeed from a lot of things was my bilingual teacher, 
Mrs. Tr. she spoke Vietnamese and she understood my problem. Once, she had to 
explain to my Art teacher [an American lady] that I was not impolite when I did 
not look at her... That was what my mother taught me to do since I was a very 
little girl, not to look at the adult in conversation. 
At home, my mom is my best friend. When I need counseling, she is 
there. When I have problem, she is ready to give me her hand. If she sees that I 
can succeed in something that I want, she tries to help me, even if she is against it. 
At school, I experienced that adolescence was a hard time for me. I 
wanted to be just like everyone else; but everyone around me was more white 
than Vietnamese. Adolescence was a time of lesming more about identity. I 
realized a double conflict in my mind, one between school and home, and the 
other between Asian and American. In reality, I am an Amerasian, that means 
half is Asian and half is American; but I do not experience any American culture 
in my mind. 
I won the Mass Mutual Award and was admitted in the nursing program 
at a state university. 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your experience at college?” 
Interviewee: 
“At college, I still had hard time with English, especially in my major. I 
learned English not only from my professors, but also from my peers. My friends 
and my tutors were very nice. I was happy even everything was very hard. I 
spent a lot of time to read because my professors asked me to read a lot. The 
second year I came to the old people community to practice. I followed a nurse to 
their houses one day a week to take care the health of old people and help them 
take the medication. I also had to teach them to be safe such as how to get to the 
bathtub. They were not disabled, but they could not handle by themselves. They 
could talk, they could walk, but very weak. They had a home health aid to take 
care of them and cook for them. They did not want to go to the nursing home, 
because that was not their house and they did not feel comfortable. They had 
different types of insurance or Medicare to pay for their home health aid. 
Sometimes I had to change their dressing if they had surgery. A lot of people did 
not like that type of work, but it was interesting to me. It was really fun when you 
got involved and you would learn. 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me about your reflections on the meaning of being Vietnamese 
female refuge?” 
Interviewee: 
“Nowadays, women can prove that they do certain things which were 
limited before. When I chose nursing as my major, I thought about different field 
that I could work like community nurse, hospital nurse, or emergency nurse. To 
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me I like children. I will be senior m two more years. I am so scared to enter the 
red world. I wish that I could donate my time to volunteer in somewhere that 
children need help. I want to go to Viet Nam for one year or I might go to 
A*“a- ’' Jhat,1S my Wlsh' But now 1 need more experience. Then, when I get a 
job, I need to learn more, because I love to learn. It is good to learn to make 
yourself more valuable. Nowadays, health care changes all the time. I have to 
learn new things everyday. I plan to work part-time because I do not want to get 
more loans. 6 
The last point I want to tell you is my opinion about feminism. I think 
female and male are equal. They have a chance to prove themselves or not. They 
have a chance to educate themselves or not. But people talk about men and focus 
them more than women. It is not fair. Being a female refugee, I need to prove the 
dual equality by showing my capacity in learning as well as in adapting to the 
society. For me, I always admire my mother, she is a wonderful mother. As a 
single parent she had to rear all her children alone. Therefore I understood the 
conflict of most Amerasians who do not get along with their step-fathers.” 
TRANSCRIPT SUMMARY XIV VAN 
Interviwer: 
“Can you tell me as much as possible from you past up to the time you go to 
college?” 
Interviewee: 
u _“Em qua My nam 1993 theo dien con lai thi co cung biet rang do la mot su 
doi <tdi to IdA cho nhting dua con lai bi xaThoi Viet Nam ruong bova khinh miet.' 
Em song voi bangoai vame tu khi em hieu gia dinh lagi? Em khong biet ba em 
lTai. Me, em noi rang ba em langiidi Myj/a~bome em khi ong het phuc vu trong 
tran chien Viet Nam^ ^Me em buon ban o mot chd nho. Em thiidng o nha voi ba 
ngoai. Em khong_biet me em hoc den dau, co le cung den lop nam, nhu&ig me em 
luon luon noi rang ngiidi^ nao khong di hoc thi khong co1 tiiorig lai. Vi the nha" 
triidngrat quantrong doi vbi em, quantronghdncast?thieucha. r 
Khi diidc chap thuan qua My^thi gia dinh^em den Florida, nbi malchi hau ^ 
aim ap giong nhu yiet Nani. Em khong di hoc vi ba'ngoai em ndivrmg con gai o ^ 
day td do qud, neu dT hoc, quen ban be"nhieu (thi de huhong, nhat la hen ho voi 
ban trai ma khong co su don^ y cuangtioi ldn tin khong dOoc. Em rat buon va~noi 
vbi me em rang khong feed ngoi o' nha ma"hifong tro cap mai sao? Phai di hoc thi 
chi £y de chi ay giup do em chu^n ve tieu bang Massachusetts. 
jDuoc gia dinh ban cho o chung thi em mdng lmn va voi vang mua ve xe 
bus de di Welltown. Toi .Welltown, thUngiidi ban canh nha noi vdi^em rang, em 
khpng cd c&'banhoc van 6 ben Viet Nam, thi^ern chi nen dT tim viec lam trong 
bep.d nha hang... Cp ay con noi rang lam qghe rua chen hay lam thii ky thi cung 
chang khac nhau may ve lubng bong. Co ay con noi rang hoc tieng Anh thi kho 
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lam. Em rat phan van... Em nghi den trdong hop me co le chi hoc den lop nam. 
Me em phai lam viec^trong tiern bahh tu sang den toi mit de nuoi em va hai em 
cua em.^ Me em rat^vat va. Con em phai thoi hop luc miioi hai tuoi de phu voi me 
trong tiem banh de cho hai dua em diioc di hoc. Luc dor em moi hoc xong lop 
bon. Em hoc rat cham. Em biet rang con gai chi lain viec trong pham vi gis dinh, 
chi con trai moi duoc^hoc nhieu. Em khong biet gi ve cha em. Me em noi voi em 
la cha em la mqt nguoi linh My trong chien tranh Viet nam va ong da ve niioc khi 
em Vila hai tuoi^ Cha sau cuapm cung mat va de lai hai em trai la ganh napg cho 
me em. Em khong muon giong nhd me em... khong du can ban hoc thuc de vao 
dai hocL Em hieu rang niioc My la nSi co co hoi. Do do, em can thong thao tieAg 
Anh de vao dai hoc. 
Vi the em quyet dinh di hoc mac du ban em, nguoi cho em o chung cung 
ngan can cho rang tierig Anh kho lam. ‘Khi dude nhan di hoc thfem viet thh xin loi 
me dabo di. Ba ngoai nho em lam va cung muon den Welltown. The’la ca^nha 
em lai dtioc doan tu vaTbat' dau xay dung cube song m6i 6 vung dat lanh nay. Khi 
hoc^xong trung hoc, me em muon em lam b xuong cua me em Me em noi rang 
bang trung hoc d6i vdi phu nu^la ddoc roi. Me em muon em di lain va lap gia 
dinh. Me em muon em cb cube doi nhu me vay... Em phan van quL. .bhf vftieng 
Anh cua em khong kha lam. Em cung muon lam vui long me;ngu6i daedejehb" 
nuoi em khon Ion. Tuy nhien, em nghi den tifbng lai. Em can c6 mot nghe khong 
can la chuyen mon. Sau cung em quyet dinh vao dai hoc va hoc nganh san soc 
sac dep, mot bo mon tub’ng doi khong kho. Em nghi rang neu minh hoc cham thi 
minh co gang bo"nhieu thEgid de hoc. Vi the em khong thoi lui. Me em co the f 
chila xong tieu hoc. Me em rat sd giao duc. Me em chang bao^gib nbi chuyen voi 
em ve dai hoc hay nhilng gibinh liu den dai hoc. Ba'khdng dong 5/ voi ai tiep tuc 
di hoc nda" sau khi hoc xong trung hoc. Banbi voi em rang minh can nghi &en 
hoan canh kinh te hien tai dikiem viec lam cang sdm cang tot de cb tien lo nhbng 
thucan thibt hang ngay. Cuoi cung em nop dbn vao dai hoc cong dong.” 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your experience at college?” 
Interviewee: , . , 
“Kinh nghiem o dai hoc thi that LTmot su thu thach Ion. Em thieu car^ban 
tu ben Viet Nam nen liichoc 6"trung hoc thi cb chiiong trinh song ngurat huiEibh 
cho nhung ngubi thieu can ban tieng Viet nhu em. Len dai hoc thi moi su deu do 
minh sap xep va hanh dong^ Khon^ cb giao vien song ngu de lam nhip cau thong^ 
cam vbi ban giam hieu. (3 day chi con trong mong vao su giup do eda ban be. Vi" 
the em phai tim nhung ngiibi ban nab thong cam vbi hoan canh em de ho that tinh 
giilp doma khong khinh miet em. Em rat mac cam vflacon jai. ^ w 
Nhieu phu huynh khbng thich con cai hq giao thiep voi con lai nen em rat^ 
den nha nhilng ban do, chi gap d"thu vien^tniong ma thoi. La con lai thi ratjeho 
stfda bi thiet thoi o"Viet Nam, khi sang My"em tiiong rdng su thiet thoi do se^bude 
den bu.' Nhuhg thuc te thfkhac hanE Em khong cb sift an thmih hay ho trb cua me 
va ba ngoai velioc "dai hoc nen em cung khong dam noifgi ve nhung khb khan cua 
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minhv Em tu giai quyet lay. Em chon ngahh san soc she dep vf cm co khieu ve' 
b° mon nay. Neu em hoc xong phi em se di lam chng trrfoc roi se de'dahh lien tu 
mp mot co so neng cua minh dephuc vu cac phu nu frong edng dong ve each sUi 
soc sac dep.. Nghe nao emnghi cung tot vhcurig hiiudung cho xa hoi ca” 
Inteviewer: 
“Can you tell me your reflections on the meaning of being Vietnamese female 
refugee?” 
Interviewee: 
( w j 
, “®oi em thi em khong co quan niem gfmoi mebigoai subang long ve 
sq d6i d6i cua em. Em giong nhu dlioc sinh lai mot lan nua, co nglimladubc coi 
la con nguoi m£t each xiing dang cho'khong tui phan lam nguoi con lai nhu ben 
Viet Nam. Vejjhu nu thi em khong dhoc hieu nhieu ve phong tuc tap quan de co' 
siijo sanh giua hai xahoi. f Em chi biet kfminh may man dtfoc sang My thi phai 
biet hoa minh vao cuoc song moi. Cube song nay do em dinh doat vfcfb la cuoc 
deli em nen em phai co'tr^ch nhiem quyet dinh va giai quyet cho dung tuy thuoc 
vao ai ca, mac du la nguoi sinh He ra minh.” * ' 
TRANSCRIPT SUMMARY XV NGAN 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me as much as possible from your past up to the time you go to 
college?” 
Interviewee: 
ff # ,\ j 
“Em thuoc dien con lai va qua My voi me cung cha ghevahai em gai nam 
1993. O Viet Nam thi em co' n^uoi cau ruot lam cong an phuong nen phfiong 
khom khong lam kho de qtoi voi gia dinh co con lai. Em cung dtfoc dl hoc nhuhg 
em khong thong minh lam va vi laVon lai nen thay giao khong ehu y den em vi"sb 
ban giam hieu khien trach. Do dojna em khong eftibe sii giup db cuathay co va ' 
ban be. Den My thi co su thay dbi, em gion^ nghoi My trang vi toe em mau hoe 
vang va mat em mau nau.‘ Em thicb chbi voi ban be My"vi em khbng cam thay 
khac ho ve hinh thuc ben ngoai. Moi ngay em/di xe bus dr hoc nen em cb them 
thbi gian gan ban be va hoc hoi them, em nghi do la dieu tot de hoi nhap voi XcT 
, A . •,! 
hoi moi. 
^ v ^ ^ i ^ t \ j ^ 
Nhung ban Viet Nam va ban My cua em rat tot voi em. Vi the em choi 
vbi moi nguoi... Nhung co may cha me cb thanh, kien. Ho khong thich em den 
nha ho de lam nhiing bai nghi eh ciiu o trubng voi con gai cua ho. Ho co thanh 
kien vbi con lai. Ho cho rang con lai thuoc gioi ha cap d Viet nam va khong 
thuoc gia dirih dang hoang tu teV Vi the'em nghi la*“con lai_rat bat hanh va bi thanh 
kien tron^ cong dong Viet du bViet Nam hay <5"My. -Dieu nay nghia la da bi 
thanh kien thi "cung nhu vet mdc khb maTtayvxoa dude. Do do luc nab em cung 
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phai de y'den ta!c phong cua minh va'chii y den hoc tap de co diem tot de cha me 
ban be"khong coi thubng minh va'gia dinh minh. 
a ,Em dfloc hoc chuflng trinh song ngu. Co' giao em khong co thahh kien, co 
day do tan tinh va con co y nang do em, nen em cam thay duoc an ui. Co day 
nhilng mdn hqcnhu ke toan,khoa hoc va lich su.^Doi vbi em, hoc tieng Anh con 
khd hon che cui va garih nuoc nhii em da tiing lam luc con q diioi que voi ba 
ngoai. Em thich mon ke loan vf khong phai dung nhieu tieng Anh. Em diioc 
diem cao ve monnay nen co y dinh len dai hoc detiep tuc hoc ve mon nay. 
Ngoai nhung gib hoy o lop, jim con tham gia vao nhiirig hoi doan nhu la'the thao 
va hdong dao. Em nghi rang cang tham gia vao nhung hoat dong ben ngoai thl 
cang mb rdng tarn kien thuc va su cam thong. Emjhich nhung sinh hoat sau gib 
hoc nhu chol the thao vi nho do em co dip trao doi voi ban be ve nhung gf ma em 
chua rcfve he thong giao due moi. Rieng ve hoan canh gia dinh em cung la mot 
dong cd thuc day em vao dai hoc. Me em lam viec d mot khach san. Mofkhi gap 
ba d chb lam, em thay me em rat sd sdt nhung ngdoi khach.. .b'oi vi'viec lam hay 
vi la ngdoi khac chung tdc, em khong ro*Ti. Chico dfeu em biet chac la em phai 
vao dai hoc de co viec lam kha hon de khdng cam thay thap kein nhb me em. Me 
em cung noj rang vao dai hoc la dieu quan trong hbn tat ca. Vao dai hoc de co 
viec lain tot sau nay va khong phai nho cay vao tien bac cua chong.” 
Interviewer: 
* “Can you tell me your experience at college?” 
Interviewee: , _ s 
‘Ten dai hoc em khong cam thay leloivi da~quen voi su tham gia sinh hoat 
cua tniong lud con trung hoc. Em chon mon ke toan vyem biet nganh ke toan co 
nhieu viec de ndp ddn. Em cung co'di’ lam them delfb garih nang cho me em. 
Sau nay ngoai viec lam chirih thiic, em cof thelchai thue hang rfa!n de Idem them 
ldi tuc'. Sb cli em phai cogang lavi em thay co1 nhieu ban daftjdhoc vi "khong theo 
kip chdong trinh. 6 dai hoc khbngjd chilong trinh song ngd nen dor vbi da so' 
hoc smhViet Nam ma khong cb can ban de 5i boTcube. Em khong biet noi gi ^ 
nhieu ve kinh nghiem ban than em chihiet hoc theo trong sach vb va theo loi thay 
giang. Cung nh<5~cf> lbf> ESL va sinh vien lbp tren kem nen em cung quadddc 
nhbng khb khan.” 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your reflections on the meaning of being Vietnamese female 
refugee?” 
Interviewee: ^ v ,■ ^ ^ 
“Theo em nghi thi su thanh that la tot nKat b moi linh vuc. Khong hieu thi 
hoi nhbng ngdbi co kinh ngliiem hbn minh. Theo van hoa Viet Nam thi co su ^ 
ca’ch biet giua thay va tro. Vf the' doi khi thidu cam thong va sinh ra nhurig hieu_ 
lam khdtraAh. Em thich drioc lam ngdoi phu nh trong xSTibi nay vi em co.quyen 
thubng thuyei va til y chon lua. Khong bat buoc phai la the nay, khong bat buoc 
* * k 
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phai lathe kia. Em cam thay thoai mdi khi biet mihh co dude tieng noi 6"ldp hoc. 
I uy nhien doi voi cong d6ng Viet Nam, em co nhung mau thuaii. Em muon den 
gan de lam mot thahh vien cua cong dong mi cong dong thf c6 thahh kien vbi con 
lai. Em co mo u'oc la lam the nao de xay dung mot cong dong Viet Nam thong 
cam that su. Co nhu vay thf moi co cho'dung trong xa hoi nay va co dude tieng 
noi vung manh trong nhung cong dong khde. Neu ngay trong cong dong mihh ma 
khong co su cam thong thi lam sao trach cii 'dude sii thidu cam thong giila” nhung 
cong dong khac?” 
TRANSCRIPT SUMMARY XVI NHUNG 
Interviewer: 
Can you tell me as much as possible from your past up to the time you go to 
college” 
Interviewee: 
“Em sinh tai Go Cai, mot thanh pho nho cua mien Nam. Thahh pho nay 
dachiu nhieusd tanphacua chien tranh. Honndatriioc day la vung diadap cua 
cong san tru'oc khi xam chiem mien Nam, theo lbi me em ke!~ Vfthe o gida long 
cong san ma co con My lai la ca mdt van de.' Em khong cb ban be vfai cung 
* tranh con lai sd Viet cong lam kho de. Ho coi em nhd mot “quai thai cua thbi 
dai”. Em song vbi me va ba ngoai. Khi dubc biet la'con lai se dinh ci? tai My neu 
hoan tat giay td va thutuc. Em rat muon di de thoat khoi suky~ thi cua moi ngiioi. 
Me em khong muon di vi me em can 6lai san soc ba ngoai bi bail tha'n bat toai. 
Do do em lam giay td mot mihh nhung chiiih phu My bat phai co ngiioi Ion di 
theo lam gi^n ho. Vi the me em uy quyen cho di ruot di vbi em. 
. May thang sau khi toi My thi me em mat va ba ngoai thi cung buon va 
thieu ngubi san soc nen cung mat. Em la~dua con lai va lai^mo coi chi con co tinh 
thiiong cua di ma em coi nhu me. Em khong cam thay. thieu thdn khi song voi di 
em. Di^giong nhu me, hieu va san soc em. Em chi xau Ko~ve sil that hoc ,cud 
mihh. Em khong muori den trdong, ndi(ma~em pha'i diiong dau Vob sh dotpiat cua 
mihh. Em rat that vong. Co Tr. noi voi em la truong hoc la noi de hop hoi va su 
hoc thfvo cung. Co noi em can phai bat dau. Co noi si? hieu biet vjTsu'cd gang la' 
hai yeu to can ban de thahh cong. Co nbi dung. .. va'em da tu tin rang copb luon 
luon giup do em. Co la mot thay dbi lhn trong dbi em. Moi khi cb co chdi gian 
ranh co day em ve lich suViet Nam va tieng Viet. Bay gib thi ern khopg cam 
thay xau ho ve qua khi? cua^mihh. Em co diem hoc tot. Nha trilong dbi vbi em la 
mot gia dtrih nhava co giao la~ba me thd hai. Sau ba nam trong chiiong trihh song 
ngiCem phai chuyen qua chuong trihh thiiong.. .that la khung khiep. Co khi em 
chang hieu thay ^iao noi gi trong lop. Em khong darh hoi va'cu im lang cho xong 
gib hoc thi hoi co Tr. hay may ban nguoi Viet.” 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your experience at work?” 
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Interviewee: 
^ . Em danh het thoi gian 6 triiong va o nha de hoc tieng Anh, vi em hieu 
rang neu em khong ndi diidc tieng Anh thf em se'khong the c6 mot doi song kha 
dlioc. Em cd khieu ve lam dep. Vf the’em chon nganh hoc vecham soc sac dep o" 
dai hoc.^ Em chi can hop mot nam thi dubc chiing chi' Sau do em lam ngudi g’idi 
thieusanpjiam 6 mot tham my vien. Doi khi em phai ra daii deWi chuyen vdi 
nhiing ngUoi khong noi tieng Anh hay tieng Viet. Em phai gidi thieu san pham 
cho ho va'phai thuyet phuc ho mua thiT Khong phai de ma poi cho 'ngiioi ta nghe. 
Thiiong thf em phai thu vao tay hay mat de ho cam thay thich san pham cua minh. 
Em thay rang hoc tieng Anh khong nhung 6 triiong ma con d noi lam viec neu 
muon duy tri cong viec cang ngay caiig tot hon. Tieng Anh luon luon oTrong dbi 
s^ng. . ^ ^ ^ t 
Luc con di hop em khong phai la diia con gai luoi bieng. Em thile khuya 
dehoc. Tuy nhien, em khong nhd noi nhiing gi hoc d triiong. Vi the em chon 
nganh san sdc sac dep lam mbn chirth 6 dai hoc. Khi dribc keu len san khaii lanh 
bang nhu la can su nhu nhiing ngiidi tot nghiep hai nam, em thay rnihh khong 
xuhg dang la can su. Neu em co can ban hoc o Viet Nam thi'em se~chon ngahh 
khde. Du sao em hghi Ja siihoc khong gioi han.^ Em moi co hai miidi boh tube 
Em cogahg di lam may nam de co’ tien tnidc, rdi em secti hoc lai vdi nganh khhc, 
nganh dibn to4n.” 
Interviewer: 
“Can you tell me your reflections on the meaning of being Vietnamese female 
refugee?” 
Interviewee: ^ 
“Em nghfla con lai thf mot miala ngiioi My va mot nu;a kf ngiioi Viet 
Nam. Tuy nhidn cahai phong tuc em deu md ho va khong biet minh anh hhbng 
nhieu vejben nab. That ra em ldh len o; Viet Nam thfem phai chiu anh htibng 
nhieu ve van hda Viet Nam, nhiing xa hoi Viet Nam da bo~em ra ngoai vaTchdng 
chap nhan em la niot thanh vibn thflam sao em bao dan tii nhan mirih la ngiioi 
Viet cd dung khong co? , ^ ^ r 
Bay gib em dang song giiia xa hoi Myqub hiiong cua ngiidi cha siph ra em 
thi em lai thby nghen ngao vi Thong ro ly lich cua minh. Cuocddi that tro^treu va 
mau thuan. Em diing giua hai xa hoi ma khong biet minh la ai? Cd the tat ca 
nhiing gi em suy nghbcan phai kiem chung lai. Chi mot dieu duy nhat ma em 
nhan dien diidc minh la ein khong lam dieu giTonW cho ngiioi khac va cho 
chinh minh vi'em muop song nhii moi ngubi va moi nghbi xem em nhu ho diing 
miet thi em du duoi bat cu mot hinh thuc nao.” 
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